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Functions of Yami Verbal Affixes 
Abstract 

 

 Austronesian languages have exhibited a unique subject-verb relation that has been 

extensively studied beginning from last century. This relation has been referred to as focus 

and later on the term voice has replaced it due to its pragmatic usage. Austronesian focus or 

voice refers to verbal affixation that signals the thematic role of the clause subject. However, 

this subject-verb relation is not as regular and predictable as the Englsih active-passive voice 

system. Hence, an alternative view has proposed that the function of these verbal affixes is to 

transitivize/intransitivize clauses—transitivity analysis. The present study proposes that the 

function or functions of these verbal affixes should not be limited to signal the thematic role 

of a clause or to transitivize/intransitivize clauses, and suggests that the verbal affixes in 

Yami are multi-functional. This proposal is further supported by the affixes ma- and -an in 

Yami. Semantic properties of subject participants of clauses containing Yami verbal affixes 

including Ø, m-, mi-, <om>/om-, ma-, man-/mang-, ni-, -en, -an, i-, and ka- -an are examined 

via the modified version of Foley’s (2005) revised macro-role hierarchy. Based on the 

semantic property of a clause subject, it is attested that the affix -an serves a similar function 

as the affix -en in Yami to construct clauses with an undergoer subject in addition to its 

original function of constructing clauses with a locative subject. There are at least three 

different sets of roots/stems that are observed to interact with affixes -an and -en in 

constructing undergoer subject clauses. One set can only be affixed with -en, one only with    

-an, and the third one can be affixed with both affixes. This has implied that the lexical 

property of roots/stems has some influence on the choice of the verbal affixation. The 

semantic property of -an and -en clause subject has some subtle meaning difference when 

they are compared via the modified version of Foley’s (2005) revised macro-role hierarchy. 

The -an clause subject is causally affected and might not undergo change of state while the    

-en clause subject undergoes change of state.  

 

Four sub-types of ma- clauses are identified including stative ma-, resultative ma-, 

potentive ma-, and activity ma-. The set of roots/stems that can only be affixed with the affix 

-en to construct undergoer subject clauses can be affixed with resultative ma- while the set 

that can only be affixed with -an cannot. The semantic properties of -an and -en clause 

subjects differ in affectedness have been further confirmed. The potentive ma- 
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simultaneously serves two functions that include signaling an undergoer subject and 

potentiality of the event, whereas the affix -an serves two different voice functions—

undergoer or locative voice. In addition to the view of multifunctionality of these verbal 

affixes, it is suggested that the study of the Yami verbal system has to take the lexical 

property of roots/stems into consideration.  
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論雅美語動詞詞綴的功能探討 
摘要 

 

 許多文獻不斷的在探討南島語言動詞詞綴的變化與句子主語的關係，動詞詞綴

與主語之間的關係早期被稱為焦點系統（focus system），後來被修正為語態系統

（voice system）。但南島語的語態系統與英文的主動/被動語態相似卻不雷同，南島語

有主事者語態（actor voice）、受事者語態（patient voice）、地點語態（locative 

voice）、受惠者語態（beneficiary voice）、工具語態（instrumental voice）等等。除此

之外，動詞詞綴與主語的論旨角色之間的對應並不像英文主語/被動語態般有規律，且

可被預測。因此，有看法認為動詞詞綴的主要功能是增加或減少句子的及物性

（transitivity analysis）。雅美語是屬於南島語系的台灣原住民語言，擁有豐富的動詞

詞綴，本文主要的目的就是探討這些動詞詞綴的功能。這些詞綴包括 Ø, m-, mi-, 

<om>/om-, ma-, man-/mang-, ni-, -en, -an, i-, 以及 ka- -an。本文採用 Foley（2005）修訂

版的宏觀角色層級（revised macro-role hierarchy）來檢視雅美語主語的語意屬性

（semantic property），比較這些詞綴在不同類型的句子裡的表現，我們認為這些詞綴

的功能並不僅限於改變句子的及物性或語態，而是同時扮演著好幾個不同功能。動詞

詞綴 -an 在雅美語中不只表示地點語態，也標示受事者語態，與 -en 有類似的功能。

研究發現，至少有三組詞根/詞幹（root/stem）與 -an 跟 -en 有不同的互動。其中一組

詞根/詞幹只能被 -an 附加，另一組只能被 -en 附加，第三組則可以被 -an 或 -en 附加。

這項發現顯示詞根/詞幹的詞彙語義會影響動詞詞綴的附加選項。本文同時探討了動詞

詞綴 ma- 的四項功能，包含主事者語態（activity）、狀態語態（stative）、濳在情態

（potentive）跟結果語態（resultative），這四種功能包含了語態（voice）、情態

（mood）、終結點（telicity）。由此，本研究認為雅美語的動詞詞綴不只擁有表語態

或及物性的功能，而是多功能的詞綴。 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Austronesian languages have exhibited rich verbal morphology and unique subject-

verb agreement that have been extensively studied in the early 1990’s. The uniqueness of 

Austronesian subject-verb relations refers to the property that the verbal affix always signals 

the thematic role of the clause subject, and this has been referred to as focus in earlier studies 

(McFarland 1976, Harvey 1979, Starosta et al. 1982, Ramos & Bautista 1986, Huang 1995, 

Holmer 1996, DeGuzman 1997, among others) and has been treated as voice by Austronesian 

linguists in the last few decades (Chang 1997, Ross & Teng 2005, Wu 2007, among others). 

The term focus has been rejected due to its pragmatic usage, opaqueness for the research 

outside of this subfield, and difficulty for typological study (Teng & Ross 2005). The term 

voice seems to be a better choice and has been adopted for studies in recent years on 

Austronesian languages including Formosan languages.  

 

The use of the term voice is not without controversy; first, the voice variants for verbs 

in Austronesian languages are not as regular and predictable as in English (Starosta 2002). A 

verb might have two or more voice variants, but few exhibits a full set of the voice variants 

that are available in the language. Second, Starosta (2002) has suggested that the voice 

affixes are actually transitive and applicative affixes that attach to a verb to alter the argument 

structure of the verb. The appropriateness of using the term voice to refer to the unique 

Austronesian subject-verb relation remains debatable.  

 

Unlike the well-known English active-passive, the Austronesian voice system exhibits 

more than two voice variants as illustrated by Tagalog examples in (1). Clauses with actor 

subject are usually referred to as actor voice (AV), as in (1a), clauses with patient subject as 

patient voice (PV), as in (1b), clauses with location subject as locative voice (LV), as in (1c), 

clauses with instrument subject as instrument voice (IV), as in (1d), clauses with beneficiary 

subject as beneficiary voice (BV), as in (1e). 
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(1) 

a. actor voice (AV)1 
 b-um-ili Ng isda sa tindahan ang lalake 
 VC2-buy CORE fish OBL store  man 
 ‘The man bought fish in the store.’                                       (Foley 2008: 23) 

 
b. patient (PV) 
 bi-bilh-in ng lalake sa tindahan ang isda 
 IRR-buy-VC CORE man OBL store  fish 
 ‘The man will buy the fish in the store.’                                (Foley 2008: 23) 

 
c. location (LV) 
 bi-bilh-an ng lalake ng isda ang tindahan 
 IRR-buy-VC CORE man CORE fish  store 
 ‘The man will buy fish in the store.’                                      (Foley 2008: 23) 

 
d. instrument (IV) 
 ipam-bi-bili ng lalake ng isda ang  salapi 
 VC-IRR-buy CORE man CORE fish  money 
 ‘The man will buy fish with the money.’                               (Foley 2008: 23) 

 
e. beneficiary (BV) 
 i-bi-bili ng lalake ng isda ang bata 
 VC-IRR-buy CORE man CORE fish  child 
 ‘The man will buy fish for the child.’                                     (Foley 2008: 23) 

 

 

While AV refers to actor voice, the other voice variants, including PV, LV, IV, and 

BV, are referred to as non-actor voice (NAV) in the literature as the subject role of these 

voice variants shares a common property—non-actor.  

 

Starosta (2002: 581) has observed that the correspondence between verbal affix and 

thematic role of a clause subject in Austronesian languages is irregular and unpredictable and 

has offered an alternative view on the function of these verbal affixes. He has suggested that 

the so-called voice affixes in Austronesian languages are derivational and their affixation to 

the predicate is to alter valency of clauses. Accordingly, the function of the so-called voice 

affixes is to alter transitivity of clauses in Austronesian languages.  

 

                                                 
1 Foley’s Tagalog examples are adopted from his paper in 2008 to illustrate the 
correspondence between the verbal affixation and the thematic role of a clause subject.  
2 VC – voice, IRR – irrealis, CORE – term, OBL – oblique.  
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While the function of verbal affixes is claimed to show agreement with the thematic 

role of the clause subject in voice analysis—grammatical voice (Reid 1992, Huang 1993, 

Chang 1997, … etc.), the correspondence between the voice affix and the thematic role of the 

clause subject is not as regular and predictable as the English active-passive voice (Starosta 

2002). In addition to that, the affixation of the so-called voice affixes has been observed to 

alter valency, change meaning, and co-occur with other voice affixes across Austronesian 

languages (H. Y. Chang 2011, Shih 2013). Hence, transitivity analysis that attempts to 

account for these defects of the voice analysis—co-occurrence of two voice affixes and 

changes in meaning and valency has proposed that the so-called voice affixes are transitivity 

affixes. The voice analysis might have adequately explained the correspondence between 

verbal morphology and the thematic role of the clause subject, but transitivity analysis can 

better account for the co-occurrence of two verbal affixes and changes in meaning and 

valency after verbal affixation. Both voice and transitivity analyses attempt to treat all the 

verbal affixes as the same type of affixes, but these affixes behave differently in grammar and 

have different appearances—showing up as prefixes, infixes, and suffixes. 

 

In Yami, a full-fledged verb that exhibits all voice variants is seldom observed and the 

correspondence between the verbal affix and the thematic role of a clause subject is observed 

to be irregular and unpredictable in some instances. Hence, the present study aims to 

investigate the function(s) of the verbal affixes that appear to signal the thematic role of the 

clause subject and alter valency of clauses. 

 

The verbal affixes in Yami are observed to participate in different types of clauses 

and the correspondence between the verbal affix and the thematic role of the clause subject 

appears to be irregular when it is compared with the English active-passive voice system. 

More than one affix, such as m-, mi-, <om>/om-, man-/mang-, etc., are observed to 

participate in constructing a clause with an actor subject (many-to-one correspondence), and 

one affix, such as ma-, is observed to participate in constructing clauses with both actor and 

patient subject (one-to-many correspondences), as summarized in Table 1. 

 

Table 1 Correspondence between voice affix and thematic role of clause subject. 
 ma- m-, mi-, om-/<om>, man-/mang- 
Thematic Role of Clause Subject Actor  

Patient 
Actor 

Correspondence  One-to-many Many-to-one 
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 The affixation of the locative voice affix -an might have a patient clause subject, or 

the affixation of ma- could have either an actor or patient clause subject. These mismatches 

have also cast doubt on voice analysis in Yami.  

 

 The present study proposes that the function of the so-called voice affixes in Yami is 

not limited to signal the thematic role of the clause subject (voice analysis) or to 

intransitivize/transitivize clauses (transitivity analysis) via investigation of clauses containing 

these verbal affixes in Yami and the semantic property of the clause subject via the modified 

version of Foley’s (2005) revised macro-role hierarchy. This hypothesis is demonstrated by 

comparing the number of participant(s) involved, case marking of involved participant(s), 

and the sematic properties of the involved participant(s) determined via the modified version 

of Foley’s (2005) revised macro-role hierarchy in different types of constructions. These 

constructions include declarative, negative, negative imperative, and interrogative.  

 

The investigation of the function(s) of Yami verbal voice affixes is based on data 

from previous research, Yami bible, and field notes. The field notes were mainly collected 

from middle-aged native speakers of Yami on Orchid Island located near the southeastern 

coast of Taiwan. The following lists the language consultants who have contributed their 

knowledge on the language over the years of my study: Si Vagyatan, Syaman Manidong, 

Sinan Manidong, Syaman Mapanod, Syaman Yokalaman, Syapen Jinopna, Si Iking and 

many other friendly villagers that I have met during my visits to Orchid Island. 

 

 Our investigation has revealed that some voice affixes serve more than one function 

in Yami, and the lexical property of roots/stems appears to have some influence on the choice 

of verbal affixation. These might be the reasons that makes the correspondence between the 

verbal affix and the thematic role of clause subjects appear to be unpredictable and shaky, 

and leads to meaning and valency change. We have found that the affix -an that is originally 

a locative voice affix has served another function in Yami and that is to construct clauses 

with a patient subject—the same as the well-known patient voice affix -en whose function 

has been widely observed across the Austronesian literature. It is highly probable that the 

function of the so-called voice affixes is not simply to signal the thematic role of clause 

subjects or to transitivize clauses as our study has shown that some of them serve more than 

one function in Yami. Hence, a thorough study of these affixes is required before one could 
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fully understand the relation between these affixes and the clause subject. The present study 

has focused attention on affixes -an and ma-, a locative voice affix and a multi-functional 

affix, respectively, to confirm our proposed property of the voice affixes in Yami—multi-

functionality. 

 

 This dissertation consists of six chapters. In the following chapter, related literature 

on voice analysis and transitivity analysis is discussed with issues regarding mismatches, 

valency and meaning changing, and the one-voice-per-clause constraint. A brief grammar 

sketch of Yami is provided, and Foley’s revised macro-role hierarchy and Dowty’s proto-role 

entailments are also discussed in chapter two. In chapter three, the clauses containing the 

voice affixes Ø, m-, mi-, ma-, <om>/om-, man-/mang-, -en, -an, ka- -an, and i- are 

investigated. The number of participants, the case marking of participants, and the semantic 

properties of clause subjects determined via the modified version of Foley’s revised macro-

role hierarchy are investigated. In chapter four, the function(s) of the affix -an and ma- are 

investigated via different types of clauses, including negative, negative imperative, and 

interrogative. In chapter five, the affixation of the verbal affixes and its relation with the 

semantic property of clause subject, including case marking of involved participants within 

complex clauses, are investigated to further support the multi-functionality of the Yami 

verbal voice affixes and to further confirm that signaling the thematic role of clause subjects 

is one of their functions. Chapter six concludes the dissertation.  
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Chapter 2 Literature Review and 

Grammar Sketch of Yami 
2.1 Introduction 
 The present study aims to investigate functions of Yami verbal affixes including m-, 

mi-, ma-, <om>/om-, man-/mang-, -en, -an, ka- -an, and i-. These affixes have been claimed 

to signal the thematic role of clause subjects (voice analysis) or to intransitivize/transitivize 

clauses in Yami (transitivity analysis). In addition to these two functions, the present study 

proposes that some if not all of these affixes serve other functions simultaneously, and their 

multi-functionality has sometimes blurred studies of the verbal system in Yami. This chapter 

consists of two parts. The first part is a brief sketch of Yami grammar and the second part 

includes a brief summary on the previous literature on voice and transitivity analyses and 

ends with a discussion of the framework that is adopted in the present study. In the following 

section, Yami word order, verbal affixes, case markers, sound system, and other relevant 

grammatical information are discussed and illustrated with examples. Section three starts 

with a discussion of previous studies on Austronesian voice and transitivity analyses and ends 

with a discussion on the works that have been done on Yami. The last section introduces the 

framework that is employed to examine the Yami data and defines terminologies that are to 

be used in the present study.  

 

2.2 Yami grammar 
 Yami, also known as Tao, is an Austronesian language spoken on Orchid Island, 

which is located near the southeastern coast of Taiwan. It has about 3000 speakers. The land 

of Yami speakers, Orchid Island, geographically belongs to Taiwan, is linguistically related 

to the Malayo-Polynesian language family—a primary subgroup of the Proto-Austronesian 

language (Blust, 2009).  

 

 According to Blust (2009), Austronesian languages could be divided into at least ten 

primary subgroups, and nine out of the ten are represented only in Taiwan. The tenth one is 

Malayo-Polynesian that could be further divided into two primary subgroups—Western 

Malayo-Polynesian (WMP) and Central-Eastern Malayo-Polynesian (CEMP) (Blust 2009: 

30). According to Blust, Yami belongs to the WMP subgroup that has 500-600 languages 
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spreading from Orchid Island through the Philippines, the Greater Sunda Island of Indonesia 

(including Sulawesi), and mainland Southeast Asia and Madagascar. In other words, Yami 

and other Austronesian languages spoken in Taiwan (also known as Formosan languages) are 

not as closely related with Philippine languages. This could be further justified by a shared 

feature of Yami and other WMP languages. Yami and other WMP languages share an areal 

feature and that is the presence of nasal substitution in active verbs or actor voice verbs. 

Examples of nasal substitution in Malay, Chamorro, and Yami are provided in (2). The 

affixation of active or actor voice affixes results in nasal substitution of the initial segment of 

the root/stem. 

 

(2) 
Malay 
pukul ‘hit’ (base form): mukul ‘to hit’ (active verb) 

                           (Blust 2009: 30) 
Chamorro 
saga ‘stay’ (base form): ma-ñaga ‘to stay’ (active verb) 

                           (Blust 2009: 30) 
Yami 
rotong ‘cook’ (base form): ma-notong ‘to cook’ (actor voice) 
 

 
 Yami, as in many other Austronesian languages, is a verb initial language. Its word 

order, case marking system, pronominal system, verbal affixes, voice variants, sound system 

and relevant phonological changes are discussed in the following subsections and are 

illustrated with examples.  

 

2.2.1 Word order 

 Yami clauses initiate with a predicate that could be verbal or nominal as illustrated in 

(3) and (4), respectively. 

 

(3) 
 verbal predicate 
 ya m-itkeh si namet3 
 AUX AV-sleep NOM PN 

                                                 
3 Translations of Yami examples into English cannot appropriately express actual meaning as 
the subject of Yami examples could include location, instrument, beneficiary, etc. that do not 
exist in English. Hence, the clause subject of each example is underlined in its English 
translation to show the difference between an English translation and the meaning of Yami 
the example.   
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 ‘Namet is sleeping.’                                                               (Ho 1990: 60) 
 

(4) 
 nominal predicate 
 si  Salang ko 
 NOM PN 1.S.NOM 
 ‘I am Salang.’                                                                    (Rau and Dong 2006: 89) 

  

The examples in (3) and (4) involve only one participant. When a clause contains 

more than one participant, the order of the participants seems to be flexible in Yami. 

Examples with the subject, the nominative case-marked NP, taking the clause final position 

are found in four voice constructions in the data, as illustrated in (5a-d). 

 

(5) 
a. ya man-linas so lasey si mapapo 
 AUX AV-wipe OBL mat NOM PN 
 ‘Mapapo is wiping mats.’                                                      (Ho 1990: 92) 

 
b. ya na kan-en no kanakan o soli 
 AUX 3.S.GEN eat-IPFV.PV GEN child NOM taro 
 ‘The child is eating the taro.’                                                 (Ho 1990: 78) 

 
c. ya na linas-an ni mapapo o lasey 
 AUX 3.S.GEN wipe-LV GEN PN NOM mat 
 ‘Mapapo is wiping the mats.’                                                 (Ho 1990: 72) 

 
d. i-akan na ni Salang o among ya 
 IV-eat 3.S.GEN GEN PN NOM fish this 
 ‘Salang took this fish and ate it. (lit.) What was given for Salang to eat was this 

fish.’                                                                              (Rau and Dong 2006: 87) 
  

 

Examples with the subject taking the position right after the predicate can also be 

found in AV, PV, LV, and IV constructions in the data, as illustrated in (6a-d), respectively. 

 

(6) 
a. ya man-bakbak si mapapo so kanakan 
 AUX AV-hit NOM PN OBL child 
 ‘Mapapo is hitting a child.’                                                    (Ho 1990: 69) 

 
b. na zeyt-en o ayob ko aka no 
 3.S.GEN sew- IPFV.PV NOM dress 1.S.GEN L GEN 
 ayob na ni namet 
 dress 3.S.GEN GEN PN 
 ‘Namet is sewing my dress and her dress.’                            (Ho 1990: 106) 
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c. na osos-an o kayo ni  Mapapo 
 3.S.GEN drill-LV NOM tree GEN PN 
 ‘Mapapo drills the tree.’                                                        (Shih 1996: 75) 

 
d. na i-pa-naing o ipangan so among ni Mapay 
 3.S.GEN IV-CAUS-cut NOM knife OBL fish GEN PN 
 ‘Mapay cut the fish with the knife.’                                      (Shih 1996: 29) 

  

When a clause contains three full noun phrases, the subject can take any position after 

the predicate—post-predicate position, clause-final position, or the second position of the 

three NP sequence, as illustrated in (7a-c). However, a clause that contains more than one full 

noun phrase is rare in discourse data and narratives. When a clause involves more than one or 

two participants, pronominals are used. The relative order of full noun phrases and 

pronominals will be discussed in the following subsection on the Yami pronominal system. 

 

(7) 
a. i-panta na si namet ni mapapo so ayob 
 BV-give 3.S.GEN NOM PN GEN PN OBL cloth 
 ‘Mapapo will give a dress to Namet.’                                    (Ho 1990: 86) 

 
b. ya ma-narang ni namet so  ayob si mapapo 
 AUX AV-buy GEN PN OBL cloth NOM PN 
 ‘Mapapo will buy a dress for Namet.’                                   (Ho 1990: 105) 

 
c. i-bakbak na ji namet o kayo ya ni mapapo 
 IV-hit 3.S.GEN LOC PN NOM tree this GEN PN 
 ‘Mapapo will hit Namet with the stick.’                                (Ho 1990: 104) 

  

Except for the clause-initial predicate, a few other elements are permitted in the 

clause initial position. These elements include auxiliary, temporal adverbial, negator, and 

bound pronouns, as illustrated in (8a-d), respectively. 

 

(8) 
a. Auxiliary 
 ya pia o tatala 
 AUX ø-good NOM boat 
 ‘The boat is good.’                                                                 (Ho 1990: 60) 

 
b. Temporal adverbial 
 nokakyab ya ni-ma-nabang so milakayob si Olongen 
 yesterday AUX PFV-AV-sew OBL clothing NOM PN 
 ‘Olongen sewed clothing yesterday.’ 
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c. Negator 
 ji ko ni-bakbak-an o anak mo 
 NEG 1.S.GEN PFV-hit-LV NOM child 2.S.GEN 
 ‘I did not hit your children.’                                                   (Ho 1990: 128) 

 
d. Bound pronoun 
 ko man-linas so lasey 
 1.S.NOM AV-wipe OBL mat 
 ‘I am wiping mats.’                                                                 (Ho 1990: 92) 

  

There might be more than one element taking the pre-predicate position, as in (8b). 

The temporal adverbial is observed to take the clause initial position with the presence of the 

auxiliary ya. In most cases, the auxiliary ya always takes the clause initial position, as 

illustrated in (9). The auxiliary ya precedes the negator ji in (9a), another auxiliary to in (9b), 

and the bound pronoun na in (9c). 

 

(9) 
a. ya ji tava si mapapo (aN) 
 AUX NEG ø-fat NOM PN QM 
 ‘Isn’t Mapapo fat?’                                                                 (Ho 1990: 125) 

 
b. ya to mipá-kdeng o cimoy 
 AUX AUX gradually-heavy NOM rain 
 ‘The rain is becoming heavier.’                                       (Rau and Dong 2006: 103) 

 
c. ya na ni-kan ni mapapo o soli 
 AUX 3.S.GEN PFV.PV-eat GEN PN NOM taro 
 ‘Mapapo has eaten up the taroes.’                                          (Ho 1990: 74) 

  

 

The order of bound pronouns and the negator ji are not fixed. The negator ji is found 

to precede a bound pronoun, as in (10a), and follows a bound pronoun, as in (10b). 

 

(10) 
a. ji ko ni-bakbak-an o anak mo 
 NEG 1.S.GEN PFV-hit-LV NOM child 2.S.GEN 
 ‘I did not hit your children.’                                                   (Ho 1990: 128) 

 
b. ya ko ji ni-ma-nakew so  kois 
 AUX 1.S.NOM NEG PFV-AV-steal OBL pig 
 ‘I have not stolen any pigs.’                                                   (Ho 1990: 128) 
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The order of the elements that could take a position before the predicate is 

summarized in (11). Note that the order of the negator ji and bound pronouns is not 

distinguished in (11), as the negator ji could either precede or follow bound pronouns. 

 

(11) 
 
Temporal Adverbial > Auxiliary ya > other Auxiliary > Negator/Bound Pronoun > Predicate 
 
 
 
2.2.2 Case marking system 

 Noun phrases in Yami are always case marked. Two sets of case markers have been 

identified—one for common nouns and the other for proper nouns, as summarized in Table 2. 

Within these two sets of case markers, seven case markers and four different cases can be 

identified. These include nominative, genitive, locative, and oblique case markers. 

 

Table 2 Yami case marker 
 Subject Agent/Possessor Location Oblique 
Case NOM GEN LOC OBL 
Common noun o no do so 
Proper noun si ni ji --- 

 

 

2.2.2.1 Nominative case 

 The nominative case marker si or o marks the most prominent noun phrase of the 

clause—subject, as illustrated in (12) and (13). The only noun phrase within one-participant 

clauses is always nominative case-marked, as in (12). Within two participant clauses, the 

nominative case-marked NP is the subject of the clause, and its thematic role appears to be 

signaled by the verbal affix—man- or ni-, as illustrated in (13). The clause with a man- 

affixed predicate has an actor subject, as in (13a), and the clause with a ni- affixed predicate 

has a patient subject, as in (13b). Note that the correspondence between verbal affix and the 

thematic role of a clause subject in Yami is not always as regular as in these two examples 

and will be further discussed in the following sections.  

 

(12) 
 one-participant clause 
 ya t-om-ava si mapapo 
 AUX <AV>fat NOM PN 
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 ‘Mapapo is getting fat.’                                                          (Ho 1990: 60) 
 
(13) 
 two-participant clause 
a. actor subject 
 ya man-bakbak si namet  so kanakan 
 AUX AV-hit NOM PN OBL child 
 ‘Namet is hitting a child’                                                        (Shih 1996: 41) 

 
b. patient subject 
 na ni-bakbak ni yama o kanakan 
 3.S.GEN PFV.PV-hit GEN father  NOM child 
 ‘The child was hit by father.’                                                 (Chang 1997: 53) 

 

 

2.2.2.2 Genitive case 

 The genitive case marker, ni and no, have two major functions in Yami. First, it marks 

the doer of an action when it is not the clause subject, as illustrated in (14). Second, it 

expresses a possessive relationship, as illustrated in (15). Note that the possessor follows the 

possessed item and the genitive case marker takes the position between the possessed item 

and the possessor. 

 

(14) 
 ya na ni-zakat no kanakan o kois 
 AUX 3.S.GEN PFV.PV-kill GEN child NOM pig 
 ‘The child has killed the pig(s).’                                             (Ho 1990: 64) 

 
(15) 
 cinai no kois 
 intestine GEN pig 
 ‘intestines of pigs’                                                                  (Ho 1990: 104) 

  

The genitive case marker is observed to mark instrument and beneficiary in some 

instances, as illustrated in (16). The instrument kayo ‘stick’ that is used to carry out the action 

is case marked by no—a genitive case marker in (16a); the beneficiary, the one who benefits 

from the action done by the actor, namet ‘a personal name’ is genitive case-marked in (16b). 

 

(16) 
a. instrument  
 bakbak-an na si namet no kayo ni mapapo 
 hit-PV 3.S.GEN NOM PN GEN stick GEN PN 
 ‘Mapapo will hit Namet with a stick.’                                    (Ho 1990: 105) 
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b. beneficiary 
 ya ma-narang ni nament so ayob si mapapo 
 AUX AV-buy GEN PN OBL dress NOM PN 
 ‘Mapapo will buy a dress for Namet.’                                   (Ho 1990: 105) 

 

 

2.2.2.3 Locative case 

 The locative case markers, ji and do, mark noun phrases that denote location, as 

illustrated in (17). The location is used as a cover term to refer to goal, source, recipient, etc. 

as the locative marker in Yami also marks goal, as illustrated in (18a), and recipient, as 

illustrated in (18b). Note that the locative case marker is not limited to an inanimate noun 

phrase and could be used to mark an animate noun phrase, as illustrated in (18a-b).  

 

(17) 
 ya m-ian do vahay da o  mavakes. 
 AUX AV-be LOC house 3.P.GEN NOM woman 
 ‘The woman is at their house.’                                        (Rau and Dong 2006: 116) 

 
(18) 
a. goal 
 i-bakbak na ji namet o kayo ya ni mapapo 
 IV-hit 3.S.GEN LOC PN NOM stick this GEN PN 
 ‘Mapapo will hit Namet with this stick.’                               (Ho 1990: 105) 

 
b. recipient 
 ko ni-toro ji mali o  niezpi 
 1.S.GEN PFV.PV-give LOC PN NOM money 
 ‘I gave money to Mary.’                                                         (Chang 1997: 4) 

 

 

2.2.2.4 Oblique case 

 The nominative, genitive, and locative case markers have two forms—one for proper 

noun and the other for common nouns. Only the so case marker does not have a 

corresponding form for proper nouns, as the ungrammaticality of (19a) illustrates. Ho (1990) 

has reported that a non-subject patient noun phrase is locative case-marked when it is a 

proper noun, as illustrated in (19b). It has been shown that the so case marker is found to 

mark an indefinite noun phrase only and always shows up in a two-participant AV 

construction to mark the patient participant, as illustrated in (20). 
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(19) 
a. *ibakbak na o kayo so namet ni mapapo 
                                                                                                 (Ho 1990: 112) 

 
b. i-bakbak na o kayo ya ji namet ni mapapo 
 IV-hit 3.S.GEN NOM stick this LOC PN GEN PN 
 ‘Mapapo will use this stick to hit Namet.’                             (Ho 1990: 112) 

 
(20) 
 ya ni-man-zakat o kanakan so kois 
 AUX PFV-AV-kill NOM child OBL pig 
 ‘The child has killed a pig/pigs.’                                           (Ho 1990: 64) 

  

 

A pair of examples that only differs with the case marker of the theme noun phrase—

kanakan ‘child’—is observed in the language data, as shown in (21). It seems that the oblique 

case marker so and the nominative case marker o share some common function. 

 

(21) 
a. ya m-ian so kanakan do vahay 
 AUX AV-be OBL child LOC house 
 ‘There is a child in the house.’                                               (Ho 1990: 113) 

  
b. ya m-ian o kanakan do vahay 
 AUX AV-be NOM child LOC house 
 ‘The child is in the house.’                                                     (Ho 1990: 113) 

  

 

Furthermore, the oblique case marker so is found to mark the added participant in 

causative constructions, as illustrated in (22a). The one-participant predicate lavi ‘cry’ in 

(22b) is affixed with the causative affix pa- in (22a) that has increased the valency of the 

predicate by one, and the added participant kanakan ‘child’—the causee—, is case marked by 

the oblique case marker so. 

 

(22) 
a. ma-pa-lavi ko so kanakan (added participant) 
 AV-CAUS-cry 1.S.NOM OBL child 
 ‘I made a child cry.’                                                               (Chang 1997: 22) 

 
b. am/om-lavi ko 
 AV-cry 1.S.NOM 
 ‘I want to cry.’                                                                        (Chang 1997: 24) 
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The properties of lacking a corresponding form for proper nouns and marking an 

indefinite noun phrase have led researchers to treat the so case marker as an oblique case 

marker (Ho 1990; Deng 2005; Rau and Dong 2006), but it appears to serve a similar function 

as the nominative case marker as the examples shown in (21). Hence, its function still 

remains questionable. However, the present study will follow previous studies and treat it as 

an oblique case marker for the sake of simplicity and comparative studies in the future.  

 

 

2.2.3 Personal pronoun system 

 There are five sets of pronouns in Yami; two sets are bound and three sets are free. 

Within these five sets of pronouns, three case contrasts are made, as shown in Table 3. These 

include nominative, genitive, and locative cases. Only locative pronouns do not have 

corresponding bound forms. Also, the oblique case marker so discussed in the previous 

subsection does not have corresponding forms in the Yami pronoun system. 

 

Table 3 Yami personal pronouns 
 Nominative 

(Bound) 
Nominative 
(Free) 

Genitive 
(Bound) 

Genitive 
(Free) 

Locative 

1S ko yaken ko niaken jiaken 
2S ka imo mo nimo jimo 
3S (ya) (iya) na nia jia 
1P (EXCL) namen yamen namen niamen jiamen 
1P (INCL) ta, tamo, 

takamo 
yaten ta niaten jiaten 

2P kamo/kanio inio nio ninio jinio 
3P (sia) sira da nira jira 

  

The major difference between bound and free pronouns is that the bound pronouns 

cannot stand alone. They have to attach to verbs or nouns, as shown in (23). The bound 

pronoun can take the position either before or after the main predicate. The bound pronoun in 

(23a) and (23b) takes the position before the predicate and the bound pronoun in (23c) and 

(23d) takes the position after the predicate. The bound pronouns that take the position before 

or after the predicate specify the actor of the action and are sometimes co-referential with the 

genitive case-marked noun phrases, if there is one, in the clause. In (23a), the clause contains 

a genitive case-marked phrase and a genitive bound pronoun that are co-referential.  
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(23) 

a. nai kan-en o among [ni mapapo]i 
 3.S.GEN eat-IPFV.PV NOM fish GEN PN 
 ‘Mapapo is eating the fish.’                                                    (Shih 1996: 40) 

 
b. ya mo ni-bakbak-an si mapapo 
 AUX 2.S.GEN PFV-hit-PV NOM PN 
 ‘You (sg.) have hit Mapapo.’                                                 (Ho 1990: 79) 

 
c. ni-m-itkeh ka do rarahan nokakyab 
 PFV-AV-sleep 2.S.NOM LOC road yesterday 
 ‘You (sg.) slept on the road yesterday.’                                 (Ho 1990: 116) 

 
d. k-om-an ko so soli 
 <AV>eat 1.S.NOM OBL taro 
 ‘I will eat taro.’ 

  

According to Ho (1990), a bound pronoun attaches to the clause initial auxiliary if 

there is one, as illustrated in (24a). If the clause initial auxiliary is not present, the bound 

pronoun attaches to the predicate, as in (23a). It is not permitted for the bound pronoun to 

take the position after the predicate when the clause initial auxiliary ya is present, as 

illustrated by the ungrammaticality of (24b). In other words, the bound pronoun that specifies 

the actor of the action has to take the second position of the clause in Yami. Furthermore, the 

position of a bound pronoun signals tense information of the clause. The presence of the 

auxiliary ya indicates that the clause is in present tense. Clauses that are not initiated with the 

auxiliary ya are non-present—past or future. A post-predicate bound pronoun signals a non-

present event that is either past or future. With the presence of the perfective prefix ni-, four 

different clause types can be identified. (23a) is an example of a present imperfective 

sentence—the event is taking place; it describes an on-going action. (23b) is an example of a 

present perfective sentence—the event has just taken place. (23c) is an example of a non-

present perfective—the event has taken place in the past. (23d) is an example of a non-

present imperfective—the event will take place in the future.  

 

(24) 
a. ya na bakbak-an o anak na 
 AUX 3.S.GEN hit-LV NOM child 3.S.GEN 
 ‘He is hitting his child.’                                                          (Ho 1990: 91) 

 
b. *ya bakbak-an na o anak na 
 AUX hit-LV 3.S.GEN NOM child 3.S.GEN 
 Intended meaning: ‘He is hitting his child.’                           (Ho 1990: 91) 
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Genitive bound pronouns are observed to attach to nouns to express a possessive 

relationship, as illustrated in (25). The first person genitive bound pronoun ko attaches to the 

noun phrase ai ‘foot’ to express a possessive relation. 

 

(25) 
 na ni-songit o ai ko no ino 
 3.S.GEN PFV.PV-bite NOM foot 1.S.GEN GEN dog 
 ‘The dog has bitten my foot.’ 

  

 

Note that the first person nominative and genitive bound pronouns have the same 

form. This might sometimes cause confusion in identifying the participants in the clause, as 

illustrated by the pair examples in (26). The same form at the same position plays different 

roles in the clause. In (26a) and (26b), the bound pronoun ko is in its nominative case 

indicating the subject of the clause is first person singular, whereas ko in (26a’) and (26b’) is 

in genitive case indicating the doer of the action is first person singular. 

 

(26) 
a. koma-k-om-an ko so wakay 
 RED<AV>eat 1.S.NOM OBL sweet_potato 
 ‘I often eat sweet potatoes.’                                                    (Shih 1997: 103) 

 
a’. agek-en ko o ranom 
 drink-IPFV.PV 1.S.GEN NOM water 
 ‘I drink the water.’                                                                 (Chang 1997: 12) 

 
b. ko agek so ranom 
 1.S.NOM ø-drink OBL water 
 ‘I drink water.’ (Chang 1997: 12) 

 
b’. ko i-pa-nazang(paN-sazang) so ayob si manlock 
 1.S.GEN IV-CAUS-buy OBL clothes NOM PN 
 ‘I buy clothes for Manlock.’                                                 (Shih 1996: 51) 

  

 

Furthermore, there are three slots—third person plural nominative bound pronoun, 

third person singular bound pronoun, and free nominative pronouns that are in parentheses in 

Table 3. Yami seems to lack these three forms and the forms in parentheses are sometimes 

used as substitutes. Compared to the pair examples in (27), the third person singular 
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nominative bound pronoun is not observed in (27a), whereas the third person singular 

genitive bound pronoun is observed in (27b). The pair examples show two facts. First, Yami 

lacks a third person singular nominative bound pronoun. Second, the reason that the auxiliary 

ya is sometimes used as a substitute for the lacking third person singular nominative bound 

pronoun might be due to the position it takes within the clause. It seems that the function of 

the present tense auxiliary ya has been extended to other usages and serves other functions in 

the language, in this example—third person singular bound pronoun. This issue requires 

further investigation in a separate paper on the distribution of the auxiliary.  

 

(27) 
a. ya k-om-alat do tokon 
 AUX <AV>climb LOC mountain 
 ‘He is climbing in the mountain.’                                           (Shih 1996: 122) 

 
b. na kalat-en o tokon 
 3.S.GEN climb-IPFV.PV NOM mountain 
 ‘He is climbing the mountain.’                                               (Shih 1997: 122) 

  

 

There is only a set of locative pronouns that is bound and is used to mark a definite 

noun phrase that undergoes influence of the action, as illustrated in (28a) and (28b).  

 

(28) 
a. ma-níring jiaken si akay. 
 AV-speak 1.S.LOC NOM grandfather 
 ‘Grandfather said to me.’                                                 (Rau and Dong 2006: 92) 

 
b. i-bakbak na o kayo ya jimo ni mapapo 
 IV-hit 3.S.GEN NOM stick this 2.S.LOC GEN PN 
 ‘Mapapu will use this stick to hit you.’                                 (Ho 1990: 121) 

 

 

2.2.4 Verbal affixes 

 At least four voice variants can be identified in Yami. These include actor voice 

(AV), patient voice (PV), location voice (LV), and instrument/beneficiary voice (IV/BV). 

The voice affixes are summarized in Table 4. Patient and location voice affixes are suffixes, 

whereas the instrument/beneficiary voice affix is a prefix. For the actor voice, there are at 

least five variants that can be found from previous studies on Yami. Most of the actor voice 

affixes are prefixes except <om> that appears as an infix and sometimes as a prefix. Note 
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that the perfective prefix ni- and the patient voice affix -en are in complementary distribution. 

The presence of ni- signals that the clause is in patient voice while no other voice affix is 

observed. Hence, the prefix ni- is included in the patient voice affix column. 

 

Table 4 Yami voice affixes 
 AV PV LV IV/BV 
Affix -om-/m-/mi-/ma-/man- -en/ni- -an i- 

  

As has been mentioned previously, there are at least four voice variants that can be 

identified in Yami. However, it is difficult to find a verb that exhibits a full set of the voice 

variants. Rau and Dong (2006) have provided examples of the predicate kan ‘eat’ to illustrate 

four voice variants, as cited in (29). Note that a verb with a full set of voice variants in Yami 

is not found except this one.  

 

(29) 
a. k-om-an so wakay si Salang 
 <AV>eat OBL sweet_potato NOM PN 
 ‘Salang wants to eat a sweet potato. (lit.) The one who wants to eat a sweet potato 

is Salang.’                                                                       (Rau and Dong 2006: 87) 
 
b. kan-en na ni Salang o wakay 
 eat-IPFV.PV 3.S.GEN GEN PN NOM sweet_potato 
 ‘Salang ate the sweet poatao. (lit.) What Salang ate was the sweet potato.’              

                                                                                        (Rau and Dong 2006: 87) 
 
c. ni-akan-an na o mogis ori ni Salang 
 PFV-eat-LV 3.S.GEN NOM rice that GEN PN 
 ‘Salang ate some rice from there. (lit.) What Salang ate a little bit from there was 

rice.’                                                                                 (Rau and Dong 2006: 87) 
 
d. i-akan na ni Salang o among ya 
 IV-eat 3.S.GEN GEN PN NOM fish this 
 ‘Salang took this fish and ate it. (lit.) What was given for Salang to eat was this 

fish.’                                                                                  (Rau and Dong 2006: 87) 
 

 

2.2.5 Sound system and phonological changes 

According to Ho (1990) and Rau and Dong (2006), there are twenty consonants and 

four vowels in Yami, as listed in Table 5 and Table 6. There are twelve obstruents and eight 

sonorants. Obstruents include seven stops—four voiceless /p, t, k, ʔ/ and three voiced /b, ɖ, 

g/, three fricatives—one voiceless /ʂ/ and two voiced /v, ʁ/, and two affricates—voiceless /tʃ/ 
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and voiced /dʒ/. Eight sonorants include three nasals /n, m, ŋ/, two liquids /l, r/, one trill /r̆/, 

and two glides /w, y/. There are four vowels—/i, e, a, o/ in Yami. The high rounded vowel /o/ 

could sometimes be pronounced as [u] in Yami, but these two vowels are non-distinctive in 

Yami and are consistently spelled out as [o] in examples. The sounds are spelled out 

differently in our examples and the spelling is included in the parentheses beside each sound.   

 

Table 5 Yami consonants  
 labial alveolar retroflex palatal velar uvular glottal 
stop p b t ɖ (d)  k g  ʔ (’) 
fricative    v  ʂ (s)   ʁ (h)  
affricate    tʃ (c) dʒ (j)    
nasal m n   ŋ (ng)   
liquid  l r     
trill  r̆ (z)      
glide w   y    

 
Table 6 Yami vowels 
 Front Central Back 
High i   
Mid  ə (e) o 
Low  a  

 

There are two phonological changes that are frequently observed in the language data 

and are related to the present study. These two phonological changes are discussed and 

illustrated with examples in this section. The first phonological change involves affixation of 

maN-, and the other one involves affixation of <om>/om-.  

 

While the affix maN- is attached to roots/stems initiated with /p, t, ɖ, k, ʂ, r, tʃ/, the 

initial segment of the roots/stems is replaced by the final nasal segment of the affix that 

retains the place of articulation of the initial segment of the roots/stem. Examples of this 

phonological change are provided in (30). In (30a), the root/stem initiates with /p/, the 

affixation of maN- replaces it by /m/ that shares the same place of articulation with bilabial 

/p/. In (30b-f), the roots/stems initiate with /t, ɖ, ʂ, r, tʃ/, the affixation of maN- replaces the 

initial segment by alveolar /n/ that shares the same place of articulation with /t, ɖ, ʂ, r, tʃ/. In 

(30g), the initial velar obstruent /k/ is replaced by velar /ŋ/ after affixation of maN-. 

 
 
(30) 
/maN-/ + pareng ‘build’  ma-mareng ‘to build’ 
/maN-/ + takao ‘steal’  ma-nakao ‘to steal’ 
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/maN-/ + dengdeng ‘cook’  ma-nengdeng ‘to cook’ 
/maN-/ + sidong ‘help’  ma-nidong ‘to help’ 
/maN-/ + rotong ‘cook’  ma-notong ‘to cook’ 
/maN-/ + cita ‘see’  ma-nita ‘to see’ 
/maN-/ + kali ‘dig’  ma-ngali ‘to dig’ 
 

According to Rau and Dong (2006), the affix om is inserted into roots/stems whose 

initial consonants are /ʂ/, /t/, /k/, or /g/, as in s-om-dep ‘enter’, t-om-anek ‘stand’, k-om-ala 

‘search’, etc. and can either be infixed or prefixed to roots/stems whose initial consonants are 

/l/, /d/, /r/, or /z/. In other cases, om can only prefix to the roots/stems. 

 

In this section, a brief sketch of Yami grammar, including word order, case markers, 

pronouns, verbal voice affixes, sound system, and two related phonological changes, is 

discussed. In the next section, some related studies on focus, voice, and transitivity are 

discussed before discussion of the framework that is to be adopted in the present study. 

 

2.3 Literature review  
In earlier studies, the unique relation between verbal affixation and the thematic role 

of clause subjects is referred to as the focus system, and the languages that exhibit this system 

are referred to as Philippine-type languages. Later, researchers (Chang 1993, Ross & Teng, 

2005) suggested that this phenomenon is better treated as voice instead of focus due to the 

pragmatic usage of the term focus. The disadvantages of using the term focus include the 

opaqueness for the research outside of this subfield and the difficulty for typological studies 

and comparative works. The term voice has been adopted and is used extensively in the 

literature to refer to this phenomenon in the last few decades. However, the term voice also 

raises some objections that include having more than one passive in accusative analysis. 

Some studies still use focus to refer to the relationship between the verbal affixation and the 

thematic role of clause subjects. The terms focus and voice are widely found across the 

Austronesian literature. In the present study, the term voice is adopted to refer to the relation 

between the verbal affixation and the thematic role of a clause subject.  

 

 In this section, the traditional focus analysis, voice analysis, and transitivity analysis 

are briefly discussed. All of these analyses attempt to address the issue of the relation 

between verbal affixation and the thematic role of clause subjects as this issue has remained 

controversial over the years.  
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2.3.1 Focus and voice analyses 

Blust (2009) in working on the description of the syntax of Austronesian languages 

has pointed out two dilemmas. First, Austronesian languages have wide geographical 

distribution and are in contact with languages of other families. Researchers who try to 

provide a broad description of Austronesian languages commonly encounter a great variation 

in syntactic types among these languages. Second, it is not an easy task to describe the syntax 

of a language without reference to a theoretical framework, and the framework choice might 

not be agreed upon by all the researchers working in this subfield. The description of the 

Austronesian voice system can be dated back to the early nineteenth century, but the 

relationship between predicate and the nominative noun phrase still remains controversial due 

to its unique property that is not found in other languages of the world and due to work using 

different theoretical frameworks (Blust 2009: 431).  

 

 Liao (2004) has discussed and classified the diverse linguistic descriptions on voice of 

Philippine-type languages from the early nineteenth century until the present day into three 

chronological periods and these include traditional, classical, and modern periods. According 

to her, the description of Austronesian focus/voice constructions in the traditional period that 

begins in the early nineteenth century has been highly influenced by Latin grammar. The 

linguistic descriptions in this period have suggested that Austronesian languages exhibit one 

active and three passives. The -um- clauses are considered as active; the -en clauses, -an 

clause, and si- clauses are considered as passives. In this period, it was claimed that the 

Austronesian languages exhibited the accusative-nominative system in that the subject of an 

intransitive clause and the agent of a transitive clause are coded the same, whereas the patient 

is coded differently.  

 

 In the classical period, under the influence of structuralism and the work of the 

Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL), the uniqueness of Austronesian focus/voice 

recognized, and the term focus was introduced by SIL linguists and has been used extensively 

in the literature (Starosta et al. 1982, Huang, 2001, Zeitoun, 1992, and many others). The 

modern period starts in the mid-seventies with the influence of generative linguistics and the 

work of Starosta and his students. Various analyses have been proposed in this period; these 

analyses include active analysis, ergative analysis, fluid voice analysis, hybrid voice analysis, 

and symmetrical voice analysis.  
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 In active voice analysis, Drossard (1984, 1994) has proposed a two-way voice 

system—active and stative for Tagalog voice constructions. The verbs that are marked by 

ma- are stative; verbs that are not marked by ma- are active. In ergative analysis, the -en 

clause (PV) is treated as the basic transitive clause, whereas the -um- clause (AV) is 

considered to be the intransitive clause of the language. The subject of the intransitive clause 

and the object of the transitive clause are coded the same, whereas the agent is coded 

differently. Hence, it has claimed that Austronesian languages exhibit an ergative system.  

 

 In fluid voice analysis, Shibatani (1988) has suggested that Austronesian languages 

are neither accusative nor ergative, noun and verb distinction in the root form is not observed, 

and all the focus/voice constructions are derived. In hybrid voice analysis, Maclachlan (1996) 

working on Tagalog has suggested that it exhibits neither an accusative nor ergative system. 

AV and PV are both treated as the basic transitive clause, and three non-oblique cases have 

been identified. In other words, there is no antipassive or passive construction in Tagalog 

within Maclachlan’s analysis.  

 

 The symmetrical voice system, unlike the asymmetrical voice system such as 

accusative-nominative English or ergative-absolutive Dyirbal that has a preferred NP type 

(actor for English and undergoer for Dyirbal) for the sentence pivot, does not have a 

preferred NP type for the sentence pivot. In the symmetrical voice system, any type of NP (e. 

g. actor, undergoer, etc.) that is chosen as the sentence pivot is signaled by overt verbal voice 

morphology (e. g.   -um-, -en, -an, i-, etc) and all the voice constructions are equally marked.  

 

 Liao (2004) has summarized seven analyses on Austronesian focus/voice 

constructions in chronological order. The study of Austronesian focus/voice constructions can 

be traced back to the early nineteenth century, and the works on Austronesian focus/voice 

constructions still remain pervasive and diversified in the last few decades due to its 

uniqueness compared to other languages of the world, the complexity of the verbal 

morphology and clause structures, and works using different theoretical frameworks.  

 

 While diversified works on voice analysis keep expanding, flaws of voice analysis 

have been detected. The relation between verbal affixation and thematic role of clause 

subjects is not as regular as the English active-passive voice system. The same verbal affix 

might have a subject bearing different thematic roles, and a different verbal affix might end 
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up with a subject bearing the same thematic role. Teng’s (2007) work on Puyuma has 

suggested that the voice affix in Puyuma does not necessarily match the thematic role of the 

clause subject, as shown in (31). The clause subject of the LV affix -ay could be patient, as in 

(31a), source, as in (31b), goal/location, as in (31c), or causee, as in (31d). That the verbal 

voice affix does not always match the thematic role of a clause subject, and this is referred to 

as the mismatch problem, and the correspondence between the verbal affixation and subject 

role remains mysterious as the verbal affixation does signal the thematic role of clause 

subject in some instances.  

 

(31)  
a. patient4 
 tu=salpit-ay=ku 
 3.GEN=flog-LV=1S.NOM 
 ‘He flogged me.’                                                                     (Teng 2007: 166) 

 
b. source 
 tu=takaw-ay-ay=ku da paisu 
 3.GEN=steal-LV=1S.NOM ID.OBL money 
 ‘He stole money from me.’                                                     (Teng 2007: 166) 

 
c. goal/location 
 tu=u-sabak-ay nanta dekal 
 3.GEN=go-inside-LV DF.NOM/1P.PSR village 
 ‘They invaded our village.’                                                    (Teng 2007: 166) 

 
d. causee 
 tu=pasisi-ay=ku pa-karun 
 3.GEN=force-LV=1S.NOM CAUS-work 
 ‘She forced me to work.’                                                        (Teng 2007: 166) 

    

 

While the mismatch problem has been widely reported cross Austronesian languages 

(Teng 2007, H. Y. Chang 2011, Shih 2013), transitivity analysis has started to win 

recognition among Austronesian linguists as the evidence has shown that voice analyses 

cannot fully account for the correspondence between the verbal affixation and thematic role 

of a clause subject.  

 

                                                 
4 ID - indefinit, DF - definite, PSR - possessor. 
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2.3.2 Transitivity analysis 

  The issue on Austronesian voice construction remains controversial, and an 

interrelated topic—its verbal voice morphology—has also been a debatable topic over the last 

few decades. That a verb has all the voice variants is rarely found across Austronesian 

languages and has been observed by many researchers working on Austronesian linguistics. 

Hence, the use of the term voice remains questionable. Starosta (2002) argues that Formosan 

languages are grammatically ergative and the presence of focus/voice affixes is for the 

purpose of coding intransitive and transitive clauses and these focus/voice affixes are 

derivational instead of inflectional morphology. Hence, it is not appropriate to classify these 

verbal affixes as voice affixes since their presence is not for a grammatical purpose. Starosta 

suggests that “if focus is voice, it must be inflection, because voice is a kind of inflection.” (p. 

564) 

 

H. Y. Chang (2011) has observed that the affixation of these so-called voice affixes 

give rise to valency and meaning changing in Tsou, and has observed co-occurrence of two 

voice affixes on one verb form that has violated the one-voice-per-clause constraint. Based 

on these observations, H. Y. Chang (2011) proposes that these verbal affixes are transitivity 

affixes to account for the valency and meaning change that the voice analysis fails to account 

for. In H. Y. Chang’s (2011) study, the AV affixes are re-labeled as intransitive affixes and 

PV affixes as transitive affixes, LV affix as LV applicative affix, and IV/BV affix as 

beneficiary and instrument applicative affix.  

 

 While the transitivity analysis is able to account for co-occurrence of two voice 

affixes and changes in valency and meaning, it neglects to explain the partial correspondence 

between the verbal affixation and the thematic role of the clause subject. The partial 

correspondence refers to the correspondence between the verbal affixation and the thematic 

role of a clause subject that is sometimes irregular and unpredictable in some instances.  

 

For example, the locative applicative affix -i in Tsou is found in clauses with a non-

locative subject, as shown in (32). In (32a), according to H. Y. Chang (2011), the clause 

subject is the concept of a cognitive verb; and in (32b), the clause subject is the entity that has 

been perceived. Both clauses contain predicates affixed with the locative applicative -i; the 

clause subject in these two examples—concept and percept—might be subsumed as location. 

However, an oblique case-marked locative phrase is observed in (32b) with its predicate 
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affixed with the locative applicative affix -i, but its clause subject is the percept ’o ’avai 

‘person’s name’ instead of the locative noun phrase kuyai ‘car/bus’.  

 

(32) 
a. i-ko cohiv-i na ongko-taini? (concept of a cognitive verb) 
 TR5-2S know-LA ABS name-3S.POSS 
 ‘Do you know his name?’                                                      (H. Y. Chang 2011: 296) 

 
b. os-’o ait-i to kuyai nehucma ’o ’avai (perceived entity) 
 TR-1S see-LA OBL car yesterday ABS PN 
 ‘I saw ’avai on the bus yesterday.’                                         (H. Y. Chang 2011: 296) 

 

 

While transitivity analysis proposes that the function of the voice affixes is to alter 

valency of clauses—introducing new argument or demoting an argument—it has to stipulate 

that it also serves another function to show agreement with a clause subject in order to 

account for the correspondence between the verbal affixation and the thematic role of a 

clause subject (Y. H. Chang 2011: 293). The verbal affixes under transitivity analysis are 

dual functional—altering valency and showing agreement. This leads to another issue 

regarding the functional category of Austronesian verbal voice affixes that is to be discussed 

in the following section. 

 

2.3.3 Functional category of voice affixes and verbal meaning 

Starosta et al. (1982) have claimed that the present day verbal forms originate from 

nominalization while reconstructing Proto-Austronesian morphology and syntax. Ross (2009) 

in reappraising the Proto Austronesian verbal morphology has also suggested that there is a 

stage in which the reanalysis of nominalization has taken place and the present day verbs 

including the verbal affixes are the result of reanalysis. He refers to these voice affixes as 

‘second-generation verbal affixes’ (Ross 2009: 303). Furthermore, Ross has also suggested 

that the jumble of voice affixes—prefix, infix, and suffix—might be the results of disparate 

origins of the nominalizers (Ross 2009: 301). Reid (1992) also suggests that the derivational 

characteristics of focus/voice are a result of their historical origin while he works on the 

development of the aspect system in some Philippine languages. All of these studies have 

                                                 
5 TR – transitive, LA – locative applicative, ABS – absolutive, POSS – possessive. 
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indicated that the nouns have been reanalyzed as verbs and the present day verbal usage is a 

newly developed function that results from the reanalysis process in Proto Austronesian.  

 

Himmelmann (2008) questions the validity of the precategorial proposal that suggests 

lexical categories such as nouns and verbs in Tagalog are underspecified until their position 

in syntactic slots is identified. He argues that Tagalog roots could be classified into different 

morpho-lexical classes based on the observation on the different uses and meanings of 

Tagalog action roots and suggests that all kinds of roots in Tagalog could be used without 

further affixation. He suggests that the voice affixes in Tagalog are derivational based on the 

observation that the voice affixes change the meaning and category of the roots after 

affixation.  

 

De Guzman (1997), who has regarded the difference between inflectional and 

derivational morphology as scalar has suggested that Tagalog voice affixes exhibit more 

inflectional features than derivational features, and hence these voice affixes should be 

considered as inflectional. Researchers (e.g. De Guzman 1997, Himmelmann 2008) working 

on the same language—Tagalog—have opposite views regarding the functional category of 

voice affixes. This indicates that the voice affixes in Tagalog must have once exhibited some 

inflectional and derivational features that make the classification of its functional category 

difficult. In addition to that, the function of voice affixes might not be limited to one—

signaling the thematic role of clause subject—as it has undergone the process of reanalysis 

and might have developed new function(s).  

 

While the issue regarding the function of the verbal affix remains unsettled, whether 

or not they are voice or transitivity affixes, their functional category also remains unsolved. 

Some researchers have approached the issue from different perspectives and attempted to 

investigate the clause patterns via different classes of verbs. Huang (2000) has observed that 

the predicates of clauses with agent subjects are affixed with four different affixes—m-, ma-,        

-um-, and Ø in Mayrinax Atayal. She has examined semantic, morphological, and syntactic 

properties of different types of clauses, including declarative, negative, imperative and 

causative constructions that contain these four affixes that she considers as agent focus 

affixes. Her investigation shows that the affixation of m- or -um- forms dynamic verbs and 

affixation of ma- and Ø- forms verbs that are stative-like. She suggests that the affixation of 

agent focus cannot be solely determined by one semantic feature—stative/dynamic—as the 
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same affixes ma- and Ø- have shown up to code different degrees of stativity/dynamicity in 

Mayrinax Atayal, as shown in Figure 1. Her study has shown that the predicate of agent 

subject clauses is affixed with different verbal affixes, and the choice of affixes might be due 

to some other factor(s) in addition to the feature—stativity vs. dynamicity.  

 

 

Figure 1 Dynamic-stative continuum 

Dynamic verbs       Stative verbs 

x          x 

m-; -um-  ma1-; Ø1-  ma2-   Ø2- 

          (Huang 2000: 371) 

 

Huang and Huang (2007) attempt to account for the issue on lack of verbs that can 

take a full set of voice affixes in Austronesian languages via verb meaning. They have 

suggested that lexical meaning of a verb can influence the voice alternations. Their 

investigation has shown that “verbs in the same semantic classes show some tendency toward 

displaying similar coding patterns” (p. 437). The verb type, voice construction, and thematic 

role of clause subjects of their study on Tsou are summarized in Table 7. 

 
 
Table 7 Verb type and nominative NPs in Tsou NAV clauses 

 
(Adapted from Table 11, Huang and Huang 2007: 438) 
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Ross (2015) has reconstructed Proto Austronesian verb classes via morphological 

markings of three actor voice/intransitive stems—AV imperative, AV realis, and AV irrealis 

of Formosan languages—the Austronesian languages spoken in Taiwan. With these three 

stems, Ross has come up with six morphological classes—Ø/U, Ø/Ma, Ø/Z, P/M, K/Ma, and 

K/Z, as shown in Table 8. The labels and forms are provided in (33). 

 

Table 8 Puyuma verb classes (after Teng 2008: 120-123, 165-178, 181-183) 

 
                (Ross 2015: 283) 

 

(33) 

Kstem: AV imperative. 

Msteam: AV realis 

α-Kstem: AV irrealis       

         (Ross 2015: 282) 

 

Ø: Kstem is unaffixed. 

P: Kstem is p-initial (but not all p-initial stems belong to this class); in Puyuma all such stems 

are formed with a derivational prefix. 

K: Kstem consists of the root prefixed with ka-, unpredictably sometimes k- before a vowel  

         (Ross 2015: 283) 

 

U: Mstem contains an allomorph of <em>. 

M: in Msteam root-initial p- is replaced by m-. 

MA: Msteam consists of ma- + root. 
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Z: Mstem is unaffixed.      

        (Ross 2015: 284) 

  

Ross examines the forms of these morphological classes across Formosan languages 

and suggests that most verb classes in Formosan languages exhibit some sort of form-

meaning correspondence. He suggests that “the meaning of a verb determines the roles of the 

participants encoded by its arguments” (p. 287) and has adopted the proto-role hierarchy 

proposed by Foley (2005) who has built it based on Dowty’s proto-role hypothesis to 

determine the role of participants involved and is reproduced in Table 9. The actor/agent-like 

is at the top of the table and the patient/undergoer-like is at the bottom. Ross has suggested 

that there is a pairing between the morphological marking and the verb class and has listed 

the corresponding verbal classes on the rightmost column of Table 9. 

 

Table 9 Proto-role hierarchy, adapted from Foley (2005: 391) 

 
                (Ross 2015: 288) 
 

Ross proposes a construction-based reconstruction of PAn verb classes. He suggests 

that *PAn Ø/U should be reconstructed in three verb classes—agentive, weather, and 

perception, and PAn *K/MA in two—resultative and state. He further points out that *PAn 

Ø/U has a higher frequency than PAn *K/MA to occur in the classes of movement and 

position verbs. Ross’ reconstruction of AV affixes has shown that the role of a subject of AV 

clauses is not necessarily an actor/agent as PAn *K/MA tends to have a clause subject with 

properties towards the undergoer end of the revised macro-role hierarchy. In addition to that, 

his study has shown that verbal affixation tends to differ among different verbal classes.  
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 Work done on Mayrinax Atayal by Huang (2000) has shown that the predicate might 

result in different degrees of stativity/dynamicity after affixation of the AV affixes m-, -um-, 

and ma-. Huang and Huang’s study (2007) on Tsou have shown that the coding of involved 

participants is influenced by the verbal meaning. Reconstruction work on Formosan verbal 

morphology by Ross (2015) has shown that the so-called AV affixes in Formosan languages 

does not necessarily signal an actor subject while its affixation is supposed to have 

actor/agent subject. Hence, the appropriateness of AV, as a cover term to refer to -um-, ma-, 

m-, and Ø comes into focus.  

 

 Himmelmann (2005) has listed four attested voice alternations—AV, PV, LV, and 

CV (conveyance voice) for Philippine and Formosan languages while discussing the 

typological characteristics of Asia and Madagascar (p. 167-168). He has suggested that 

aspect, mood, and voice are interrelated and these voice/aspect/mood distinctions involve a 

mixture of prefixes, suffixes, and infixes. His claim is further supported by his later work on 

the multifunctional ma- of Tagalog (Himmelmann 2006). He suggests that the prefix ma- 

“participates in two different, but related paradigms”—the affix for potentive dynamic verbs 

in undergoer voice and for basic statives (Himmelmann 2006: 489).  

 

 Studies from different perspectives and under different theoretical frameworks on 

Austronesian verbal morphology have attempted to explain its function and its relation with 

the thematic role of clause subjects. Some treat it as a voice affix, some treat it as a 

transitivity affix, and others relate it with verbal meaning and discuss its influence on coding 

of involved participants after its affixation. The function of Austronesian verbal morphology 

should not be limited to only altering transitivity of clause or signaling the thematic role of a 

clause subject as its various functions (e.g. Tagalog ma-) have started to be identified in the 

literature.  

 

2.4 Previous study on Yami verbal affixes 
Previous works on Yami discuss the verbal affixes as voice and its presence signals 

the thematic role of a clause subject that is determined via a traditional thematic role list 

including agent, patient, location, instrument, beneficiary, etc. Ho (1990) has identified eight 

constructions including one argument clause, agent focus construction (AF), patient focus 

construction (PF), location focus construction (LF), instrument focus construction (IF), 
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beneficiary focus construction (BF), reason focus construction (RF), and time focus 

construction (TF). She lists affixes—m-, -om-, ma-, or Ø for the verb of one-argument clause 

in Yami; m- or om- for AV construction (p. 69); -en/Ø or -an for PV construction (p. 68); -an 

for LV construction; i- for both IF and BF construction; i- and -an for RF construction; ka- 

for TF construction. The verbal affixes for eight different clauses classified by Ho are 

summarized in Table 10. 

 

Table 10 Ho’s (1990) classification of Yami verbal affixes 
 one-argument AF PF LF IF BF RF TF 
Affixes m-, -om-, ma-, Ø m-, om- -en, -an -an i- i- i-, -an ka- 

         (Ho 1990: 68-69) 

 

 Rau and Dong (2006) in their reference grammar of Yami have summarized the 

verbal affixes based on tense, mood, and aspect, as cited in Table 11. 

 

Table 11 Yami pivot, mood, and aspect morphemes  
Indicative Non-indicative 
AF 
(Actor) 
Intransitive 

Dynamic Dynamic Stative Stative Imperative 
(Atemporal) 

Subjunctive 
(Projective) 

Neutral Perfective Neutral Perfective Dynamic Stative 
 -om- ni-om-   Ø N- a- 
 m- ni-m- ma- ni-ma Ø N- a- 
NAF 
Transitive 

       

PF 
(Undergoer) 

-en ni- ma- ni-ma -i N-…-a a-…-a 

LF 
(Location) 

-an ni-…-an ka-…-
an 

ni-ka-…-
an 

-i N-…-i a-…-i 

IF, BF 
(Instrument) 

i- ni-…-i i-ka- ni-i-ka -an N-…-an a-…-
an 

         (Rau and Dong 2006: 88) 
 

Rau and Dong (2006) have identified four focus/voice constructions and classified 

verbs according to their stativity/dynamicity and intransitivity/transitivity. Works done by Ho 

(1990) and Rau and Dong (2006) have both discussed Yami verbal focus/voice affixes, but 

differences are found when one compares their works. Rau and Dong (2006) do not include 

the affix -an as PF affix while Ho does. Ho (1990) identifies seven focus constructions while 

Rau and Dong (2006) have identified four and divided the four types of voice constructions 

into two major categories—actor (AF) and non-actor (NAF) focus constructions.  
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 While Ho (1990) has identified the affix ma- as one-argument verbal affix, Rau and 

Dong (2006) treat ma- as a stative affix. Later on, Y. Chang (2011) working on the affix ma- 

of Yami has identified four functions of the verbal affix ma- in Yami. These functions 

include stative ma-, as in (34a), active ma-, as in (34b), potentive ma-, as in (34c-d), and 

passive ma-, as in (34e).  

 

(34) 
a. stative ma-    
 ya ma-spi o ciawang 
 AUX MA-break NOM bowl 
 ‘The bowl is broken.’                                                             (Y. Chang 2011: 26) 

 
b. actor ma- 
 ko=ma-layo 
 1.S.NOM=MA-run 
 ‘I am running.’                                                                        (Y. Chang 2011: 31) 

 
c. potentive ma-    
 ma-lam=ka mangay do Jimowrod 
 MA-walk=2.S.NOM AV-go LOC PN 
 ‘You can walk to Jimowrod.’                                                 (Y. Chang 2011: 25) 

 
d potentive ma-      
 ma-kalat=na ori ni kaka o noy 
 MA-climb=3.S.GEN that GEN elder_brother NOM coconun_palm 
 ‘Elder brother can/is able to climb that coconut palm.’         (Y. Chang 2011: 37) 

 
e. passive ma-   
 siai=ni-ma-niahey [no ino] j 
 3.P.NOM=PFV-MA-frighten GEN dog 
 ‘They were frightened by the dog.’                                        (Y. Chang 2011: 24) 

 

 

The properties of the root it attached to—its meaning, the required arguments, and the 

thematic role of subject of these four types of ma- clauses—are summarized in Table 12. 
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Table 12 Meaning of ma- affixed predicate and its argument structure 
Root meaning number of 

argument 
Subject 

noun or stative verb state 1 theme 
non-stative verb-1 state, ability, 

method 
1 agent 

non-
stative 
verb-2 

high 
transitive 
stative verb 

state 2 experiencer 

high 
transitive 
non-stative 
verb 

state, ability 2 patient 

                (Y. Chang 2011: 67) 
  

Note that the functions of the affix ma- that Y. Chang (2011) has discussed not only 

involve voice, but also mood and stativity/dynamicity. This further suggests that the voice 

affix in Yami is not simply a voice affix that signals the thematic role of a clause subject or a 

transitivity affix that alters the valency of the clause. Some, if not all, of these verbal affixes 

might be multi-functional as the Yami affix ma- that has participated in different paradigms. 

Y. Chang (2011) has focused her study on one of the functions of the affix ma- in Yami and 

has identified it as a modal verb through discussing its semantic and syntactic properties. She 

does not consider and compare other voice affixes with ma- and has limited her study on 

potentive ma-. However, Y. Chang’s study to the affix ma- has further confirmed 

Himmelmann’s typological study in 2005—aspect, mood, and voice are interrelated and 

voice/aspect/mood distinctions are coded via a mixture of prefixes, suffixes, and infixes. 

Furthermore, her study has motivated us to re-examine other voice affixes for their multi-

functionality. In doing so, our data has further supported and confirmed her study on the 

potentive ma- in Yami. 

 

 Shih (2013) has observed that the meaning and valency of verb change after the 

affixation of these so-called voice affixes and co-occurrence of these verbal affixes on one 

predicate has also violated the one-voice-per-clause constraint. Hence, she has suggested that 

these affixes should be treated as transitivity affixes. She has suggested that the function of 

the affixes m, mi-, om-/<om>, and ma- are to intransitivize clauses and ma-, -en, -an, and i- 

are to transitivize clauses. She refers to these affixes as primary affixes and defines them as 

follows: 
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“In Yami, the primary affixes refer to those focus/voice affixes, which are attached to 

the outer side of the verb, such as intransitive markers ma-, mi-, om-/<om>, m- and 

transitive/applicative markers i.e. -en, -an, and i-.” (Shih 2013: 94) 

  

The rich verbal morphology of Yami and its relation to the thematic role of clause 

subjects have been discussed from different perspectives via different terminologies—focus, 

voice, transitivity, etc (e.g. Ho 1990, Deng 2005, Rau and Dong 2006, Shih 2013). These all 

lead to one issue and that is its complexity. The verbal affixes in Yami do not only agree with 

the role of clause subject; it also triggers meaning and valency change in some instances 

according to Shih (2013). Furthermore, these affixes also seem to encode tense, aspect, and 

mood information at the same time as the examples illustrate in (35). The affix ma- in (35a) 

signals undergoer subject and at the same time expresses that the actor has the ability to carry 

out the action depicted by the predicate. In (35b), the affix ni- signals undergoer subject and 

realis event.  

 

(35) 
 na ni-ma-yowyaw ni tawey sira 
 3.S.GEN PFV-POT.PV-frighten_away GEN PN 3.P.NOM 
 o ra-rako a tao 
 NOM RED-big L people 
 ‘David was able to frighten away them—the giants.’           (Y. Chang 2011: 35) 

 
b. ya na ni-zakat o kois no kanakan 
 AUX 3.S.GEN PFV.PV-kill NOM pig GEN child 
 ‘The child has killed the pigs.’                                              (Ho 1990:65) 

 

 From the previous literature discussed, it is acknowledged that the verbal morphology 

of Austronesian languages does not simply encode information of thematic role of clause 

subjects. Huang’s (2000) work on Mayrinax Atayal and Ross’ (2015) morphological 

reconstruction on Proto Austronesian verb classes have shown that different classes of verbs 

(stative vs. dynamic; agentive, weather, perception, movement, position, involuntary activity, 

inanimate activity, mental event, resultative, and state) are attached by different verbal 

affixes. For instance, the affixes ma- and Ø form stative-like predicates and m- and -um- 

dynamic-like predicates in Mayrinax Atayal. These properties complicate the issue when one 

aims to explore the function or functions of these verbal affixes and its relation with the 

thematic role of clause subjects.  
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Yami also exhibits various voice variants, but a verb with a full set of voice variants is 

rarely found, as has been discussed in the earlier section on Yami voice variants. The 

examples in (29) illustrate four voice variants of the verb kan ‘eat’ in Yami, reduplicated in 

(36). When the verb kan ‘eat’ exhibits four voices in Yami, the correspondence between the 

verbal affixes and the thematic role of the clause subject is not as regular as expected.  

 

(36) 
a. k-om-an so wakay si Salang 
 <AV>eat OBL sweet_potato NOM PN 
 ‘Salang wants to eat a sweet potato. (lit.) The one who wants to eat a sweet potato is 

Salang.’                                                                                   (Rau and Dong 2006: 87) 
 
a’. ya m-itkeh si namet 
 AUX AV-sleep NOM PN 
 ‘Namet is sleeping.’                                                               (Ho 1990: 60) 

 
b. kan-en na ni Salang o wakay 
 eat-IPFV.PV 3.S.GEN GEN PN NOM sweet_potato 
 ‘Salang ate the sweet poatao. (lit.) What Salang ate was the sweet potato.’              

                                                                                                (Rau and Dong 2006: 87) 
 
c. ni-akan-an na o mogis ori ni Salang 
 PFV-eat-LV 3.S.GEN NOM rice that GEN PN 
 ‘Salang ate some rice from there. (lit.) What Salang ate a little bit from there was 

rice.’                                                                                        (Rau and Dong 2006: 87) 
 
d. i-akan na ni Salang o among ya 
 IV-eat 3.S.GEN GEN PN NOM fish this 
 ‘Salang took this fish and ate it. (lit.) What was given for Salang to eat was this fish.’                                                                                       

                                                                                                (Rau and Dong 2006: 87) 
 

The nominative case-marked NP is mogis ‘rice’ in (36c), whereas its predicate is 

affixed with the locative voice affix -an; among ‘fish’ in (36d), whereas its predicate is 

affixed with the instrument voice affix i-. The two NPs mogis and among are the entities that 

undergo influence of the action done by the actor participant in (36c) and (36d), respectively, 

but the verbal affixation for these two examples differs—one affixes with the location affix   

-an and the other one affixes with the instrument/beneficiary affix i-. These two examples in 

Yami serve as counterexamples for voice analysis, and this type of problem is referred to as 

the mismatch problem in the literature.   

 

Furthermore, it has been observed that some affixes appear to have the same function 

and one affix exhibits more than one function in Yami. For instance, the affix <om> is 
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observed in (36a) in constructing a clause with an actor subject in Yami, and the affix m- is 

also found in actor subject clauses, as exemplified in (36a’). The affix ma- is observed to 

construct clauses with an actor or patient subject, as in (36b) and (36d), respectively. The 

lack of full-fledged verbs (a verb with a full set of voice variants), the mismatch problem, 

many-to-one affix (more than one affix serves the same function), and one-to-many affix 

(one affix serves more than one function) are rather confusing when one seeks to explore the 

language from the perspective of grammatical voice without consideration of other factors.  

 

Hence, the present study aims to re-examine the function or functions of Yami verbal 

affixes through examination of the roots/stems these affixes attach to, the thematic role of 

clause subjects, the number of participants involved, and its case marking via different types 

of clauses including declaratives, negatives, negative imperatives, and interrogatives. In 

doing so, we hope to get a better understanding of the function or functions of these verbal 

affixes, their relation with clause subjects, and influence of verbal meaning on choice of these 

verbal affixation if possible.  

 

As previous studies have shown, verbal meaning or verb classes do have some 

influences on the voice alternations and thematic role of participant(s) encoded by its 

argument(s) (Huang and Huang, 2007). When verbal meaning is an influencing factor, the 

study of Yami verbal affixes should take semantic criteria into consideration. The revised 

macro-role hierarchy proposed by Foley (2005) that is built based on Dowty’s (1991) proto-

roles is employed to determine the thematic role of clause subjects in the present study as 

Dowty’s proto-roles are determined solely based on verbal semantics.  

 

In the following section, the framework that is employed to re-examined Yami verbal 

affixed and the thematic role of clause subjects are discussed, and the terminologies that are 

used in the present study are defined.  

 

2.5 Framework 
The theory of thematic roles has been developed for decades and inventory of 

thematic roles is numerous, as different terminologies have been used to refer to similar 

notions. A unified theory of thematic roles is hardly found; hence, the choice has to be made 

among the numerous inventories of thematic roles when one aims to explore a language via a 
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theory of thematic roles. A thematic role of participants is determined by the meaning of the 

verb, and different classes of verbs require participants with different thematic roles, such as 

agent, experiencer, patient, theme, …etc. Certain thematic roles are found to only co-occur 

with certain classes of verb. For instance, verbs of emotion involve an experiencer, but never 

an actor. The thematic role list keeps expanding, as different classes of verbs require different 

roles. This leads to a problem of an unlimited list of thematic roles. Dowty (1991) has 

recognized this problem and suggested a solution for it. He has proposed that thematic roles 

should not be treated as discrete roles, but as two cluster-concepts—proto-agent and proto-

patient—and these two role types can describe an argument selection efficiently. He has 

proposed a list of entailments that characterize these two cluster-concepts, given in (37) and 

(38). 

 

(37) Contributing properties for the Agent Proto-Role: 
a. volitional involvement in the event or state 

b. sentience (and/or perception) 

c. causing an event or change of state in another participant 

d. movement (relative to the position of another participant) 

e. (exists independently of the event named by the verb) 

        (Dowty 1991: 572) 

 

(38) Contributing properties for the Patient Proto-Role: 
a. undergoes change of state 

b. incremental theme 

c. causually affected by another participant 

d. stationary relative to movement of another participant 

e. (does not exist independently of the event, or not at all) 

                 (Dowty 1991: 572) 

  

In addition to proto-role entailments, Dowty has proposed an argument selection 

principle for these two roles, provided in (39). Subject and object of a transitive clause are 

determined by the number of entailments an argument has. An argument with the greatest 

number of proto-agent entailments is realized as a clause subject, and an argument with the 

greatest number of proto-patient entailments is realized as a clause object. The entailments 

within Dowty’s framework are not ranked. The role determination is solely based on the 
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number of proto-role entailments an argument has. Note that Dowty’s argument selection 

principle is for nominative-accusative languages, not for ergative-absolutive languages.  

 

(39) 
ARGUMENT SELECTION PRINCIPLE: In predicates with grammatical subject and object, 
the argument for which the predicate entails the greatest number of Proto-Agent properties 
will be lexicalized as the subject of the predicate; the argument having the greatest number of 
Proto-Patient entailment will be lexicalized as the direct object.  
                (Dowty 1991: 576) 
  

Foley and Van Valin (1984) have proposed macro-roles—actor and undergoer to 

account for the problem with multitudinous semantic roles. The difference between Dowty’s 

proto-role and Foley and Van Valin’s macro-role is the assignment of the roles. In Dowty’s 

framework, the role determination is solely based on the number of entailments that a verb 

has imposed on an argument. In Foley and Van Valin’s (1984) framework, the role is read off 

from the semantic specification of the verb’s argument in a lexical decomposition of the 

verbal meaning (e.g. DO (x,…)).  

 

For the purpose of assigning a macro-role to arguments of a verb, the semantic roles 

available to arguments are arranged along a hierarchy in Foley and Van Valin (1984). Within 

this hierarchy, the most agent-like role is at the top of the hierarchy and the most patient-like 

role is at the bottom, as in Table 13. 

 

Table 13 Foley and Van Valin (1984) macro-role hierarchy 
 
Agent (volitional)     
Effector (causer) 
Locative     Actor  Undergoer 
Theme (movement) 
Patient (change of state) 
                (Foley 2005: 390) 
 
 

Foley (2005), who investigated the mapping problem of intransitive verbs across 

various Austronesian languages, has revised the macro-role hierarchy by inserting Dowty’s 

entailments beside the original semantic roles in parentheses in Table 13. Unlike Foley and 

Van Valin (1984), the proto-agent or proto-patient assignment is based on the number of 

entailments a participant has within Dowty’s theory of proto-role entailments. Foley (2005: 
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388) has pointed out that some of the entailments are weighted more heavily than the others 

on Dowty’s list, so he has suggested that these entailments should be ranked accordingly.  

 

Foley takes the English verbs hit and break discussed in Fillmore (1970) to support 

his proposal on ranking Dowty’s proto-role entailments. The verbs hit and break share many 

semantic similarities, but their accessibility to the undergoer macro-role differs, as illustrated 

by the examples in (40). Sentences (a) and (b) are synonymous, whereas (c) and (d) are not. 

The undergoer of the verb break, cane or vase, in sentence (c) and (d), must undergo a 

change in state, but the undergoer of the verb hit, cane or vase, in (a) and (b) is causally 

affected, does not undergo a change in state. Hence, Foley (2005) has proposed that a ranking 

among Dowty’s proto-role entailments can better describe the subtle differences between 

verbs of hitting and breaking. 

 

(40) 

a. Fred hit the cane against the vase. 

b. Fred hit the vase with the cane. 

c. Fred broke the cane against the vase. 

d. Fred broke the vase with the cane. 

(Foley 2005: 388)  

 

Based on Dowty’s theory of entailments for a verb’s argument, Foley takes his and 

Van Valin’s (1984) earlier work of macro-role hierarchy and works out the equivalents 

between the two systems. He has come up with a revised version of macro-role hierarchy to 

examine intransitive verbs of various Austronesian languages (Foley 2005). The revised 

macro-role hierarchy is provided in Table 14. Both systems do not completely match up, but 

according to Foley (2005), this revised macro-role hierarchy works well in predicating and 

describing the different distributions of the unaccusative-unergative split across the four 

groups of Austronesian languages that have been surveyed.  
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Table 14 Revised macro-role hierarchy 
 
Actor:  volitional performer 
  causing an event or change of state 
  sentience 
  movement      A U 
  stationary 
  causally affected 
  incremental theme 
Undergoer: undergoing a change in state  
        (Foley 2005: 391) 
 

 The macro-roles within Van Valin and Foley’s framework are read off from the 

semantic specifications of verb’s arguments in lexical decomposition of verb while Dowty’s 

proto-roles are determined by the verb’s meaning imposed on its arguments. For Foley and 

Van Valin (1984), the macro-roles are categories within a distinct module of grammar, but 

for Dowty proto-roles are not considered as part of the grammatical apparatus. Foley (2005) 

has adopted Dowty’s approach and the properties listed on the revised macro-role hierarchy 

are determined via the theory of entailments proposed by Dowty while the term actor and 

undergoer are used instead of agent and patient. Note that Ross (2015) has adapted Foley’s 

revised macro-role hierarchy and modified and reordered the properties while he works on 

reconstruction of Formosan verb classes. Ross’ (2015: 288) proto-role hierarchy is 

reduplicated in Table 15 for comparison. The property of being in a state is included in 

patient-end of Ross’ hierarchy. The semantic properties of argument in Ross’ hierarchy have 

been adjusted and re-ordered to account for data in Formosan languages. The original ranking 

of the semantic properties of arguments is included in the square brackets and its order is 

given in numbers (1=volitional performer; 2=causing an event or a change of a state; 

3=sentient; 4=moving; 5=stationary; 6=causally affected; 7=incremental theme; 

8=undergoing a change in state). 
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Table 15 Proto-role hierarchy, adapted from Foley (2005: 391) 

 
                (Ross 2015: 288) 
 

 The present study will adopt Foley’s revised macro-role hierarchy and follow his 

terminologies—macro-roles (actor and undergoer). The incremental theme is omitted as an 

example of it was not found in our data. Following Ross (2015), the property of being in a 

state is added to the undergoer end of hierarchy as arguments in our data have exhibited this 

property. Our revised version of macro-role hierarchy is provided in Table 16. Note that this 

revised macro-role hierarchy is a modified version of Foley’s (2005) revised macro-role 

hierarchy.  

 

Table 16 The modified version of Foley’s (2005) revised macro-role hierarchy  
Actor:  volitional performer 
  causing an event or change of state 
  sentience 
  movement      A U 
  stationary 
  causally affected 
Undergoer: undergoing a change in state or being in a state 
         

  

The aim of the present study is to investigate the function or functions of Yami verbal 

affixes that show some relation with the thematic role of the clause subject. First, the clause 

containing these affixes will be investigated and its categories and functions are verified via 

different syntactic constructions including declarative, negative, negative imperative, and 

interrogative. The semantic property of the clause subject is examined based on Dowty’s and 

Foley’s concept of discrete roles and modified version of Foley’s (2005) revised macro-role 

hierarchy in the following chapter while the clauses containing different verbal affixes in 

Yami are re-examined.  
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 The Yami verbal affixes that are to be discussed in the present study include Ø, m-, 

mi-, om-/<om>, ma-, man-/mang-, -en, -an, i-, and ka- -an. Ho (1990), Rau and Dong (2006), 

and Y. Chang (2011) treat these affixes as focus or voice affixes and Shih (2013) considers 

them as primary affixes that alter valency of the verbs they are attached to. The major 

function of these verbal affixes is claimed to signal the thematic role of the clause subject. 

Other functions of these affixes that have been mentioned or discussed in previous studies 

include signaling potentiality or participating in applicative construction. The aim of the 

present study is to show that these verbal affixes participate in different paradigms—

encoding voice, tense, aspect, or mood information at the same time, and they might be 

multi-functional, and are sensitive to lexical properties of roots/stems they attach to. The aim 

is achieved by investigating their conjugations, meanings, semantic properties of involved 

participants, and case marking of involved participants within different types of clauses 

including negative, negative imperative, and interrogative constructions.  

 

2.6 Conclusion 
Extensive work has been done on Austronesian languages, especially the relation 

between verbal affixes and the thematic role of clause subjects. However, this relation is 

shaky as more data are observed showing mismatches between the verbal affix and the 

thematic role of the subject. Huang (2000) has investigated four agent focus affixes—m-, 

ma-, -um-, and Ø in Mayrinax Atayal. Her study has shown that clauses containing these four 

affixes all have agent subjects and some other semantic features—stativity/dynamicity that 

might have influenced the choice of the agent focus affixes. Huang and Huang (2007) who 

have investigated focus/voice variants of different classes of verbs have observed that “verbs 

in the same semantic classes show some tendency toward displaying similar coding patterns” 

(p. 437). Ross (2015) working on morphological reconstruction of Formosan languages has 

also suggested the form and meaning correspondence in his reconstruction of actor voice 

affixes and suggested that “the meaning of a verb determines the roles of the participants 

encoded by its arguments” (p. 287) 

 

Studies have shown that meaning or semantic classes of verbs do have some impact 

on coding of involved participants and existence of voice variants. The verbal morphology 

might not simply signal the role of the clause subject, but also the semantic classes of verbs. 

Furthermore, Himmelmann (2006) has suggested that the prefix ma- “participates in two 
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different, but related paradigms”—the affix for potentive dynamic verbs in undergoer voice 

and for basic statives (p. 489). His study on the Tagalog affix ma- has suggested that verbal 

affixes might serve more than one function—voice and mood, in the language. Hence, studies 

on the relation between verbal morphology and the thematic role of the clause subject should 

take verbal meaning and other factors, such as tense, aspect, and mood, etc., into 

consideration. 

 

Works done on Yami verbal affixes in the last two decades have also reported this 

subject-verb relation (Ho 1990, Deng 2005, Rau and Dong 2006). However, this relation is 

not as simple as it appears, as Y. Chang (2011) has reported that the affix ma- is multi-

functional and Shih (2013) has re-labeled these verbal affixes as transitivity affixes instead of 

voice affixes. Valency and meaning changing and multi-functional verbal affix are observed 

in Yami, and these have motivated us to do a more detailed investigation of Yami verbal 

affixes—its relation with the clause subject and its function(s) as voice, mood, or aspect 

marker. In the next chapter, clauses containing different Yami verbal voice affixes are 

investigated. The number of participant(s) involved and its case marking within these clauses 

are investigated and the semantic property of the clause subject is examined via the modified 

version of Foley’s (2005) revised macro-role hierarchy. 
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Chapter 3 Yami Voice Affixes 
3.1 Introduction 
 The aim of this chapter is to investigate the clauses that contain Yami voice affixes Ø, 

m-, mi-, <om>/om-, ma-, man-/mang-, -en, ni-, -an, i-, and ka- -an that are claimed to trigger 

a subject shift in voice analysis (e.g. Foley 2008) and valency and meaning change in 

transitivity analysis (e.g. H. Y. Chang 2011). The function or functions of these affixes 

remain debatable, as voice analysis can predicate the thematic role of a clause subject in 

some cases, whereas transitivity analysis can better explain meaning and valency change after 

affixation of these affixes. This chapter aims to re-examine the function or functions of these 

verbal affixes through investigating and comparing the clauses that contain these affixes. This 

is done via examining the number of involved participant(s), the semantic properties of the 

involved participant(s), and its case marking. The semantic property of involved 

participant(s) is examined via the modified version of the revised macro-role hierarchy that 

has incorporated terms and notions from Foley’s (2005) revised macro-role hierarchy and 

Ross’ (2015) proto-role hierarchy.  

 

 The necessity of re-examining the verbal affixes in Yami is due to the observation 

that some of these affixes have served more than one function in the language. The multi-

functionality of these verbal affixes tends to blur our investigation on their classification. For 

instance, one of the functions of these verbal affixes is to show agreement with the thematic 

role of the clause subject and has led researchers to treat these affixes as voice affixes 

(Section 2.2.4). One of the functions of the affix ma- is to indicate modality—potentiality or 

ability to carry out the action depicted by the affixed predicate (Himmelmann 2006, Y. 

Chang 2011) (Section 2.3). Its affixation surely leads to meaning change. Hence, the goal of 

this chapter is to re-examine Yami verbal affixes and investigate their function(s) as opposed 

to the voice and transitivity analyses that have partially described the function(s) of these 

verbal affixes.  

 

3.2 Verbal affixes 
 In Yami, the affixes Ø, m-, mi-, <om>/om-, and ma- are sometimes treated as one-

argument affixes (Ho, 1990), as actor voice affixes (Rau and Dong 2006), or as intransitive 

affixes (Shih, 2013), and the affixes -en, ni-, -an, i-, and ka- -an are treated as non-actor voice 
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affixes or transitive affixes. The classification and description of these affixes differ under 

different analyses, and function or functions of these affixes do not seem to be fully explored. 

In addition to the above-mentioned verbal affixes, the affix man-/mang- in Yami seems to 

have been overlooked in the previous studies as its form is not observed in the chart of voice 

affixes in the reference grammar of Yami and is to be discussed in the section on actor voice 

affixes as its affixation constructs clauses with an actor subject.  

 

3.2.1 Actor voice affixes 

3.2.1.1 The affix Ø 

 There is a small number of roots/stems that are found to be zero marked in Yami, and 

these zero-marked predicates are stative-like, such as alieky ‘small’ apia ‘good’, aro 

‘many’, …etc., as illustrated in (41). In examples (41a) and (41b), both clauses contain one 

participant and the zero marked predicates describe the state of the only participant that is 

case marked with o—the nominative case marker. In (41c), two participants are involved, one 

is the entity that is nominative case-marked and whose state has been described by the zero 

affixed predicate, and the other one that is locative case-marked has specified the location of 

the described entity. Note that the locative case-marked NP in (41c) can be omitted.  

 

(41) 

a. ya alikey o lilisnan 
 AUX Ø-small NOM chair 
 ‘The chair is small.’  

 
b. ya pia o tatala 
 AUX Ø-good NOM boat 
 ‘The boast is good.’                                                                (Ho 1990: 60) 

 
c. ya aro o lapik (do tokon) 
 AUX Ø-many NOM bird LOC mountain 
 ‘There are many birds (in the mountain).’ 

 

 The roots/stems, affixed predicate, meaning, number of involved participant(s), 

semantic property of the involved participant(s) and its case marking are summarized in 

Table 17. Note that the participant that can be omitted is in parentheses. Its absence does not 

render the clause ungrammatical.  
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Table 17 Case and semantic property of involved participant(s) of Ø clauses 

Root Ø + Root Meaning Number of Involved 
Participant(s) 

Semantic Property 
of Involved 
Participants 

apia apia good 1 [NOM] being in a state 
rakeh rakeh old 1 [NOM] being in a state 
alikey alikey small 1 [NOM] being in a state 
aro aro many 1, (L) [NOM], ([LOC]) being in a state 
apeleh/apereh apeleh/apereh little 1 [NOM] being in a state 
anaro anaro long 1 [NOM] being in a state 
alinged alinged short 1 [NOM] being in a state 

  

The semantic property of the subject of this type of clause (Ø clause) is considered as 

an undergoer, as illustrated in Figure 2. The only participant is being in a state described by 

the predicate.  

 

Figure 2 Semantic property of the Ø clause subject  

Actor:  volitional performer 
  causing an event or change of state 
  sentience  
  movement       A            U 
  stationary 
  causally affected 
Undergoer: undergoing a change in state or being in a state Ø 
 

 

3.2.1.2 The affix m- 

The affixes m-, mi-, and ma- can sometimes be difficult to identify as three different 

prefixes when the root/stem it attaches to initiates with vowel /i/ or /a/. The verb mitkeh ‘to 

sleep’ could either be segmented as m-itkeh or mi-tkeh; it could be hypothesized as having 

either m- or mi- prefixation. According to Chang (2000), the imperative form of a verb in 

Yami is formed by suffixation of -i to the bare root. The imperative form of the verb sleep is 

itkeh-i (Chang 2000: 85); hence, the segmentation of the verb sleep should be m-itkeh. The 

affix m- is observed to affix the verb of sleep, as shown in (42a-b), verb of movement, as 

shown in (40c-e), verb of existence, as shown in (42f-g).  
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(42) 

a. ya m-itkeh si namet 
 AUX AV-sleep NOM PN 
 ‘Namet is sleeping.’                                                                (Ho 1990: 60) 

 
b. ya m-itkeh si namet do makarang 
 AUX AV-sleep NOM PN LOC work_house 
 ‘Namet is sleeping at the work house.’ 

 
c. m-angay ko do izara 
 AV-go 1.S.NOM LOC Orchid_Islang 
 ‘I am going to Orchid Island.’                                                (Ho 1990: 115) 

 
d. ko m-oli 
 1.S.NOM AV-go_home 
 ‘I went home.’                                                                        (Shih 2013: 239) 

 
e. ya m-ai rana o kois nio 
 AUX AV-come already NOM pig 2.P.GEN 
 ‘Your (pl.) pig has come.’                                                      (Rau and Dong 2006: 103) 

 
f. ya m-ian o kanakan do vahey 
 AUX AV-be NOM child LOC house 
 ‘The child is in the house.’                                                     (Ho 1990: 113) 

 
g. ya m-ian so  kanakan do vahey 
 AUX AV-be OBL child LOC house 
 ‘There is a child in the house.                                                 (Ho 1990: 113) 

 

 Note that examples (42f) and (42g) are minimal pairs that only differ in the case 

marking of the entity whose location is being described by the existential predicate. In 

example (42f), the entity is nominative case-marked, and in (42g), it is oblique case-marked. 

Both clauses in (42g) and (42f) involve two participants, example (42g) involves a 

nominative case-marked entity and locative case-marked location, and (42f) involves an 

oblique case-marked entity and locative case-marked location. In example (42g), the clause is 

grammatical with an absence of a nominative case-marked noun phrase—subject. The 

grammaticality of this example has two implications. One is that the presence of a subject is 

not necessary in constructing clauses in Yami, and the other one is the case marking in this 

example is to reflect the definiteness of the phrase. The oblique case-marked noun phrase in 

Yami is always indefinite, and a nominative case-marked noun phrase is always definite.  
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 The root/stem, the affixed predicate, meaning, number of participants involved, the 

role of involved participants, and its case marking are summarized in Table 18, and the 

subject role of m- clauses is summarized in Figure 3. The subject of m- clauses is neither 

actor-like nor undergoer-like except for the ones in example (42a-b) that act as a volitional 

performer.  

 

Table 18 Case and semantic property of involved participant(s) of m- clauses  

Root/Stem m + Root Meaning Number of 
Participants Involved 

Semantic Property of 
Involved Participants 

itkeh m-itkeh sleep 1 [NOM] volitional performer 
oli m-oli go home 1 [NOM] movement 
ai m-ai come 1 [NOM] movement 
angay m-angay go 1 [NOM], (L) [LOC] movement 
ian m-ian have, be 1 [NOM]/[OBL], (L) 

[LOC] 
stationary 

 

 

Figure 3 Semantic property of the m- clause subject 

Actor:  volitional performer    m- 
  causing an event or change of state 
  sentience  
  movement     m-  A         U 
  stationary   m- 
  causally affected 
Undergoer: undergoing a change in state or being in a state 
 

 

3.2.1.3 The affix mi- 

The affix mi- is observed to attach to at least two types of roots/stems—nominal and 

verbal. When it attaches to nominal roots/stems, one participant is involved, as in (43); when 

it attaches to verbal roots/stems, two participants are usually observed, as in (44). 

 

(43) Nominal root/stem 

a. ko mi-vazay 
 1.S.NOM AV-work 
 ‘I am working.’                                                                       (Shih 1996: 54) 

 
b. ya mi-tatala o mehakay 
 AUX AV-boat NOM man 
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 ‘The man built a boat.’                                                           (Shih 2013: 66) 
 
c. ni-mi-aw-awat namen nokakyab 
 PFV-AV-RED-swim 1.P.EXCL.GEN yesterday 
 ‘We went swimming yesterday.’                                            (Ho 1990: 94) 

 
d. ya mi-ano-anood si mapapo 
 AUX AV-RED-sing NOM PN 
 ‘Mapapo is singing.’                                                               (Ho 1990: 110) 

 

 The affixation of mi- to nominal vazay ‘work’, tatala ‘boat’, awat ‘sea’, anood ‘song’ 

verbalizes the nominal and derives the meaning of doing work, building a boat, swimming, 

and singing in (43). Note that this type of mi- clause only involves one participant as the 

other participant is already incorporated into its affixed predicate. The roots/stems, affixed 

predicate, meaning, semantic property of the involved participants, and number of participant 

involved and its case marking are summarized in Table 19. The meaning of roots/stems and 

affixed predicates is provided for comparison. The nominal roots/stems listed in Table 19 are 

concrete nouns that are frequently observed in Yami. Note that the subject role of mi- clauses 

is the doer of the action and exhibits the properties toward the actor end of the hierarchy.  

 

Table 19 Case and semantic property of involved participant(s) of nominal mi- clauses 

Nominal 
Root/Stem 

Meaning mi +  Nominal 
Root 

Meaning Number of 
Participants 
Involved 

Semantic Property of 
Clause Subject 

vahay house mi-vahay live 1 [NOM] volitional performer 
vazay work mi-vazay work 1 [NOM] volitional performer 
sakop hat mi-sakop wear hat 1 [NOM] volitional performer 
teygami letter mi-teygami write letter 1 [NOM] volitional performer 
tatala boat mi-tatala build boat 1 [NOM] volitional performer 
ayob cloth mi-ayob wear clothes 1 [NOM] volitional performer 
talili cloth mi-talili wear clothes 1 [NOM] volitional performer 
anood song mi-anoanood sing song 1 [NOM] volitional performer 
awat sea mi-awawat swim 1 [NOM] volitional performer 
vyas broom mi-vyas sweep 1 [NOM] volitional performer 

 

 The second type of mi- clause involves affixation of mi- to verbal roots/stems. Unlike 

the clauses with affixation of mi- to nominal roots/stems, the clauses with affixation of mi- to 

verbal roots/stems always have two overt NPs—one is the doer of the action and the other 

one is the entity undergoing the influence of the action, as illustrated in (44), except for the 
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example in (44e). The entity in (44e) undergoes influence of the action is incorporated into 

the verbal roots/stems and its presence in the clause is not required. In this case, the tool or 

instrument that is used for carrying out the action is included in the clause and is genitive 

case-marked by no. Note that instrument is not included in the revised macro-role hierarchy 

as instrument is considered as a peripheral NP.  

 

(44) Verbal root/stem 

a. ko mi-yop so kafe 
 1.S.NOM AV-drink OBL coffee 
 ‘I am drinking coffee.’                                                            (Chang 1997: 60) 

 
b. ya mi-rakep so kagling si namet 
 AUX AV-catch OBL goat NOM PN 
 ‘Namet is catching a goat.’                                                     (Shih 2013: 67) 

 
c. ko mi-kala so nizpi ko 
 1.S.GEN AV-look_for OBL money 1.S.GEN 
 ‘I am looking for my money.’                                                (Shih 2013: 81) 

 
d. ko ni-mi-mowa so aro a kayo 
 1.S.NOM PFV-AV-plant OBL many L tree 
 ‘I have planted many trees.’ 

 
e. ko mi-pipis (no ranom)  instrument 
 1.S.NOM AV-wash_clothes NOM water 
 ‘I washed clothes (with water.)’                                             (Shih 2013: 68) 

  
  

The roots/stems, meaning of affixed predicate, number of involved participants, its 

case, and semantic property of the involved participants are summarized in Table 20. The 

second participant of verbal mi- clauses is always oblique case-marked, except for the clause 

with the predicate mi-pipis ‘wash cloth’ that is genitive case-marked as its object has already 

been incorporated into the root/stem. The genitive case-marked entity is the instrument that is 

used to carry out the action.   

 
Table 20 Case and semantic property of involved participant(s) of verbal m- clauses 

Root/ 
Stem 

Meaning mi+ Verbal 
Root/Stem 

Meaning Number of 
Participants Involved 

Semantic Property of 
Participants 

yop drink mi-yop drink 2 [NOM], [OBL] volitional performer, 
incremental theme 

kala search mi-kala look for 2 [NOM], [OBL] volitional performer, 
incremental theme 
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rakep catch mi-rakep catch 2 [NOM], [OBL] volitional performer, 
incremental theme 

mowa plant mi-mowa plant 2 [NOM], [OBL] volitional performer, 
incremental theme 

(a)pis wash 
cloth 

mi-pipis wash 
cloth 

2 [NOM], ([GEN]) volitional performer,  
(instrument) 

 

The subject of both types of mi- clauses exhibits the property of carrying out the 

action—an actor-like property. Hence, the affix mi- is positioned right next to the volitional 

performer in the modified version of the revised macro-role hierarchy in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4 Semantic property of the mi- clause subject 

Actor:  volitional performer     mi- 
  causing an event or change of state 
  sentience  
  movement       A         U 
  stationary 
  causally affected 
Undergoer: undergoing a change in state or being in a state 
 
 
 
3.2.1.4 The affix <om>/om- 

 The affixation of <om>/om- involves sound changes (Section 2.2.5). According to 

Rau and Dong (2006), the affix om surfaces as an infix when the roots/stems it attaches to 

initiate with /s/, /t/, /k/, or /g/, as in s-om-dep ‘enter’, t-om-anek, ‘stand’, k-om-ala ‘search’. It 

can surface as either infix or prefix when the roots/stems it attaches to initiate with /l/, /d/, /r/, 

or /z/. In other cases, om can only surface as a prefix—om-. 

 

 Based on the semantic property of the clause subject, the om clauses could be further 

divided into three sub-types. Two involve one-participant and one involves two participants. 

Within the two one-participant clause types, the semantic property of the clause subject 

differs. One exhibits properties towards the actor end of the modified version of the revised 

macro-role hierarchy, and the other one exhibits properties towards the undergoer end. For 

the two-participant clause, the clause subject exhibits property towards the actor end of the 

hierarchy.  
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3.2.1.4.1 One participant undergoer <om>/om- clauses 

The nominative case-marked subject of <om>/om- clauses in (45a) is the only 

participant involved, and the <om> affixed predicate depicts the status of the only 

participant—getting fat. The subject is undergoing a change of state of getting fat—a 

property towards the undergoer end of the hierarchy. While the only participant in example 

(45a) is undergoing a change of state—getting fat; the only participant, lima ko ‘my hand’ in 

example (45b) is being in a state—stuck.  

 

(45) 

a. ya t-om-ava si mapapo 
 AUX <OM>fat NOM PN 
 ‘Mapapo is getting fat.’                                                          (Ho 1990: 60) 

 
b. yaken rana ya am, ya ni-s-om-let o lima ko 
 1.S.NOM already this PAR AUX PFV<OM>get_stuck NOM hand 1.S.GEN 
 ‘As for me, my hand got stuck (in the hole).                          (Rau and Dong 2006: 96) 

  

 The roots/stems, <om>/om- affixed predicates, meaning, number of involved 

participants, semantic property of involved participants, and its case marking are summarized 

in Table 21. The subject of this type of <om> clause exhibits properties towards the 

undergoer end of the hierarchy and are referred to as one participant undergoer <om>/om- 

clauses in the present study.  

 

Table 21 Case and semantic property of involved participant(s) of one-participant om clauses 

Root/Stem <om>/om- + 
Root 

Meaning Number of 
Participants Involved 

Semantic Property 
of Clause Subject 

tava t-om-ava getting fat 1 [NOM] undergoer 
slet s-om-let stuck 1 [NOM] undergoer 

 

 

3.2.1.4.2 One participant actor <om>/om- clauses 

The subject of the other type of one participant <om>/om- clause exhibits properties 

towards the actor end of the hierarchy, and are shown in (46). The only participant involved 

is the entity that carries out the action described by the predicate—om-lisna ‘sit’ and t-om-
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anek ‘stand’ in (46a), om-lavi ‘cry’ in (46b), om-oli ‘go home’ in (46c), om-alma ‘walk’ in 

(46d), and k-om-alat ‘climb’ in (46e).  

 

(46) 

a. o rarakeh am, om-lisna a, o kanakan am, t-om-anek 
 NOM elder TOP OM-sit PAR NOM child TOP <OM>stand 
 ‘The old person is sitting and the child is standing.’              (Rau and Dong 2006: 95) 

 
b. om-lavi ko 
 OM-cry 1.S.NOM 
 ‘I want to cry.’                                                                        (Chang 1997: 24) 

 
c. om-oli ko simararaw 
 OM-go_home 1.S.NOM noon 
 ‘I will go home at noon.’                                                        (Rau and Dong 2006: 90) 

 
d. ya om-alam (do rarahan) si  mapay 
 AUX OM-walk LOC road NOM PN 
 ‘Mapay walked (on the road).’                                               (Shih 2013: 95) 

 
e. ya k-om-alat (do tokon) si mapay 
 AUX <OM>climb LOC mountain NOM PN 
 ‘Mapay is climbing (in the mountains).’                                (Shih 1996: 40) 

 

In examples (46d) and (46e), two participants are observed—one who carries out the 

action and the location where the action takes place. The location in these two examples is 

optional. Its absence does not render the clause ungrammatical. Hence, it is classified as a 

one-participant actor <om>/om- clause. 

 

 Furthermore, the affix <om> is observed to appear in dependent clauses, as illustrated 

in (47). The dependent clause functions as a complement that provides more information on 

the participant of the main clause. In the examples in (47), the complement clause modifies 

the subject of the main clause—imo ‘you’ in (47a), and tazokok ‘bird’ in (47b). The subject 

exhibits properties towards the actor end of the hierarchy. Hence, the <om> dependent 

clauses are considered as a sub-type of one participant actor <om> clauses. The roots/stems, 

affixed predicate, meaning, number of participants involved, semantic property of involved 

participants, and its case marking of both types of one participant actor <om> clauses are 

summarized in Table 22. 
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(47) 

a. ko ma-cita imo ya om-avang do aleleh 
 1.S.GEN POT.PV-see 2.P.NOM AUX OM-load LOC car 
 ‘I saw you getting in the car.’                                               (Rau and Dong 2006: 115) 

 
b. aro a tazokok a  om-oli do ili 
 many L bird_name L OM-go_home LOC village 
 ‘(There are) many tazokok birds that went back to the village.’  

                                                                                              (Rau and Dong 2006: 124) 
 
 
Table 22 Case and semantic property of involved participant(s) of one-participant om clauses 

Root/Stem <om>/om- + 
Root 

Meaning Number of 
Participants 

Involved 

Thematic Role of 
Clause Subject 

alam om-alam walk 1 [NOM] volitional performer 
lavi om-lavi cry 1 [NOM] volitional performer 
lisna om-lisna sit 1 [NOM] volitional performer 
oli om-oli go home 1 [NOM] volitional performer 
salap s-om-alap fly 1 [NOM] volitional performer 
tanek t-om-anek stand 1 [NOM] volitional performer 
sdep s-om-dep enter 1 [NOM] volitional performer 
sidong s-om-idong help 1 [NOM], (L) volitional performer 
kala k-om-ala look for 1 [NOM], (L) volitional performer 
kalat k-om-alat climb 1 [NOM], (L) volitional performer 
bakbak om-bakbak hit 1 [NOM], (L) volitional performer 
toto t-om-oto jump 1 [NOM], (L) volitional performer 

 

 

3.2.1.4.3 Two participant actor <om>/om- clauses 

 The third type of om clause involves two participants, as illustrated in (48). The 

<om> affixed predicates k-om-an ‘eat’ and t-om-inon ‘weave’ in examples (48a) and (48b) 

denote events of eating and weaving. In the events of eating and weaving, there are two 

participants involved—one who carries out the action of eating or weaving, and the other one 

is the entity that is being affected—the food that is being eaten or the clothing that is being 

woven. The clause subject of this type of <om> clause could be considered as a volitional 

performer or causer who causes the entity to undergo a change of state—being eaten or being 

woven. The roots/stem, affixed predicate, meaning, number of participants involved, role of 

involved participants, and its case marking are summarized in Table 23. 
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(48) 

a. k-om-an so wakay si salang 
 <OM>eat OBL sweet_potato NOM PN 
 ‘Salang wants to eat a sweet potato. (lit.) The one who wants to eat a sweet potato is 

Salang.’                                                                                (Rau and Dong 2006: 87) 
 
b. ya t-om-inon so ayob si rapay 
 AUX <OM>weave OBL clothes NOM PN 
 ‘Rapay is weaving the clothes.’                                              (Shih 1996: 49) 

 

Table 23 Case and semantic property of involved participant(s) of two-participant om clauses 

Stem/ 
Root 

om-/<om> 
+ Root 

Meaning Number of Participants 
Involved 

Semantic Property of 
Clause Subject 

kan k<om>an eat 2 [NOM], [OBL] volitional performer, 
undergoer 

tinon t<om>inon weave 2 [NOM], [OBL] volitional performer, 
undergoer 

tba t<om>ba chop 2 [Q]6, [OBL] volitional performer, 
undergoer 

zakat om-zakat kill 2 [Q], [OBL] volitional performer, 
undergoer 

 

The <om> affixed predicates are also observed in interrogative construction, as 

illustrated in (49a-b), and their declarative counterparts are provided in (49a’-b’) for 

comparison. In forming the interrogative, the affixation changes from man- to <om>. Note 

that Yami interrogative construction is an equational clause in that the interrogator functions 

as the predicate taking the clause initial position and is followed by a nominalized phrase 

functioning as the clause subject. The clause subject, the nominalized phrase, depicts the 

information that the predicate queries. Hence, in (49a-b), the description of the actor is 

depicted in the nominalized subject phrase. Within the nominalized phrase, the predicate is 

affixed with <om> instead of the affixation of its declarative counterpart—man-. This 

example has shown that the verbal affixation changes in different types of clauses, and the 

affixation of <om> takes place only in a nominalized phrase, not in its declarative 

counterpart. Furthermore, this has implied that the function of the affix <om>/om- does not 

                                                 
6 [Q] represents the sentence initial interrogator seeking information and the information 

lacking is depicted by the following nominalized phrase in that the <om>/om- affixed 

predicate is observed.  
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simply encode the thematic role of a clause subject, it serves another function in the 

language—assembling interrogative construction seeking information regarding the 

doer/actor of the action. 

 

(49) 

a. sino ya ni-t-om-ba so kayo 
 who AUX PFV<OM>chop OBL tree 
 ‘Who was the one that chopped a tree?’                               (Shih 1996: 42) 

 
a’. ya manba (maN-tba) si Mapay so kayo 
 AUX MAN-chop NOM PN OBL tree 
 ‘Mapay chopped a tree.’                                                       (Shih 1996: 42) 

 
b. sino om-zakat so kois 
 who OM-kill OBL pig 
 ‘Who is killing pigs?’                                                           (Shih 1996: 122) 

 
b’. ya man-zakat si Mapay so kois 
 AUX MAN-kill NOM PN OBL pig 
 ‘Mapay is killing a pig.’                                                      (Shih 1996: 35) 

 

 

3.2.1.4.4 Section summary 

The semantic property of a two-participant <om>/om- clauses subject is always the 

doer of the action, whereas the subject of one participant undergoer <om>/om- clauses is 

always the entity that is being in a state or has undergone a change in state. As for a one-

participant actor <om>/om- clauses, the clause subject is always the one who carries out the 

action. The semantic property of the subject of all three types of <om>/om- clauses is 

summarized in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5 Semantic property of the <om>/om-  clause subject 

Actor:  volitional performer    <om>/om- 
  causing an event or change of state 
  sentience      
  movement          A U 
  stationary 
  causally affected 
Undergoer: undergoing a change in state    <om>/om- 
  or being in a state 
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 The affix <om>/om- serves at least three functions in the language—indicating the 

thematic role of the clause subject, constructing an interrogative construction seeking 

information about the actor, and constructing a dependent clause that modifies the participant 

of the main clause.  

 

3.2.1.5 The affix ma- 

The affix ma- is observed to participate in various types of clauses in Yami. Some of 

these clauses involve one participant and some involve two participants, and within these 

clauses the semantic property of the clause subject differs. In addition to differences in 

number of participants involved and the semantic property of the clause subject, the 

affixation ma- is found to trigger meaning change. There are at least four different types of 

ma- clauses that could be identified based on the available data. These include stative ma- 

clause, activity ma- clause, potentive ma- clause, and resultative ma- clause. The stative ma- 

and resultative ma- only involve one participant and potentive ma- always involves two 

participants. The activity ma- involves one or two participants and a location is sometimes 

included.  

 

3.2.1.5.1 One participant stative ma- 

Within one participant stative ma- clauses, the ma- affixed predicate describes the 

state of the only participant that is nominative case-marked, as illustrated in (50). The affixed 

predicate depicts the states of yama ‘father’ and ina ‘mother’ who are ma-tava ‘fat’ and ma-

saray ‘happy’ in (50a) and (50b), respectively. More roots/stems, ma- affixed predicates, its 

meanings, the semantic property of its participant and its case marking are provided in Table 

24. Note that the affixed predicate depicts shape, emotional state, condition, etc. of the only 

participant involved and is considered to be a stative-like predicate. The participant is being 

in a state depicted by the predicate, and its subject role is considered to exhibit properties 

towards the undergoer end of the modified version of the revised macro-role hierarchy. 

Hence, it is referred to as stative ma- in the present study. 

(50) 

a. ya ma-tava si yama 
 AUX STAT-fat NOM father 
 ‘Father is fat.’ 
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b. ya ma-saray si ina 
 AUX STAT-happy NOM mother 
 ‘Mother is happy.’ 

 
 
Table 24 Case and semantic property of involved participant(s) of stative ma- clauses 

Root/Stem ma + Root Meaning Number of 
Participants Involved 

Semantic Property 
of Clause Subject 

tava ma-tava fat 1 [NOM] being in a state 
golang ma-golang thin 1 [NOM] being in a state 
karang ma-karang tall 1 [NOM] being in a state 
hephep ma-hephep short 1 [NOM] being in a state 
saray ma-saray happy 1 [NOM] being in a state 
lokaw ma-lokaw sad 1 [NOM] being in a state 
rahet ma-rahet bad 1 [NOM] being in a state 
kacin ma-kcin hungry 1 [NOM] being in a state 
bsoy ma-bsoy full 1 [NOM] being in a state 

 

 

3.2.1.5.2 Activity ma- 

The second type of ma- clause is the activity ma- clause. Activity ma- and stative ma- 

clauses both involve only one participant, but they are classified as two different types of ma- 

clauses because the semantic property of their clause subject differs. While stative ma- 

clauses have undergoer-like subject, activity ma- clauses have an actor-like subject, as 

illustrated in (51). The only participant in examples (51a-c) is the one who carries out the 

action of running, laughing, and dancing, respectively. Note that the location where the action 

takes place is sometimes included, as in (51c). The dancing takes place in the mountains. 

Note that the locative phrase can be omitted.  

 

(51) 
a. ko ma-layo 
 1.S.NOM AV-run 
 ‘I am running.’                                                                        (Y. Chang 2011: 31) 

 
b. ya ma-miying si Namet 
 AUX AV-laugh NOM PN 
 ‘Namet laughed.’                                                                    (Shih 2013: 58) 

 
c. ya ma-ganam o mavakes (do tokon) 
 AUX AV-dance NOM woman LOC mountain 
 ‘The woman danced (in the mountain).’                                (Shih 2013: 58) 
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Activity ma- clauses in some instances are found to involve two participants—one 

who carries out the action and the other one that undergoes the influence of the action, as 

illustrated in (52). The participant who carries out the action is nominative case-marked and 

the one that undergoes the influence or effect of the action is oblique case-marked. Location 

where an action is taking place could also be included in two participant activity ma- clauses, 

as in (52c).  

 

(52) 

a. ko ma-lapoy so soli 
 1.S.NOM AV-peel OBL taro 
 ‘I peel taros.’ 

 
b. ko ma-vozas so asi no kayo 
 1.S.NOM AV-pick OBL fruit GEN tree 
 ‘I am picking fruit.’  

 
c. ko ma-pangay so wakay do yala 
 1.S.NOM AV-pick OBL sweet_potato GEN basket 
 ‘I am putting a sweet potato into a basket.’ 

 

 The root/stem, affixed predicate, its meaning, number of participants involved, 

semantic property of the involved participants, and its case marking of both one and two 

participant activity ma- clauses are summarized in Table 25. 

 

Table 25 Case and semantic property of involved participant(s) of activity ma- clauses 

Root/Stem ma + Root Meaning Number of 
Participants Involved 

Semantic Property of 
Involved Participants 

layo ma-layo run 1 [NOM] volitional performer 
ganam ma-ganam dance 1 [NOM], (L) volitional performer 
masil ma-masil fishing 1 [NOM] volitional performer 
miying ma-miying laugh 1 [NOM] volitional performer 
lapoy ma-lapoy peel 2 [NOM], [OBL] causer, undergoer 
vozas ma-vozas pick 2 [NOM], [OBL] causer, undergoer 
pangay ma-pangay put 2 [NOM], [OBL], (L) causer, causally 

affected 
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3.2.1.5.3 Potentive ma- 

There is another type of ma- clause that also involve two participants—potentive ma- 

clauses. Two-participant potentive ma- clauses are different from two-participant activity ma- 

clauses in terms of case marking, semantic property of clause subject, and meaning. The 

clause subject of this type of ma- clause is the entity that undergoes the influence or effect of 

the action done by a genitive case-marked actor. The case marking of the involved 

participants in this type of ma- clause is the same as the -en clauses that are to be discussed 

later in the following section. The affixes ma- and -en are observed to affix to the same set of 

roots/stems and the involved participants—one who carries out the action and the one who 

undergoes the influence or effect of the action, have the same case marking, as illustrated by 

the pair examples in (53). The major difference between these two types of clauses is 

meaning. The English translations of (53a-a’) and (53b-b’) might not be obvious, but the 

translations of (53c-c’) are obvious. The ma- clause depicts that the actor can or is able to 

carry out the action, whereas the -en clause simply depicts the event of eating.  In other 

words, the ma- affixed predicate not only depicts the action, but also expresses the 

potentiality or possibility of the action. Hence, this type of ma- clause is referred to as a 

potentive ma- clause in the present study. More detailed discussion on potentive ma- is 

provided in chapter four after the investigation of all verbal voice affixes is completed in this 

chapter.  

 

(53) 

a. ko ma-kala o nizpi ko 
 1.S.GEN POT.PV-look_for NOM money 1.S.GEN 
 ‘I found my money.’                                                             (Shih 2013: 81) 

 
a’. kala-en no kanakan o ino 
 look_for-IPFV.PV GEN child NOM dog 
 ‘The child looked for the dog.’                                             (Rau and Dong 2006: 92) 

 
b. ko ni-ma-cita si Zhangsan kani Lisi 
 1.S.GEN PFV-PV-see NOM PN CONJ PN 
 ‘I saw Zhangsan and Lisi.’                                                   (Chang 1997: 73) 

 
b’. ko cita-en o vayo a vahay 
 1.S.GEN see-IPFV.PV NOM new L house 
 ‘I want to see the new house.’                                              (Shih 2013: 46) 
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c. ko ma-kan o alibangbang 
 1.S.GEN POT.PV-eat NOM flying_fish 
 ‘I can eat flying fish.’ 

 
c’. kan-en na ni Salang o wakay 
 eat-IPFV.PV 3.S.GEN GEN PN NOM sweet_potato 
 ‘Salang ate the sweet potato. (lit.) What Salang ate was the sweet potato.’  

                                                                                              (Rau and Dong 2006: 87) 

  

 Note that the activity ma- clauses have an actor subject, as in (52a), reduplicated in 

(54a), and potentive ma- clauses have an undergoer subject, as in (53c), reduplicated in (54b) 

for comparison. The actor participant is nominative case-marked in activity ma- clauses, but 

genitive case-marked in potentive ma- clauses. The undergoer participant is oblique case-

marked in activity ma- clauses, but is nominative case-marked in potentive ma- clauses. 

Hence, two-participant ma- clauses are divided into two sub-types—activity ma- and 

potentive ma-, as the semantic property of the clause subject and case marking of the 

involved participants differ. 

 

(54) 
a. activity ma- 
 ko (actor) ma-lapoy so soli (undergoer) 
 1.S.NOM AV-peel OBL taro 
 ‘I peel taros.’ 

 
b. potentive ma- 
 ko (actor) ma-kan o alibangbang (undergoer) 
 1.S.GEN POT.PV-eat NOM flying_fish 
 ‘I can eat flying fish.’ 

 

The root/stem, potentive ma- affixed predicate, its meaning, number of involved 

participants, semantic property of the involved participant, and its case marking are 

summarized in Table 26. 

 

Table 26 Case and semantic property of involved participant(s) of potentive ma- clauses 

Root/Stem ma + Root Meaning Number of 
Participants Involved 

Semantic Property of 
Involved Participants 

cita ma-cita able to see 2 [NOM], [GEN] undergoer, sentience 
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kala ma-kala able to find 2 [NOM], [GEN] undergoer, volitional 
performer 

kan ma-kan able to eat 2 [NOM], [GEN] undergoer, volitional 
performer 

 

 

3.2.1.5.4 Resultative ma- 

 The fourth type of ma- clause involves one participant, as shown in (55). The ma- 

affixed predicate depicts the resultative state of the only participant of the clause. An 

inclusion of a second participant to provide information on the participant who has caused or 

carried out the event is impossible as illustrated by the ungrammaticality of (55c). The 

affixation of the predicate has to change from ma- to man- for the inclusion of a second 

participant—causer of the event to be possible, as illustrated in (55b). Both stative ma- and 

resultative ma- clauses depict its only participant being in a state, but they are not classified 

as the same type of ma- clauses as the latter type of ma- clause always depicts the resultative 

state of the only participant and has shown some kind of alternation with man-/mang- 

clauses. Hence, this type of ma- clause is referred to as resultative ma- clauses in the present 

study.  

 

(55) 

a. ya ma-wakwak o manok 
 AUX RES-die NOM chicken 
 ‘The chicken is dead.’ 

 
b. ya man-wakwak so manok si  Macinanao 
 AUX AV-die OBL chicken NOM PN 
 ‘Macinanao is killing a chicken.’ 

 
c. *ya ma-wakwak so manok si  Macinanao 
 AUX AV-die OBL chicken NOM PN 
 Intended meaning: ‘Macinanao is killing a chicken.’ 

 

 Roots/stems, resultative ma- affixed predicate, its meaning, number of participant 

involved, semantic property of the involved participant, and its case marking are summarized 

in Table 27. More ma- and man-/mang- minimal pairs showing the alternation are to be 

discussed in the following section on the affix man-/mang- (Section 3.2.1.6).   
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Table 27 Case and semantic property of involved participant(s) of resultative ma- clauses 

Root/Stem ma + Root Meaning Number of 
Participants 
Involved 

Semantic Property 
of Involved 
Participants 

zakat ma-zakat die 1 [NOM] undergoer 
wakwak ma-wakwak die 1 [NOM] undergoer 
lovot ma-lovot be gathered 1 [NOM] undergoer 
loalolok ma-loalolok be rolled 1 [NOM] undergoer 
nanao ma-nanao be taught 1 [NOM] undergoer 
amazing ma-mizing listen 1 [NOM] undergoer 
akas ma-kas be dropped 1 [NOM] undergoer 
aspi ma-spi be broken 1 [NOM] undergoer 
kava ma-kava be broken 1 [NOM] undergoer 
kteb ma-kteb be broken 1 [NOM] undergoer 
zcik ma-zcik be broken 1 [NOM] undergoer 
sagit ma-sagit be hooked 1 [NOM] undergoer 
pising ma-pising be torn 1 [NOM] undergoer 

 

 

3.2.1.5.5 Section summary 

In this section, four different types of ma- clauses are identified. These include stative 

ma-, activity ma-, potentive ma-, and resultative ma-. Within activity ma- clauses, there are 

two sub-types, one involves only one participant, as in (56a), and the other one involves two 

participants, as in (56b). The stative ma- and resultative ma- always involve one and only one 

participant, as in (56c) and (56d), respectively, whereas potentive ma- always involves two 

participants, as in (56e). 

 

(56) 

a. one-participant activity ma- 
 ko ma-layo 
 1.S.NOM AV-run 
 ‘I am running.’                                                                        (Y. Chang 2011: 31) 

 
b. two-participant activity ma- 
 ko ma-lapoy so soli 
 1.S.NOM AV-peel OBL taro 
 ‘I peel taros.’ 

 
c. stative ma- 
 ya ma-tava si yama 
 AUX STAT-fat NOM father 
 ‘Father is fat.’ 
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d. resultative ma- 
 ya ma-wakwak o manok 
 AUX RES-die NOM chicken 
 ‘The chicken is dead.’ 

 
e. potentive ma- 
 ko (actor) ma-kan o alibangbang (undergoer) 
 1.S.GEN POT.PV-eat NOM flying_fish 
 ‘I can eat flying fish.’ 

 

The semantic property of the subject of these ma- clauses is summarized in Figure 6. 

The subject of both one-participant and two-participant activity ma- clauses exhibits 

properties towards the actor end of the modified version of the revised macro-role hierarchy, 

whereas the subject of the other three types of ma- clauses including stative ma-, resultative 

ma-, and potentive ma- exhibits properties towards the undergoer end of the hierarchy.  

 

Figure 6 Semantic property of the ma- clause subject 

Actor:  volitional performer   activity ma- 
  causing an event or change of state  activity ma- 
  sentience  
  movement                     A       U 
  stationary 
  causally affected 
Undergoer: undergoing a change in state   stative ma-,  

or being in a state    resultative ma-, 
potentive ma- 

 

The four types of ma- clauses, the thematic role of the clause subject, the number of 

participants involved, and their functions are summarized in Table 28. Note that the affix ma- 

at least serves three functions in Yami; one as voice affix, one is to show potentiality or 

possibility of action, and the third one is to express the result (the end point) of the event—

telicity. 

 
Table 28 Different types of ma- Clauses 

Clause Type Participant(s) Involved Role of Subject Function(s) 
stative ma- 1 undergoer voice 
activity ma- 1 actor voice 
activity ma- 2 actor voice 
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potentive ma- 2 undergoer voice, potentive 
resultative ma- 1 undergoer voice, telic 

 

 

3.2.1.6 The affix man-/mang- 

 The affix man-/mang- has not been discussed in detail in previous studies on Yami, 

and its function as an actor voice affix has been overlooked. The clauses with man-/mang- 

affixed predicates always involve at least two participants—one who carries out the action 

and the other one who undergoes the influence or effect of the action, as the examples 

illustrated in (57)-(59).  

Note that the affixation of man-/mang- replaces the initial segment of the root/stem 

that initiates with the obstruent, as illustrated in (57) and (58). This sound change can 

sometimes cause confusion in distinguishing between the affixes man- and ma-. This might 

be the reason that the affix man-/mang- has not been identified as one of the actor voice 

affixes in previous research on Yami. Affixation of other verbal affixes such as ma-, -en, or 

ni- does not trigger the sound change, as illustrated in (57a’).  The initial segment of the 

root/stem takew ‘steal’ is /t/ and it changes to /n/ after affixation of man-, as shown in (57a).  

 

(57) 
a. ya ni-ma-nakew (man-takew) si mapapo so kois 
 AUX PFV-AV-steal NOM PN OBL pig 
 ‘Mapapo stole pigs.’                                                             (Ho 1990: 103) 

 
a’. ni-takew na ni mapapo o nizpi mo 
 PFV.PV-steal 3.S.GEN GEN PN NOM money  2.S.GEN 
 ‘Mapapo stole your money.’                                                (Ho 1990: 103) 

 
b. ya ni-ma-nidong (man-sidong) so tao si yama 
 AUX PFV-AV-help OBL people NOM father 
 ‘Father has helped people.’ 

 
c. ko ma-naing (man-raing) so among 
 1.S.NOM AV-kill OBL fish 
 ‘I am killing fish.’ 

 
d. ko ma-nengdeng (man-dengdeng) so wakay 
 1.S.NOM AV-cook OBL sweet_potato 
 ‘I cook sweet potato.’ 
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e. ya ma-nba(man-tba) so kayo si yama 
 AUX AV-chop OBL tree NOM father 
 ‘Father is cutting a tree.’  

 

 The affix man-/mang- clauses can sometimes involve more than two participants, as 

in the examples shown in (58). The action denoted by the man- affixed predicate involves an 

entity that undergoes a change of possession. It involves a possessor, a receiver, and an entity 

that undergoes change of possession. In (58a), the possessor Mapapo ‘person’s name’ who 

cooks soli ‘taro’ for nyaken ‘me’; the possessor/cook—who carries out the action of cooking 

is nominative case-marked functioning as clause subject, the receiver is genitive case-marked 

and the entity soli ‘taro’ that is being cooked is oblique case-marked. 

 

(58) 
a. ya ma-notong (man-rotong) so soli nyaken si mapapo 
 AUX AV-cook OBL taro 1.S.GEN NOM PN 
 ‘Mapapo is cooking taroes for me.’                                     (Ho 1990: 119) 

 
b. ni-ma-narang (man-sarang) jamen so wakay si namet 
 PFV-AV-buy 1.P.EXCL.LOC OBL sweet_potato NOM PN 
 ‘Namet bought sweet potatoes from us (excl).’                   (Ho 1990: 121) 

 

In (58b), the possessor/seller is jamen ‘us’, the receiver/buyer is Namet ‘person’s 

name’ and the entity that undergoes change of possession is wakay ‘sweet potato’. In this 

example, the receiver claims the entity from the possessor, and this reflects on the case 

marking of the involved participants. The nominative case-marked subject is the 

receiver/buyer who carries out the action of buying; the entity that undergoes change of 

possession is oblique case-marked; the possessor/seller is locative case-marked.  

 

The actor is nominative case-marked and the entity that undergoes change of 

possession is oblique case-marked in both examples. Only the role and case marking of the 

third participant differ. In (58a), the third participant is the one who benefits from the cooking 

of the actor and that is genitive case-marked, and in (58b), the original possessor of the entity 

is locative case-marked. Both examples have the same verbal affixation and all involve three 

participants, but the case marking of the third participant differs. This might be due to the 

meaning of the affixed predicate that makes the role of the third participant different. The 
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diverse case marking of the third participant in these two examples has further implied that 

case marking of an involved participant is sensitive to the verbal meaning. The one who has 

benefitted from the action is genitive case-marked, whereas the one who is the source of the 

transported theme is locative case-marked.  

 

 More man-/mang- clauses are listed in (59). Note that these examples do not involve 

deletion of the initial segment of the root/stem, but the alveolar nasal /n/ changes to velar 

nasal /ng/ when the initial segment of the root/stem it attaches to initiates with a vowel, as in 

(59f-h). Hence, the man- affix could be surfaced as ma-, man-, or mang- depending on the 

phonetic property of the initial segment of the root/stem it attaches to.  

(59) 
a. ya ni-man-zakat o kanakan so kois 
 AUX PFV-AV-kill NOM child OBL pig 
 ‘The child has killed a pig/pigs’ 

(The child has the experience of killing a pig/pigs.)              (Ho 1990: 64) 
 
b. ya man-wakwak so manok si Macinanao 
 AUX AV-kill OBL chicken NOM PN 
 ‘Macinanao is killing a chicken.’ 

 
c. ko man-kava so lilisnan 
 1.S.NOM AV-break OBL chair 
 ‘I break a chair.’ 

 
d. ya man-sagit so sakop si Macinanao 
 AUX AV-hook OBL hat NOM PN 
 ‘Macinanao is hooking a hat.’ 

 
e. ya man-pising si Macinanao so vakong 
 AUX AV-tear NOM PN OBL book 
 ‘Macinanao tears off a book.’ 

 
f. ko ni-mang-aloalolog so veysen 
 1.S.NOM PFV-AV-roll OBL stone 
 ‘I have rolled a stone.’ 

 
g. ko ni-mang-akas so asi no kayo 
 1.S.NOM PFV-AV-drop OBL fruit GEN tree 
 ‘I have made fruit drop.’ 

 
h. ya ni-mang-aspi so banay si Macinanao 
 AUX PFV-AV-break OBL bowl NOM PN 
 ‘Macinanao has broken a bowl.’ 
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 Root/stem, affixed predicate, its meaning, number of participant involved, semantic 

property of the involved participant, and case marking of the involved participants are 

summarized in Table 29. In Table 29, the surface form of the affix man-/mang- is ma-, 

whereas the roots/stems it attaches to initiate with /s, r, t, d/. In other cases, the surface form 

is either man- or mang-. The affix man- appears with stems/roots that initiate with 

consonants, whereas the affix mang- appears with stems/roots that initiate with a vowel. At 

least two participants are required after affixation of this affix and the role of the clause 

subject is always the one who carries out the action depicted by the affixed predicate. Hence, 

semantic property of the clause subject could be considered as a volitional performer or 

causer; the entity that undergoes the influence of the action is causally affected by the action 

and sometimes undergoes change of state.  

 

Table 29 Case and semantic property of involved participant(s) of man-/mang- clauses 

Root/Stem man-/mang- + 
Root 

Meaning Number of 
Participants 
Involved 

Semantic Property of 
Involved Participants 

zakat man-zakat kill 2 [NOM], [OBL] causer, causally affected 
wakwak man-wakwak kill 2 [NOM], [OBL] causer, causally affected 
kava man-kava break 2 [NOM], [OBL] causer, causally affected 
lovot man-lovot gather 2 [NOM], [OBL] causer, movement 
sagit man-sagit hook 2 [NOM], [OBL] causer, movement 
loalolok mang-aloalolok roll 2 [NOM], [OBL] causer, movement 
akas mang-akas drop 2 [NOM], [OBL] causer, movement 
aspi mang-aspi break 2 [NOM], [OBL] causer, causally affected 
kteb mang-akteb break 2 [NOM], [OBL] causer, causally affected 
zcik mang-azcik break 2 [NOM], [OBL] causer, causally affected 
pising man-pising tear 2 [NOM], [OBL] causer, causally affected 
vozo man-vozo expel 2 [NOM], [OBL] causer, causally affected 
nanao mang-ananao teach 2 [NOM], [OBL] causer, incremental 

theme 
amazing mang-amizing listen 2 [NOM], [OBL] causer, incremental 

theme 
sidong ma-nidong 

(man-sidong) 
help 2 [NOM], [OBL] volitional performer, 

causally affected 
raing ma-naing 

(man-raing) 
kill fish 2 [NOM], [OBL] volitional performer, 

undergoer 
takew ma-nakew 

(man-takew) 
steal 2 [NOM], [OBL] volitional performer, 

causally affected 
dengdeng ma-nengdeng 

(man-dengdeng) 
cook 2 [NOM], [OBL] causer, undergoer 

tba ma-nba 
(man-tba) 

cut 2 [NOM], [OBL] causer, undergoer 
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rotong ma-notong 
(man-rotong) 

cook 2, L [NOM], 
[GEN], [OBL] 

causer, causally affected, 
movement 

sarang ma-narang 
(man-sarang) 

buy 2, L [NOM], 
[LOC], [OBL] 

causer, causally affected, 
movement 

 

The man-/mang- clause subject has exhibited a property of either a performer or a 

causer, and these are properties towards the actor end of the hierarchy, as shown in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7 Semantic property of the man-/mang- clause subject 

Actor:  volitional performer   man-/mang- 
  causing an event or change of state  man-/mang- 
  sentience  
  movement       A U 
  stationary 
  causally affected 
Undergoer: undergoing a change in state 
  or being in a state 
 
 

 The same set of roots/stems is observed to affix with either resultative ma- or man-

/mang- to depict the same event, but the meaning and the number of involved participant(s) 

of these two types of clauses differ. When man-/mang- clauses depict the process of the 

event, the resultative ma- only depicts the resultative state of the entity that is influenced or 

affected by the action. The man-/mang- clauses always involve two participants, whereas 

resultative ma- clauses always involve one participant.  

 

Furthermore, the participant of a resultative ma- clause and one of the two 

participants in a man-/mang- clause share the same role—the entity undergoes the influence 

or effect of action depicted by the affixed predicate. The differences between these two types 

of clauses are the absence of the actor. Actor is not mentioned or included in a resultative ma- 

clause and the case marking of the influenced or affected entity differs, as illustrated by the 

pair examples in (60). The resultative ma- clauses in (60a-f) only involve one participant—

the affected entity, and that is nominative case-marked. The man-/mang- clauses in (60a’-f’) 

involve two participants—the one who carries out the action is nominative case-marked and 

the other one who undergoes the effect of the action is oblique case-marked.  
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(60) 
a. ya ma-zakat o manok 
 AUX RES-kill NOM chicken 
 ‘The chicken is dead.’ 

 
a’. ya ni-man-zakat o kanakan so kois 
 AUX PFV-AV-kill NOM child OBL pig 
 ‘The child has killed a pig/pigs.’ 

(The child has the experience of killing a pig/pigs.)             (Ho 1990: 64) 
 
b. ya ni-ma-spi o banay 
 AUX PFV-RES-break NOM bowl 
 ‘The bowl was broken.’ 

 
b’. ya ni-mang-aspi so banay si Macinanao 
 AUX PFV-AV-break OBL bowl NOM PN 
 ‘Macinanao has broken a bowl.’ 

 
c. ya ma-pising o vakong ko 
 AUX RES-tear NOM book 1.S.GEN 
 ‘My book is torn.’ 

 
c’. ya man-pising si Macinanao so vakong 
 AUX AV-tear NOM PN OBL book 
 ‘Macinanao tears off a book.’ 

 
d. ya ni-ma-loalolog o veysen 
 AUX PFV-RES-roll NOM stone 
 ‘The stone has rolled downhill.’ 

 
d’. ko ni-mang-aloalolog so veysen 
 1.S.NOM PFV-AV-roll OBL stone 
 ‘I have rolled down a stone.’ 

 
e. ya ni-ma-kas o nizpi ko 
 AUX PFV-RES-drop NOM money 1.S.GEN 
 ‘My money has been dropped.’ 

 
e’. ko ni-mang-akas so asi no kayo 
 1.S.NOM PFV-AV-drop OBL fruit GEN tree 
 ‘I have made fruit dropped.’ 

 
f. ya ni-ma-sagit o talili 
 AUX PFV-RES-hook NOM clothing 
 ‘The clothing was hooked.’ 

 
f’. ya man-sagit so sakop si Macinanao 
 AUX AV-hook OBL hat NOM PN 
 ‘Macinanao is hooking a hat.’ 
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When the man-/mang- affixed predicate depicts the process of an event and the 

reultative ma- affixed predicate depicts the result or the end point of an event, it is found that 

the structures of these two types of clauses correspond to the English causative-inchoative 

clauses in (61).  

 

(61) 

a. John broke a/the window. 
b. The window broke.  

 

The English causative and inchoative clauses share the same predicate when (61a) 

involves two participants describing the process of a breaking event and (61b) involves only 

one participant whose end or resultant state of a breaking event is being depicted. The coding 

of the only participant in English inchoative is the same as Yami resultative ma- clause—

both serve as the subject of the clause. Similarly, the coding for an English causative clause is 

almost the same as the Yami man-/mang- clause. The actor in both English causative clause 

and Yami man-/mang- clause realizes as the clause subject, whereas the affected entity serves 

the object function in English and is oblique case-marked in Yami. The oblique case-marked 

affected entity in Yami is indefinite, whereas the affected entity in English could either be 

interpreted as definite or indefinite. Note that the oblique case-marked NP in Yami is always 

indefinite, and that is a language-specific property.  

 

In this section, the man-/mang- clauses are discussed and compared with resultative 

ma- clauses. The affix man-/mang- and resultative ma- are observed to attach to the same set 

of roots/stems and form two different types of clauses—one-participant and two-participant 

clauses. The structure and meaning of these two types of clauses appear to resemble English 

causative and inchoative clauses. This correspondence could imply that Yami also exhibits 

causative-inchoative alternation via resultative ma- and man-/mang- affixation. 

 

3.2.1.7 Section summary 

The semantic property of subject of Ø, m-, mi-, <om>/om-, ma-, and man-/mang- 

clauses examined via the modified version of the revised macro-role hierarchy is summarized 

in Figure 8. These affixes share a common property of having the segment /m/ and are 
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considered as actor voice affixes in the previous literature. However, it is inadequate to group 

these affixes together because their clause subject exhibits different semantic properties as 

Figure 8 shows. 

 

Figure 8 Semantic property of Ø, m-, mi-, <om>/om-, ma-, man-/mang- clause subject 

Actor:  volitional performer   m-, mi-, <om>,  
activity ma-, man- 

  causing an event or change of state   activity ma-, man- 
  sentience     
  movement    m-        A       U 
  stationary    m- 
  causally affected  
Undergoer: undergoing a change in state    Ø, <om>,      

or being in a state    stative ma- 
resultative ma- 
potentive ma- 

 

The clauses that these so-called actor voice affixes participate in do not all have actor 

or actor-like subjects. Only m-, mi-, activity ma-, man-/mang- and a sub-type of <om> 

clauses can be claimed to be actor voice clauses as their subjects exhibit the properties—

volitional performer, causer, sentience, and movement, etc.—towards the actor end of the 

modified version of Foley’s revised macro-role hierarchy. Other affixes, such as Ø, stative 

ma-, resultative ma-, potentive ma-, and the sub-type of <om>/om- should not be treated as 

actor voice affixes. The subject role of clauses containing these affixes exhibits properties 

towards the undergoer end of the modified version of the revised macro-role hierarchy. 

Furthermore, the potentive ma- clause not only has an undergoer-like subject, it also 

expresses modality—potentiality or ability. Resultative ma- expresses the result/end of an 

event—telicity, and the affixation of <om>/om- is frequently observed in interrogative 

construction and dependent clauses—mood. Hence, the classification of Yami verbal affixes 

should also take their other functions into consideration. Functions of these affixes are 

summarized in Table 30, and it has clearly shown that the affixes <om>/om-, potentive ma-, 

and resultative ma- serve other functions besides signaling the thematic role of a clause 

subject.  
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Table 30 Functions of the affixes Ø, m-, mi-, <om>/om-, ma-, and man-/mang- 

 Voice Mood Aspect 
 Actor Undergoer Potentive Interrogative Dependent Telic Atelic 
Ø  ∨      
m- ∨       
mi ∨       
<om>/om- ∨ ∨  ∨ ∨   
stative ma-  ∨     ∨ 
activity ma- ∨       
potentive ma-  ∨ ∨     
resultative ma-  ∨    ∨  
man-/mang- ∨      ∨ 

 

 

3.2.2 Non-actor voice affixes 

3.2.2.1 The affix -en and ni- 

The affixes -en and ni- are in complementary distribution, and are discussed together 

in the same section as clauses containing these two affixes have a subject that exhibits a 

property towards the undergoer end of the modified version of the revised macro-role 

hierarchy. The affixation of both -en and ni- on the same predicate renders the clause 

ungrammatical, and is illustrated in (62a). The ni- affixed predicate denotes a perfective 

event, as shown in (62b), whereas the -en affixed predicate denotes an imperfective event, as 

in (62b). The ni- affixed predicate (without presence of other verbal voice affixes, such as m-, 

mi-, ma-, <om>/om-, man-/mang-, -an, and i-) and the -en affixed predicate only differ in one 

feature—perfectiveness.  

 

(62) 
a. *ko ni-kan-en o soli 
 1.S.NOM PFV-eat-PV NOM taro 

 
b. ya na ni-kan ni Mapapo o soli 
 AUX 3.S.GEN PFV-eat GEN PN NOM taro 
 ‘Mapapo has eaten up the taroes.’                                          (Ho 1990: 74) 

 
c. ya na kan-en ni Mapapo o soli ko 
 AUX 3.S.GEN eat-IPFV.PV GEN PN NOM taro 1.S.GEN 
 ‘Mapapo is eating my taroes.’                                                 (Ho 1990: 73) 
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 There are more -en and ni- examples in (63). Both -en and ni- clauses involve at least 

two participants—the one who carries out the action is genitive case-marked, and the other 

one that undergoes the influence or effect of the action is nominative case-marked 

functioning as the clause subject.  

 

(63) 
a. ya na riri-en ni namet o ayob na 
 AUX 3.S.GEN tear_off- IPFV.PV GEN PN NOM dress 3.S.GEN 
 ‘Namet is tearing off her dress.’                                          (Ho 1990: 68) 

 
a’. ya na ni-riri ni namet o ayob na 
 AUX 3.S.GEN PFV.PV-tear_off GEN PN NOM dress 3.S.GEN 
 ‘Namet has torn off her dress.’                                            (Ho 1990: 68) 

 
b. ya  na ni-zakat  no kanakan o kois 
 AUX 3.S.GEN PFV.PV-kill GEN child NOM pig 
 ‘The child has killed the pig(s).’                                          (Ho 1990: 64) 

 
b’. na zakat-en o manok 
 3.S.GEN kill- IPFV.PV NOM chicken 
 ‘He wants to kill the chicken.’                                             (Shih 1996: 43) 

 
c. ya na kan-en no kanakan o soli 
 AUX 3.S.GEN eat- IPFV.PV GEN child NOM taro 
 ‘The child is eating the taro.’                                                (Ho 1990: 78) 

 
c’. ya na ni-kan ni mapapo o soli 
 AUX 3.S.GEN PFV.PV-eat GEN PN NOM taro 
 ‘Mapapo has eaten up the taroes.’                                       (Ho 1994: 74) 

 
d. ko iwang-en o paneneb-an (pan-aneneb-an) 
 1.S.GEN open- IPFV.PV NOM door 
 ‘I am opening the door.’                                                       (Chang 1997: 55) 

 
d’. na ni-iwang paneneban (ni manpang) 
 3.S.GEN PFV.PV-open door GEN PN 
 ‘Manpang has opened the door.’                                          (Chang 1997: 57) 

 

 Roots/stems, affixed predicates, their meaning, number of participant involved, 

semantic property of the involved participants, and their case marking are summarized in 

Table 31. The nominative case-marked subject is the affected entity that exhibits a property 

towards the undergoer end of the modified version of the revised macro-role hierarchy, and 
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the other genitive case-marked participant exhibits the actor property. The semantic property 

of -en and ni- clause subject is shown in Figure 9. 

 

Table 31 Case and semantic property of involved participant(s) of -en and ni- clauses 

 
 

Figure 9 Semantic property of -en and ni- clause subject 

Actor:  volitional performer 
  causing an event or change of state 
  sentience  
  movement      A              U 
  stationary 
  causally affected 
Undergoer: undergoing a change in state  -en/ni- 
  or being in a state 

 

Note that the affix -en serves at least two functions—one is to signal an undergoer 

subject, and the other one is to indicate that the event has not been completed 

(imperfective/irrealis). Similarly, the affix ni- also serves two functions—one is to signal an 

undergoer subject, and the other one is to indicate that the event has been completed 

(perfective/realis). 

 

3.2.2.2 The affix -an 

 The affix -an is known as a locative voice or applicative affix. The affixation of -an 

singals that the clause subject is a location in Yami. However, the subject of an -an affixed 

predicate clause does not always turn out to be the location of the event or anything related to 

a location, such as source, goal, …etc. The following section discusses clauses containing -an 

Root/Stem Root + -en Meaning Number of 
Participants Involved 

Role of Involved 
Participants 

riri riri-en 
ni-riri 

tear off 2 [NOM], [GEN] undergoer, volitional 
performer 

zakat zakat-en 
ni-zakat 

kill 2 [NOM], [GEN] undergoer, volitional 
performer 

kan kan-en 
ni-kan 

eat 2 [NOM], [GEN] undergoer, volitional 
performer 

iwang iwang-en 
ni-iwang 

open 2 [NOM], [GEN] undergoer, volitional 
performer 
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affixed predicate with undergoer-like subjects before the discussion moves onto the locative  

-an clauses. 

 

3.2.2.2.1 Causally affected -an clauses 

 Ho (1990) has observed that some predicates that are affixed with -an have a similar 

syntactic patterning as -en clauses in Yami, and has suggested that the formation of 

declarative PF clauses require affixation of either -en or -an (Ho 1990: 68). The PF clauses 

refer to the clauses whose subject is the entity who undergoes the influence of the action. In 

other words, the subject of -an and -en clauses discussed in Ho (1990) has properties towards 

the undergoer end of the modified version of the revised macro-role hierarchy.  

 

 Within the available data, three sets of roots/stems are observed in Yami; one can 

only be affixed with the affix -an, one can only be affixed with the affix -en, and the last set 

can be affixed with both -an and -en.  

 

Examples of the set of roots/stems that can only be affixed with -an are provided in 

(64). The root/stem rasag ‘step on’, bakbak ‘hit’, vatvatek ‘write’, and sazang ‘buy’ are 

incompatible with the affix -en, as illustrated by the ungrammaticality of (64a’-d’). These 

roots/stems can only be affixed with -an for the clause subject to be the entity that is causally 

affected by the action. Unlike the affix -en, the affix -an is compatible with the perfective ni-, 

as the co-occurrence of these two affixes does not render the clauses ungrammatical, as in 

(64a-d).  

 

(64) 
a. ya na ni-rasag-an ni namet si manlok 
 AUX 3.S.GEN PFV-step_on-PV GEN PN NOM PN 
 ‘Namet has stepped on Manlok.’                                         (Ho 1990: 76) 

 
a’. *ya rasag-en ni namet o soli 
 AUX step_on-IPFV.PV GEN PN NOM taro 
 Intended meaning: ‘Namet steps on taro.’  

 
b. ya na ni-bakbak-an ni mapapo yaken 
 AUX 3.S.GEN PFV-hit-PV GEN PN 1.S.NOM 
 ‘Mapapo has hit me.’                                                           (Ho 1990: 70) 
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b’. *ya na bakbak-en ni mapapo yaken 
 AUX 3.S.GEN hit- IPFV.PV GEN PN 1.S.NOM 
 Intended meaning: ‘Mapapo hits me.’                                 (Ho 1990: 70) 

 
c. ya na ni-vatvatek-an no kanakan o ngaran na 
 AUX 3.S.GEN PFV-write-PV GEN child NOM name 3.S.GEN 
 ‘The child has written his name.’                                         (Ho 1990: 68) 

 
c’. *ya na vatvatek-en no kanakan o ngaran na 
 AUX 3.S.GEN write- IPFV.PV GEN child NOM name 3.S.GEN 
 Intended meaning: ‘The child is writing his name.’             (Ho 1990: 68) 

 
c’’. ya na vatvatek-an no kanakan o ngaran na 
 AUX 3.S.GEN write-PV GEN child NOM name 3.S.GEN 
 ‘The child is writing his name.’                                           (Ho 1990: 67) 

 
d. na ni-sazang-an o ayob na ni mapay 
 3.S.GEN PFV-buy-PV NOM clothes 3.S.GEN GEN PN 
 ‘Mapay bought his clothes.’                                                 (Shih 2013: 93) 

 
d’. *na sazang-en o ayob na ni mapay 
 3.S.GEN buy-IPFV.PV NOM clothes 3.S.GEN GEN PN 
 Intended meaning: ‘Mapay bought his clothes.’                  (Shih 2013: 93) 

  

Roots/stems that can only be affixed with an -an, -an affixed predicate, its meaning, 

number of participants involved, semantic property of the involved participants, and its case 

marking are summarized in Table 32. 

 

Table 32 Case and semantic property of involved participant(s) of the -an clause 

 

Root/Stem Root + -an Meaning Number of Participants 
Involved 

Semantic Property of 
Involved Participants 

rasag rasag-an step on  2 [NOM], [GEN] causally affected, causer 
bakbak bakbak-an hit 2 [NOM], [GEN] causally affected, causer 
vatvatek vatvatek-an write 2 [NOM], [GEN] causally affected 

/existence, causer 
sazang sazang-an buy 2 [NOM], [GEN] causally affected 

/existence, causer 
toro toro-an give 2 [NOM], [GEN], 

[LOC] 
causally affected /change 
of location, causer, 
beneficiary /recipient 
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The clause subject of this type of -an clause exhibits the property of being causally 

affected—a property towards the undergoer end of the modified version of the revised macro-

role hierarchy, as shown in Figure 10. Both -an and -en clauses involve at least two 

participants—one who carries out the action is genitive case-marked, and the other one is the 

entity that undergoes the influence of the action and is nominative case-marked. These two 

types of clauses have similar syntactic patterns, but the property of their clause subject has 

some subtle differences and is to be discussed in chapter four. This type of -an clause is 

referred to as causally affected -an clauses in the present study. 

 

Figure 10 Semantic property of causally affected -an clause subject 

Actor:  volitional performer 
  causing an event or change of state 
  sentience  
  movement      A              U 
  stationary 
  causally affected   -an 
Undergoer: undergoing a change in state 
  or being in a state 
 

 

3.2.2.2.2 Locative -an  

  Clauses that always involve more than two participants and whose subject always 

expresses the location of the event are referred to as locative -an clauses in the present study. 

The examples of locative -an clauses are listed in (65). Note that these examples all involve 

three participants—a participant who carries out the action described by the predicate, a 

participant who undergoes the influence or effect of the action, and a participant that encodes 

the location where the event takes place or the place where the affected participant moves to 

or comes from. The locative participant could either be an inanimate entity, as in (65a-b), or 

an animate being, as in (65c-d), and it is the place where the affected participant ends up 

when the action described by the predicate is done, as in (65b-d), or the place where the 

action takes place, as in (65a).  

(65) 

a. ko ci-cinon-an so talili o vahay namen 
 1.S.GEN RED-weave-LV OBL clothes NOM house 1.P.EXCL.GEN 
 ‘I wove clothes in my house.’                                                 (Shih 2013: 115) 
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b. ko pangay-an so soli o li-lisnan 
 1.S.GEN put-LV OBL taro NOM chair 
 ‘I put taros on the chair.’                                                        (Shih 2013: 115) 

 
c. ko toro-an si masaray so nizpi 
 1.S.GEN give-LV NOM PN OBL money 
 ‘I give Masary money.’                                                          (Y. Chang 2011: 8) 

 
d. pant-an namen sira so kanen da 
 give-LV 1.P.GEN 3.P.NOM OBL food 3.P.GEN 
 ‘We give them food.’ 

 

 The -an affixed predicate can sometimes be observed in interrogative constructions 

that seek information on the location where the event takes place, as illustrated in (66). The 

interrogative word anjin ‘where’ case marked by the locative case marker do takes the 

clause-initial position followed by the nominalized phrase in that the -an affixed predicate is 

observed. Note that the number of participant involved need not to be more than two in 

interrogative constructions, as the example shown in (66b). The main predicate of the 

nominalized phrase in (66b) is an existential verb and only two participants are involved—an 

unknown location and the entity whose location is unknown. However, it is rare to find 

location -an in two-participant declarative clauses.  

 

(66) 
a. do anjin o ni-zakat-an na ji namet ni mapapo 
 where NOM PFV-kill-LV 3.S.GEN LOC PN GEN PN 
 ‘What is the place where Mapapo killed Namet?’ (Where did Mapapo kill Namet?)     

                                                                                                (Ho 1990: 84) 
 
b. do anjin o na yan-an no vahay mo? 
 where NOM 3.S.GEN be-LV GEN house  2.S.GEN 
 ‘Where is your house? OR What is the location of your house?’ 

 

 The locative -an affixed predicate, its meaning, number of participants involved, 

semantic property of the involved participant, and its case marking are summarized in Table 

33. The affixed predicates within interrogative constructions in (66) are also included in 

Table 33 for comparison. 
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Table 33 Case and semantic property of involved participant(s) of the locative -an clause 

 

 

3.2.2.3 The Affix i- 

 There are three types of i- clauses observed in the data. One has the entity who is 

causally affected by the action described by the predicate as the clause subject and is referred 

to as the affected i- clause in the present study. One has the entity who has benefitted from 

the action described by the predicate as the clause subject and is referred to as the beneficiary 

i- clause. The last one has the subject that is the instrument that is being used to carry out the 

action described by the predicate and is referred to as the instrument i- clause.  

 

3.2.2.3.1 Affected i- and beneficiary i- clauses 

  The affected i- and beneficiary i- clauses are listed in (67) and (68), respectively. 

Note that the i- affixed predicates in (67) and (68) both depict the process of a participant 

who presents or gives an entity to the other participant. The same affix i- with different 

roots/stems that have similar meanings get different case markings for the involved 

participants. Both toro and panta are translated as verbs of giving, but the realization of the 

involved participants differs.  

 

(67) 
 affected i- clause 
 i-toro na o ayob ya ji namet ni mapapo 
 PV-give 3.S.GEN NOM dress this LOC PN GEN PN 
 ‘Mapapo will present Namet with this dress’                         (Ho 1990: 86) 

Root/Stem Root + -an Meaning Number of 
Participants Involved 

Semantic Property of 
Involved Participants 

cinon cinon-an weave 3 [NOM], [GEN], 
[OBL] 

location, causer, 
causally affected 

pangay pangay-an put 3 [NOM], [GEN], 
[OBL] 

location, causer, 
causally affected 

toro toro-an give 3 [NOM], [GEN], 
[OBL] 

location, causer, 
causally affected 

panta pant-an give 3 [NOM], [GEN], 
[OBL] 

location, causer, 
causally affected 

zakat zakat-an kill 3 [Q], [GEN], [LOC] location, causer, 
causally affected 

ian yan-an be 2 [Q], [GEN] location, stationary 
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(68) 
 beneficiary i- clause 
 i-panta na si namet ni mapapo so ayob 
 IV-give 3.S.GEN NOM pN GEN PN OBL dress 
 ‘Mapapo will give a dress to Namet.’                                     (Ho 1990: 86) 

 

Both verbs involve three participants, an actor who performs an action of giving or 

presenting, an entity that undergoes change of possession, and a recipient or location where 

the entity ends up. The thematic role of the involved participants and their case markings of 

these two verbs are summarized in Table 34. The same verbal affixation to roots/stems that 

express similar meanings results in different case markings on the involved participants in 

(67) and (68). This has further supported that lexical meaning of roots/stems does have some 

influences on the patterning of the clauses.  

 

Table 34 Role and case marking of verbs of giving toro and panta in Yami 

 actor transported theme recipient / location 
i-toro ‘to give’ ni mapapo [GEN] o ayob ya [NOM] ji namet [LOC] 
i-panta ‘to give’ ni mapapo [GEN] so ayob [OBL] si namet [NOM] 

 

 The clause subject of both types of i- clauses is causally affected in different ways. 

The subject of the i-toro clause is o ayob ya ‘this cloth’—the entity undergoes change of 

possession and the subject of the i-panta clause is si namet ‘person’s name’—the recipient 

who is benefitted via receiving the entity. The entity in the i-toro clause is causally affected 

as its possession has been changed while the recipient in the i-panta clause has benefitted 

from the action of giving. Note that the subject role differs, but they are causally affected 

from the action of giving or presenting in different ways, and are considered to exhibit the 

property of being casually affected within the modified version of the revised macro-role 

hierarchy, as shown in Figure 11.  
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Figure 11 Semantic property of causally affected i- and beneficiary i- clause subject 

Actor:  volitional performer 
  causing an event or change of state 
  sentience  
  movement       A          U 
  stationary 
  causally affected  affected i-, beneficiary i- 
Undergoer: undergoing a change in state 
  or being in a state 
 
 
 
3.2.2.3.2 Instrument i- Clauses 

The third type of i- clauses whose subject is the instrument that is used to carry out 

the action is provided in (69). As with the other two types of i- clauses, this type of i- clause 

also involves three participants. The roles of the three participants in instrument i- clauses are 

the one who carries out the action—actor, one that is causally affected by the action—

undergoer, and the one that is used to carry out the action—instrument. The instrument as 

clause subject is always nominative case-marked, the participant who carries out the action is 

genitive case-marked, and the participant that is causally affected is oblique case-marked, as 

the shown in (69). 

 

(69) 
a. na i-bakbak so kois ni Magaga o kayo 
 3.S.GEN IV-hit OBL pig GEN PN NOM stick 
 ‘Magaga hits pig with the stick.’ 

 
b. ko i-vozaw so baka o kayo 
 1.S.GEN IV-chase OBL cow NOM stick 
 ‘I expel cow with the stick.’ 

 
c. ko i-sidong so tao o kakrong 
 1.S.GEN IV-help OBL people NOM hoe 
 ‘I help people with the hoe.’ 

 

 The i- affixed predicate, its meaning, number of participants involved, semantic 

property of the involved participant, and its case marking are summarized in Table 35. From 

these three types of i- clauses, there are two possible implications. One is that the affix i- 

serves different functions. Another possible implication is that roots/stems of different classes 

or types show different syntactic patterning and that results in differences in meaning, 
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semantic property of the involved participant(s), and case marking even when they are 

affixed with the same verbal affixation (i- affixaiton).   

 

Table 35 Case and semantic property of involved participant(s) of instrument i- clauses 

 

 

3.2.2.3.3 Causative pa- and pi- within i- clauses 

 There are instances found within the language data that involve i- and pa- affixation, 

as illustrated in (70) and (71). The function of the affix pa- in Yami is to causativize an event 

by bringing in an additional participant—causer. Hence, it is highly probable that the 

participants involved have increased by one as the affixation of pa- has increased the valency 

of the predicate, so that the affixation of i- can take place. Recall that the i- clauses require at 

least three participants. The pa- affixation is observed in both beneficiary i- and instrument i- 

clauses, as shown in (70) and (71), respectively.   

 

(70) 
 Instrument i- Clauses 
a. ko i-pa-ngteb o ipangan so among 
 1.S.GEN IV-CAUS-cut NOM knife OBL fish 
 ‘I cut fish with the knife.’                                                       (Shih 2013: 234) 

 
b. na i-pa-naing o ipangan so among ni Mapay 
 3.S.GEN IV-CAUS-cut NOM knife OBL fish GEN PN 
 ‘Mapay cut the fish with the knife.’                                       (Shih 1996: 29) 

 
 

Root/Stem i- + Root Meaning Number of 
Participants Involved 

Semantic Property of Involved 
Participants 

toro i-toro give 3 [NOM], [GEN], 
[LOC] 

causally affected, causer, 
causally affected (beneficiary) 

panta i-panta give 3 [NOM], [GEN], 
[OBL] 

causally affected (beneficiary), 
causer, causally affected 

bakbak i-bakbak hit 3 [NOM], [GEN], 
[OBL] 

instrument, causer, causally 
affected 

vozaw i-vozaw expel 3 [NOM], [GEN], 
[OBL] 

instrument, causer, causally 
affected 

sidong i-sidong help 3 [NOM], [GEN], 
[OBL] 

instrument, causer, causally 
affected 
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(71) 
 Beneficiary i- Clauses 
a. na i-pa-notong yamen ni Namet 
 3.S.GEN IV-CAUS-cook 1.P.EXCL.NOM GEN PN 
 ‘Namet cooks for us.’                                                             (Shih 1996: 27) 

 
b. na i-pa-nazang yaken so ayob ni mapay 
 3.S.GEN IV-CAUS-buy 1.S.NOM OBL clothes GEN PN 
 ‘Mapay bought me clothes.’                                                   (Shih 2013: 93) 

 

 Furthermore, instances of i- affixed predicates are observed in interrogative 

construction, as in (72) and (73). Two interrogative pronouns are observed—ikong ‘what’ 

and sino ‘who’. The clause with the interrogative pronoun ikong ‘what’ seeks information on 

the instrument that is used to carry out the action, as in (72), and the sino ‘who’ seeks 

information on the participant who benefits from the action, as in (73). The same root/stem—

zakat ‘kill’ can either be affixed with both i- and pan- or i-, as in (72a) and (72b), 

respectively. Both clauses seek information on the instrument, but the participant that is 

causally affected by the action differs in whether it is human/non-human. The non-human 

participant kois ‘pig’ is oblique case-marked in (72a), and the human participant is locative 

case-marked in (72b), when the actor participant of both clauses is genitive case-marked. 

These two examples have suggested that the properties (human/non-human) of the participant 

can also have some influence on the case marking.  

 

(72) 

a. ikong o i-pan-zakat na so kois ni mapapo 
 what NOM IV-CAUS-kill 3.S.GEN OBL pig GEN PN 
 ‘What is the instrument that Mapapo will kill pigs with? (With what will Mapapo 

kill pigs?)’                                                                              (Ho 1990: 83)  
 
b. ikong o i-zakat na ji namet ni mapapo 
 what NOM IV-kill 3.S.GEN LOC PN GEN PN 
 ‘What is the instrument that Mapapo will kill Namet with? (With what will 

Mapapo kill Namet?)’                                                             (Ho 1990: 83)  

 

 The affix pi- is observed with a one-participant activity predicate in (73a). The 

affixation of pi- serves a similar function as the causative affix pa-, so that the valency of the 

predicate anoanood ‘sing’ increases by one. The same mechanism is also observed in (73b). 

Affixation of pi- to narang ‘buy’ increases the valency of the predicate from two to three, so 
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that the beneficiary participant could be queried. The causative pa- and pi- are usually 

observed when the instrument or beneficiary participant is mentioned. This has implied that 

instrument and beneficiary participants are not core arguments as the actor and undergoer 

participants, and their presence requires affixation of a causative affix to increase the valency 

of the predicate. 

 

(73) 

a. sino o ya na i-pi-ano-anood ni Mapapo 
 who NOM AUX 3.S.GEN IV-PI-RED-sing GEN PN 
 ‘Who is the one that Mapapo is singing for? (For whom is Mapapo singing?)’  

                                                                                                (Ho 1990: 84) 
 
b. sino o i-pa-narang 

(i-pan-sarang) 
na so ayob ni mapapo 

 who NOM IV-CAUS-buy 3.S.GEN OBL dress GEN PN 
 ‘Who is the one that Mapapo will buy a dress for? (For whom will Mapapo buys 

a dress?)’                                                                                 (Ho 1990: 84) 

 

3.2.2.4 The affix ka- -an 

 The affix ka- -an is found to attach to roots/stems of cognition, such as know, 

recognize, etc. Two participants are involved in ka- -an clauses, as illustrated in (74). The 

sentient participant is genitive case-marked, and the other participant that gives rise to the 

sentience of sentient participant is nominative case-marked.  

 

(74) 
a. ko ka-teneng-an imo 
 1.S.GEN PV-know 2.S.NOM 
 ‘I know you.’                                                                          (Shih 2013: 106) 

 
b. ko ka-tovil-an si mapay 
 1.S.GEN PV-recognize NOM PN 
 ‘I recognized Mapay.’                                                            (Shih 2013: 106) 

 
c. ko ka-tops-an imo 
 1.S.GEN PV-know 2.S.NOM 
 ‘I know you.’ 
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 The ka- -an affixed predicate, its meaning, number of participants involved, semantic 

property of the involved participants, and its case marking are summarized in Table 36.  

 

Table 36 Case and semantic property of involved participant(s) of ka- -an clauses 

 

 

The subject of ka- -an clauses is the entity that has been mentioned or recognized and 

is considered to have the property of being in a state, as shown in Figure 12. The case 

marking of the involved participants of ka- -an clauses is the same as the -an and -en clauses. 

The nominative case-marked subject of the ka- -an clause has exhibited the property of being 

in a state that is on the undergoer end of the modified version of the revised macro-role 

hierarchy while the other participant exhibits the property (sentience) towards the actor end 

of the hierarchy. This is the reason that the ka- -an clauses are considered as a sub-type of PV 

clauses in the present study. Furthermore, the roots/stems that can be affixed with ka- -an are 

not compatible with the affixes -en and -an. This has again suggested that the property or 

meaning of roots/stems has influenced the choice of verbal affixes.  

 

Figure 12 Semantic property of ka- -an clause subject 

Actor:  volitional performer 
  causing) an event or change of state 
  sentience  
  movement      A              U 
  stationary     
  causally affected 
  incremental theme 
Undergoer: undergoing a change in state  ka- -an 
  or being in a state 

 

3.2.2.5 Section summary  

 In this section, clauses containing the affixes -en, ni-, -an, i-, and ka- -an are 

discussed. The semantic property of subjects of these clauses is summarized in Figure 13. 

Root/ 
Stem 

ka- + Root + -an Meaning Number of Participants 
Involved 

Role of Involved 
Participants 

teneng ka-teneng-an know 2 [NOM], [GEN] stationary, sentience 
tovil ka-tovil-an recognize 2 [NOM], [GEN] stationary, sentience 
topos ka-topos-an know 2 [NOM], [GEN] stationary, sentience 
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Figure 13 Semantic property of -en, ni-, -an, i-, and ka- -an clause subjects  

Actor:  volitional performer    
  causing) an event or change of state 
  sentience  
  movement       A       U 
  stationary     
  causally affected  affected -an, affected i- 
Undergoer: undergoing a change in state  -en/ni-, ka- -an 
  or being in a state 

 

 The -en and ni- clauses that differ only in one feature—perfective, have an undergoer-

like subject. There are two types of -an clauses—the affected -an clause whose subject is the 

entity that is causally affected by the action, and the locative -an clause whose subject is the 

location where the action takes place. For i- clauses, three different types have been 

identified. These include the affected i- clause whose subject is causally affected by the 

action, the instrument i- clause whose subject is the instrument that is used for carrying out 

the action, and the beneficiary i- clause whose subject is the participant that benefits from the 

action. The affix ka- -an that only attaches to cognitive roots/stems involves two 

participants—a sentient participant and the entity being in a state that gives rise to the 

sentience. 

 

Both the affixes ni- and -en serve the same function to signal the undergoer subject. 

While the affix ni- signals a perfective event, the affix -en signals an imperfective event. The 

affix -an serves dual voice functions in the language—signaling an undergoer or location 

subject, whereas the affix i- serves at least three functions—signaling the undergoer, 

beneficiary, or instrument subject. Types of different -an and i- clauses are summarized in 

Table 37. In this section, it is confirmed that one of the functions of Yami verbal affixes -en, 

ni-, -an, i-, and ka- -an is to signal the subject role of clauses containing them. In additional 

to that, they serve other functions, such as signaling the perfectiveness of the event.  
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Table 37 Property of clause subject and number of participant involved in i- and -an clauses 

Clause Type Semantic Property of Subject Number of Participant(s) 
Involved 

affected -an clause causally affected  2 
locative -an clause location 3 
affected i- clause causally affected  2 
instrument i- clause instrument 3 
beneficiary i- clause beneficiary 3 

 

 Note that location, instrument, and beneficiary are not included in the modified 

version of the revised macro-role hierarchy. This hierarchy is originally designed to account 

for events that involve two participants, but the locative -an clause, instrument i- clause, and 

beneficiary i- clause involve more than two participants. Hence, the subject role of these 

three types of clauses is not included in Figure 13.  

 

3.3 Conclusion 

 In this chapter, the clauses containing Yami verbal affixes (Ø, m-, mi-, <om>/om-, 

ma-, man-/mang-, -en, -an, i-, and ka- -an) are investigated. Studies on Austronesian 

languages tend to treat /m/ related affixes (e.g. m-, mi-, <om>/om-, ma-, man-/mang-, etc.) as 

actor voice affixes and others as non-actor voice affixes (e.g. -en, -an, i-, ka- -an, etc.). The 

semantic property of the subject of clauses that contain these verbal affixes in Yami is 

examined via the modified version of the revised macro-role hierarchy and is summarized in 

Figure 14. The subject of mi-, activity ma-, and man-/mang- clauses exhibits properties 

towards the actor end of the hierarchy, and the subject of Ø, stative ma-, resultative ma-, 

potentive ma-, -en/ni-, affected -an, affected i-, and beneficiary i- clauses exhibits properties 

towards the undergoer end of the hierarchy. From Figure 14, the /m/ related verbal affixes in 

Yami do not always co-occur with an actor subject. The clauses containing the affixes Ø, 

<om>/om-, and ma- have subjects that exhibit property towards the undergoer ends of the 

hierarchy. The subject of both -en and -an clauses exhibits properties towards the undergoer 

end of the hierarchy with some subtle meaning differences. The -en clause subject might 

involve a change of state, and -an clause subject does not.  
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Figure 14 Semantic property of clause subject 

Actor:  volitional performer   m-, mi-, <om>,  
activity ma-, man-/mang- 

  causing an event or change of state   activity ma-, man-/mang- 
  sentience     
  movement    m-        A       U 
  stationary    m-  
  causally affected   affected -an, affected i-,  

beneficiary i- 
Undergoer: undergoing a change in state    Ø, <om>/om-,      

or being in a state    stative ma- 
resultative ma- 
potentive ma- 
-en/ni- 
ka- -an 

 

The subject of m- clauses exhibits properties including volitional performer, 

movement, or stationary. These are properties towards the actor end of the hierarchy, except 

that stationary is in middle of the hierarchy and could be either considered as actor or 

undergoer. As for the subject of <om>/om- clauses, it is scattered along both ends of the 

hierarchy—a volitional performer is actor-like and being in a state is undergoer-like. Based 

on the available data, <om>/om- clauses are classified into three subtypes—the one-

participant clause with an actor subject, the one-participant clause with an undergoer subject, 

and the two-participant clause with an actor subject. Moreover, the affix <om>/om- is 

observed in different types of syntactic constructions as an independent or dependent clause 

in declarative or interrogative clauses. The factors that might have influenced the affixation 

of <om>/om- involve syntactic (dependent vs. independent clauses) and semantic (stativity) 

features. The affix <om>om- is observed in interrogative and dependent clauses and is 

observed in stative-like predicates, such as t-om-ava ‘fat’ and activity-like predicate, such as 

k-om-an ‘to eat’. This affix serves more functions than one has expected, and its distribution 

and functions remain unclear and will be left for future studies.  

 

The ma- clauses are subdivided into four different sub-types—stative ma-, resultative 

ma-, potentive ma-, and activity ma- based on semantic properties of their subject and the 

meaning of the affixed predicate. These four types of ma- clauses will be further discussed 

and compared with other clauses in chapter four to further justify our classifications. 
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 For clauses that involve more than two participants, the choice of clause subject 

extends to location, instrument, and beneficiary via verbal affixation of -an, i-, and i-, 

respectively. The affix -an that has been considered as a locative or locative applicative affix 

in Austronesian literature is observed to participate in clauses with an undergoer-like subject 

in Yami. Hence, it is proposed that the affix -an in Yami serves more functions than 

expected, and in addition to functioning as locative affix, one of its functions in Yami is to 

construct undergoer subject clauses. This will be further discussed and justified in the 

following chapter.   

 

 The verbal affixes seem to solely serve the function of signaling the thematic role of 

the clause subject or valency changing according to voice and transitivity analyses, 

respectively. Under these analyses, the thematic role of clause subject could sometimes be 

divided into actor and non-actor for the sake of simplicity. However, this subdivision has 

simplified the problem and neglected the subtle meaning difference among these affixes and 

their interaction with different sets of roots/stems. The re-examination on the semantic 

property of clause subjects via the modified version of the revised macro-role hierarchy has 

shown that these affixes serve various functions in the language and might not be compatible 

with all the roots/stems. In addition to signaling the thematic role of the clause subject and 

valency of the predicate, some signal modality (e.g. potentive ma-), perfectiveness (e.g. 

undergoer ni-), imperfectiveness (e.g. undergoer -en), or interrogation (e.g. <om>), etc. and 

the function or functions of these verbal affixes under investigation in this chapter are 

summarized in Table 38.  
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Table 38 Functions of Yami verbal affixes 

 Voice Tense Aspect Mood 
 Actor Undergoer Perfect Imperfect Telic Atelic Potentive Interrogative Dependent 
Ø  ∨        
m- ∨         
mi ∨         
<om>/om- ∨ ∨      ∨ ∨ 
stative 
ma-  ∨    ∨    
activity 
ma- ∨     ∨    
potentive 
ma-  ∨     ∨   
resultative 
ma-  ∨   ∨     
man-
/mang- ∨         
-en  ∨  ∨      
ni-  ∨ ∨       
-an  ∨        
ka- -an  ∨        
affected i-  ∨        

 

Furthermore, some affixes can only be attached to a specific set of roots/stems and 

some cannot, and this might be due to the lexical property of roots/stems that remains 

unexplored. Fortunately, we are able to uncover the subtle difference between -an and -en 

undergoer clauses, and observe that these two affixes attach to different sets of roots/stems to 

construct clauses with undergoer or undergoer-like subjects. This has suggested that the 

structure of a clause (number of participants, thematic role of clause subject, etc.) and its 

meaning depend on the choice of verbal affix and the set of roots/stems it attaches to.  
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Chapter 4 Undergoer -en and -an 

Clauses and Multi-functional ma- in 

Yami 
4.1 Introduction 

 This chapter aims to further confirm that one of the functions of the affix -an is to 

construct clauses with an undergoer-like subject and our classifications of the multi-

functional ma- in Yami. In chapter three, the subject of clauses containing the so-called voice 

affixes (Ø, m-, mi-, <om>/om-, ma-, man-/mang-, -en/ni-, -an, i-, and ka- -an) in Yami is 

examined via the modified version of Foley’s (2005) revised macro-role hierarchy. The affix 

-an that has been considered as a locative voice affix or locative applicative affix in the 

literature is observed in clauses with an undergoer-like subject. Hence, we propose that the 

affix -an serves a similar function as the undergoer voice affix -en in Yami, but the properties 

of -an and -en clause subjects have some subtle meaning differences. 

 

In addition to -an clauses, clauses containing the affix ma- have been classified into 

four different sub-types based on the number of participants involved and the semantic 

property of the clause subject in the previous chapter. Studies on the affix ma- in 

Austronesian languages have shown that this affix serve various functions including 

anticausative, stative, potentive dynamic , etc. (Evans & Ross 2001, Donohue 2004, 

Himmelmann 2006, Huang & Sung 2008, Y. Chang 2011).  

 

This chapter provides evidence to further justify that the affix -an serves similar 

function as the affix -en and the appropriateness of classifying ma- clauses into four different 

sub-types via different syntactic constructions including negative, negative imperative and 

interrogative. 
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 This chapter consists of five sections including an introduction, discussion and 

comparison of the affixes -en and -an, the justification for multifunctional ma- and its four 

subtypes, resultative ma- and man-/mang- alternation, and a concluding section.  

 

4.2 The undergoer affixes -en and -an 

 Ho (1990) has observed that the affix -an has participated in constructing a patient 

focus (PF) sentence in Yami. Rau and Dong (2006: 86) have observed that the affixation of   

-an on the main predicate denotes the action that has a partial, superficial, or consequential 

effect on the patient subject while it is compared with the main predicate that is affixed with  

-en. In the previous chapter, a set of -an clauses is observed to have an undergoer-like 

subject, and a set of roots/stems that could be affixed with -an cannot be affixed with -en, as 

illustrated in (75). The ungrammaticality of (75a) shows that the affixation of -en is not 

permitted with bakbak ‘hit’, whereas the affix -an is permitted, as shown by the 

grammaticality of (75b). 

 

(75) 
a. *ya na bakbak-en ni mapapo yaken 
 AUX 3.S.GEN hit-IPFV.PV GEN PN 1.S.NOM 
 Intended meaning: ‘Mapapo hits me.’ 

 
b. ya na bakbak-an ni ama o anak na 
 AUX 3.S.GEN hit-PV GEN father NOM child  3.S.GEN 
 ‘Father is hitting his child.’                                                     (Ho 1990: 75) 

 

 Ho (1990) has identified two sets of PF affixes—-en and -an (p. 68) and has 

suggested that formation of Yami PF clauses requires affixation of either -an or -en, as cited 

in (76) and (77). Ho’s (1990) finding seems to imply that the affixes -an and -en are in 

complementary distribution in constructing PF clauses in Yami—one set of roots/stems can 

only be affixed with -an and the other set of roots/stems can only be affixed with -en, but she 

has not discussed or further compared the differences between the -an and -en clauses, and 

the possible reason for a language to have two affixes that serve the same or similar function.  
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(76) 
PF: 1st set (stem + an) 
a. ya na vatvatek-an no kanakan o ngaran na 
 AUX 3.S.GEN write-PV GEN child NOM name 3.S.GEN 
 ‘The child is writing his name.’                                           (Ho 1990: 67) 

 
b. ya na ni-vatvatek-an no kanakan o ngaran na 
 AUX 3.S.GEN write-PV GEN child NOM name 3.S.GEN 
 ‘The child has written his name.’                                         (Ho 1990: 68) 

 
(77) 
PF: 2nd set (stem + en or ø) 
a. ya na riri-en ni namet o ayob na 
 AUX 3.S.GEN tear_off-IPFV.PV GEN PN NOM dress 3.S.GEN 
 ‘Namet is tearing off her dress.’                                             (Ho 1990: 68) 

 
b. *ya na riri ni namet o ayob na 
                                                                                                 (Ho 1990: 68) 

 
c. ya na ni-riri ni namet o ayob na 
 AUX 3.S.GEN PFV.PV-tear_off GEN PN NOM dress 3.S.GEN 
 ‘Namet has torn off her dress.’                                               (Ho 1990: 68) 

 
d. *ya na ni-riri-en ni namet o ayob na 
                                                                                                 (Ho 1990: 68) 

 

 Rau and Dong (2006) have suggested that the Yami reflex of the Philippine *-an verb 

affix is the affix -an. The affixation of -an refers to the action that has a partial, superficial, or 

consequential effect on the patient, whereas the affixation of -en refers to action that has a 

direct and complete effect on the patient, as cited in (78).   

 

(78) 
-an verbs -en verbs 
akan-an ‘eat some’ kan-en ‘eat up’ 
inom-an ‘drink some’ inom-en ‘drink up’ 
kodkod-an ‘scrape’ kodkod-en ‘scrape off’ 
akdot-an ‘pinch’ akdot-en ‘pinch out’ 

                    (Rau and Dong 2006: 112) 

 

 Rua and Dong (2006) have provided examples of roots/stems that could be affixed 

with both -en and -an, whereas Ho’s (1990) finding seems to imply a complementary 

distribution of these two affixes in constructing PF clauses in Yami. Ho (1990) has listed -an 
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as a PF affix in her thesis while Rau and Dong (2006) consider it as a locative focus affix in 

their reference grammar of Yami as they have excluded -an from the patient/undergoer 

column in Table 39.  

 

Table 39 Yami pivot, mood, and aspect morphemes (adapted from Rau 2004, 2005) 

                 (Rau and Dong 2006: 88) 

 

 The investigation of -an clauses in the previous chapter has shown that an -an and -en 

affixes to different sets of roots/stems to construct clauses with an undergoer or undergoer-

like subject. In addition to Rau and Dong’s observation on -an and -en affixed predicates, at 

least three sets of roots/stems in Yami could be identified. One set can only be affixed with    

-an, one set can only be affixed with -en, and the third set can be affixed with both -an and    

-en. The affixation of -an and -en to the same set of roots/stems shows partial or completely 

influence on the undergoer clause subject.  

 

In this section, we argue that the affix -an serves a similar function as the affix -en in 

constructing clauses with an undergoer subject via evidence from the semantic property of 

the involved participants and their case marking from different types of clauses including 

negative, negative imperative, and interrogative. Moreover, investigation has also been done 

on semantic properties of the -an and -en clause subjects that is examined via the modified 

version of the revised macro-role hierarchy and possible alternation with ma- resultative to 

further support Ho’s (1990) observation that the affix -an is a PF affix. 

 

Indicative Non-indicative 
AF 
(Actor) 
Intransitive 

Dynamic Dynamic Stative Stative Imperative 
(Atemporal) 

Subjunctive 
(Projective) 

Neutral Perfective Neutral Perfective Dynamic Stative 
 -om- ni-om-   Ø N- a- 
 m- ni-m- ma- ni-ma Ø N- a- 
NAF 
Transitive 

       

PF 
(Undergoer) 

-en ni- ma- ni-ma -i N-…-a a-…-a 

LF 
(Location) 

-an ni-…-an ka-…-an ni-ka-…-an -i N-…-i a-…-i 

IF, BF 
(Instrument) 

i- ni-…-i i-ka- ni-i-ka -an N-…-an a-…-an 
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4.2.1 Evidence from case marking and role of involved participant(s) 

 The roots/stems that can either be affixed with -an or -en are listed in Table 40. The 

roots/stems that are affixed with -an are not compatible with the affix -en, and vice versa.  

 

Table 40 Affixation of -an and -en  

Stem Affix -an Affix -en Meaning 
bakbak bakbak-an --- hit 
vatek vatek-an --- carve 
pasisit pasisit-an --- stir-fry 
apid apid-an --- carry 
lapoy lapoy-an --- peel 
sadsad sadsad-an --- kick 
patoktok patoktok-an --- kick 
pinan pinan-an --- touch 
zakat --- zakat-en kill 
wakwak --- wakwak-en kill 
asleb --- asleb-en burn 
sazi --- sazi-en hit 
palolo --- palolo-en bring 
vonong --- vonong-en distribute 
sidong --- sidong-en help 
sagit --- sagit-en hook 
kala --- kala-en search 
apis --- apis-en chase 
patelem --- patelem-en throw ball 
padondon --- padondon-en push 

 

In Table 40, all the affixed predicates are eligible to take the clause initial position to 

construct clauses with an undergoer or undergoer-like subject, as illustrated in (79) and (80). 

The predicate can either be affixed with -an or -en, but not both. When the affix -an is 

replaced by -en, the clause is rendered ungrammatical, and vice versa. The roots/stems apis 

‘chase’, patelem ‘chase’, padondon ‘push’, and asleb ‘burn’ in (79) can only be affixed with  

-en, and affixation of -an to these roots/stems renders the clauses ungrammatical.  

 

(79) 
a. ko apis-en o ino 
 1.S.GEN chase-IPFV.PV NOM dog 
 ‘I chase the dog.’ 
 *ko apis-an o ino. 
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b. ko patelem-en o bozo 
 1.S.GEN chase- IPFV.PV NOM dog 
 ‘I throw the ball.’ 
 *ko patelem-an o bozo. 

 
 
c. ko padondon-en o tao 
 1.S.GEN push- IPFV.PV NOM people 
 ‘I push people.’ 
 *ko padondon-an o tao. 

 
d. ko asleb-en o vakong 
 1.S.GEN burn- IPFV.PV NOM book 
 ‘I burn the book.’ 
 *ko asleb-an o vakong. 

 

The roots/stems patoktok ‘kick’, sadsad ‘kick’, pinan ‘touch’, apid ‘carry’, lapoy 

‘peel’, and pasisit ‘stir-fry’ in (80) can only be affixed with -an; affixation of -en to these 

roots/stems renders the clauses ungrammatical.  

 

(80) 
a. ko patoktok-an o ino 
 1.S.GEN kick-PV NOM dog 
 ‘I kick the dog.’ 
 *ko patoktok-en o ino. 

 
b. ko sadsad-an o ino 
 1.S.GEN kick-PV NOM dog 
 ‘I kick the dog.’ 
 *ko sadsad-en o ino. 

 
c. ko pinan-an o ai no kagling 
 1.S.GEN touch-PV NOM foot GEN goat 
 ‘I touch the goat’s foot.’ 
 *ko pinan-en o ai no kagling. 

 
d. ko apid-an o wakay 
 1.S.GEN carry-PV NOM sweet_potato 
 ‘I carry the sweet potato.’ 
 *ko apid-en o wakay. 

 
e. ko lapoy-an o wakay 
 1.S.GEN peel-PV NOM sweet_potato 
 ‘I peel the sweet potato.’ 
 *ko lapoy-en o wakay. 
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f. na pasisit-an ni ina o voong no  wakay 
 3.S.GEN stir_fry-PV GEN mother  NOM leaf GEN sweet_potato 
 ‘Mother stir fries the leaves of sweet potato.’ 
 *na pasisit-en ni ina o voong no wakay. 

 

Both -an and -en clauses involve two participants—an actor who carries out the action 

and an undergoer who undergoes the influence of the action. In both types of clauses, the 

undergoer is nominative case-marked functioning as the clause subject, and the actor is 

genitive case-marked. The number of participants involved and the case marking of the 

involved participants for these two types of clauses are the same. The differences between     

-an and -en clauses are the verbal morphology itself and the set of roots/stem that they can be 

attached to. The affixed predicates in Table 40 and examples in (79) and (80) have led us to 

propose that there are two affixes at work in constructing clauses with an undergoer subject 

in Yami. 

 

4.2.2 Evidence from negative and negative imperative constructions 

 In constructing negative -an and -en undergoer subject clauses, two affixes are also 

observed—-i or -a. When negating an -an affixed predicate, the negator ji is inserted in front 

of the predicate, and the affixation of -an changes to -i, as illustrated in (81a-f). The 

affirmative -an clauses are provided in (81a’-f’) for comparison. 

 

(81) 
a. ko ji pinan-i/minan-i o ino 
 1.S.GEN NEG touch-PV NOM dog 
 ‘I don’t touch the dog.’ 

 
a’. ko pinan-an o ai no kagling 
 1.S.GEN touch-PV NOM foot GEN goat 
 ‘I touch the goat’s foot.’ 

 
b. ko ji lapoy-i o wakay 
 1.S.GEN NEG peel-PV NOM sweet_potato 
 ‘I don’t peel the sweet potato.’ 

 
b’. ko lapoy-an o wakay 
 1.S.GEN peel-PV NOM sweet_potato 
 ‘I peel the sweet potato.’ 
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c. ko ji bakbak-i o ino 
 1.S.GEN NEG hit-PV NOM dog 
 ‘I don’t hit the dog.’ 

 
c’. ya na ni-bakbak-an ni mapapo yaken 
 AUX 3.S.GEN PFV-hit-PV GEN PN 1.S.NOM 
 ‘Mapapo has hit me.’                                                            (Ho 1990: 70) 

 
d. ko ji vatek-i o tatala 
 1.S.GEN NEG carve-PV NOM boat 
 ‘I don’t carve the boat.’ 

 
d’. ya na ni-vatvatek-an no kanakan o ngaran na 
 AUX 3.S.GEN PFV-write-PV GEN child NOM name 3.S.GEN 
 ‘The child has written his name.’                                         (Ho 1990: 68) 

 
e. ko ji apid-i o wakay 
 1.S.GEN NEG carry-PV NOM sweet_potato 
 ‘I don’t carry the sweet potato.’ 

 
e’. ko apid-an o wakay 
 1.S.GEN carry-PV NOM sweet_potato 
 ‘I carry the sweet potato.’ 

 
f. ko ji sadsaj-i o ino 
 1.S.GEN NEG kick-PV NOM dog 
 ‘I don’t kick the dog.’ 

 
f’. ko sadsad-an o ino 
 1.S.GEN kick-PV NOM dog 
 ‘I kick the dog.’ 

 

 Similarly, negating an -en affixed predicate is also done by inserting the negator ji in 

front of the predicate, and the affixation of -en changes to -a, as illustrated in (82a-d). The 

affirmative -en clauses are provided in (82a’-d’) for comparison. 

 

(82) 
a. ko ji vonong-a o among 
 1.S.GEN NEG distribute-PV NOM fish 
 ‘I don’t distribute the fish.’ 

 
a’. ko vonong-en o among 
 1.S.GEN distribute-IPFV.PV NOM fish 
 ‘I distribute the fish.’ 
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b. ko ji sidong-a o kanakan 
 1.S.GEN NEG help-PV NOM child 
 ‘I don’t help the child.’ 

 
b’. na sidong-en si Magaga ni yama 
 3.S.GEN help-IPFV.PV NOM PN GEN father 
 ‘Father helps Magaga.’ 

 
c. ko ji zakat-a o manok 
 1.S.GEN NEG kill-PV NOM chicken 
 ‘I don’t kill the chicken.’ 

 
c’. na zakat-en o manok 
 3.S.GEN kill-IPFV.PV NOM chicken 
 ‘He wants to kill the chicken.’                                               (Shih 1996: 43) 

 
d. ko ji asleb-a o kayo 
 1.S.GEN NEG burn-PV NOM tree 
 ‘I don’t burn the firewood.’ 

 
d’. ko asleb-en o vakong 
 1.S.GEN burn-IPFV.PV NOM book 
 ‘I burn the book.’ 

  

When a root/stem that can be affixed with both affixes -an and -en, its negative 

counterpart is affixed with -a, as illustrated in (83). The root/stem kan ‘eat’ can be affixed 

with both -an and -en, but its negative counterpart is affixed with -a. 

 

(83)  
 na ji ngan-a ni ina  o wakay 
 3.S.GEN NEG eat-PV GEN mother NOM sweet_potato 
 ‘Mother does not eat the sweet potato.’ 

 

 As for negative imperative construction, the negator ji takes the clause initial position 

followed by the second person genitive bound pronoun mo, and the affixation of predicate 

changes from -an to i- or -en to -a, as illustrated in (84) and (85).  

 

(84) 
a. ji mo pasisij-i o voong no wakay 
 NEG 2.S.GEN stir_fry-PV NOM leaf GEN sweet_potato 
 ‘Don’t stir-fry the leaves of sweet potato.’ 
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b. ji mo patoktok-i o ino 
 NEG 2.S.GEN kick-PV NOM dog 
 ‘Don’t kick the dog.’ 

 
(85) 
a. ji mo padondon-a o ino 
 NEG 2.S.GEN push-PV NOM dog 
 ‘Don’t puch the dog.’ 

 
b. ji mo palolo-a o talili 
 NEG 2.S.GEN bring-PV NOM clothes 
 ‘Don’t bring the clothes.’ 

 

The verbal affixation for negative imperative is the same as negative construction. 

Affixation of -i is required to construct negative imperative -an clauses, and affixation of -a 

for negative imperative -en clauses. Both -an and -en negative imperative clauses involve two 

participants—an undergoer nominative case-marked subject, and a genitive case-marked 

actor.  

 

 The systematic morphological changes further suggest that there are at least two sets 

of affixes participating in formation of predicates of clauses with undergoer subjects, and 

these two sets of affixes consistently occur with the same set of roots/stems in declarative, 

negative, and negative imperative constructions. The participants involved have the same 

case marking and the clause subject exhibits properties towards the undergoer end of the 

modified version of the revised macro-role hierarchy in both negative and negative 

imperative constructions.  

 

 The roots/stems that can only be affixed with -an or -en, and its affixation in their 

negative and negative imperative counterparts are summarized in Table 41. 

 

Table 41 Affixation for negative and negative imperative -an and -en clauses 

Stem Affix -an  Affix -en Meaning After Negation 
bakbak bakbak-an --- hit bakbak-i 
vatek vatek-an --- carve vatek-i 
pasisit pasisi-an --- stir-fry pasisij-i 
apid apid-an --- carry apid-i 
lapoy lapoy-an --- peel lapoy-i 
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sadsad sadsad-an --- kick sadsaj-i 
patoktok patoktok-an --- kick patoktok-i 
pinan pinan-an --- touch pinan-i 
zakat --- zakat-en kill zakat-a 
wakwak --- wakwak-en kill wakwak-a 
asleb --- asleb-en burn asleb-a 
sazi --- sazi-en hit sazi-a 
palolo --- palolo-en bring palolo-a 
vonong --- vonong-en distribute vonong-a 
sidong --- sidong-en help sidong-a 
sagit --- sagit-en hook sagit-a 
apis --- apis-en chase  apis-a 
patelem --- patelem-en throw ball patelem-a 
padondon --- padondon-en push padondon-a 

 

 The conjugation of affixes -an and -en in declarative, negative, and negative 

imperative constructions is summarized in Table 42. Declarative clauses with an undergoer 

subject can be constructed via affixation of -an or -en, and their negative and negative 

imperative counterparts are constructed via affixation of -i or -a, respectively. These two 

affixes are found to attach to two different sets of roots/stems in constructing declarative, 

negative, and negative imperative with an undergoer or undergoer-like subject in Yami. 

 

Table 42 Affixation of undergoer clauses 

 undergoer affixes 
Declarative (Indicative) -an -en 
Negative / Negative Imperative (Non-indicative) -i -a 

 

4.2.3 Evidence from interrogative construction 

 Yami interrogative construction is constructed via insertion of an interrogative word 

at the clause initial position followed by a nominalized phrase that contains a voice affixed 

predicate and its involved participant(s), as illustrated in (88). The nominative case-marked 

phrase contains an auxiliary or genitive bound pronoun followed by a predicate affixed with a 

voice verbal affix and the participant(s) involved. It provides information to identify the lack 

of information interrogated by the clause initial interrogative word.  
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The structure of a Yami interrogative is as an equational construction, and the 

nominalized phrase is actually an empty-headed relative clause. Equational constructions in 

Yami are illustrated in (86)-(87). Example (86) is a simple equational clause that consists of 

two simple NPs—the nominative case-marked proper noun takes the clause initial position 

functioning as the predicate and the nominative pronoun ko functioning as the clause subject. 

Example (87) consists of two parts, the first part is the interrogative question and the second 

part is the response. Both parts are examples of equational constructions. The first part has 

the interrogative word as predicate and the nominalized phrase as subject while the second 

part has the response NP wakay ‘sweet potato’ takes the clause initial position followed by 

the nominalized phrase depicting the predicate NP. Notie that the predicate within the 

nominalized phrase in both parts of example (87) is affixed with an undergoer affix -en to 

depict the clause initial predicate NP—what is going to be eaten in (87a) and sweet potato in 

(87b). 

 

(86) 
 [si Salang] [ko] 
 NOM PN 1.S.NOM 
 ‘I am Salang.’                                                                      (Rau and Dong 2006: 89) 

 
(87) 
a. Q: [ikong]  [o na kan-en ni Magaga ang?] 
  what NOM 3.S.GEN eat-IPFV.PV GEN PN Prt 
  ‘what does Magaga eat?’ 

 
b. A: [wakay] [o na kan-en  ni Magaga] 
  sweet_potato NOM 3.S.GEN eat-IPFV.PV GEN PN 
  ‘Sweet potato, is what Magaga going to eat.’ 

 

Again, in (88), the interrogative construction seeks information about the actor who 

carries out the action. The predicate within the nominalized phrase is affixed with the actor 

voice affix <om>, and the involved entity kanen ‘food’ is oblique case-marked. The entity 

that undergoes the influence of the action is usually oblique case-marked when the participant 

is indefinite, as kanen ‘food’ in (88a), or locative case-marked when the participant is human, 

as namet ‘person’s name’ in (88c). In (88b), the interrogative construction seeks information 

about the participant who undergoes the influence of the action. The predicate in a 

nominalized phrase is affixed with an undergoer voice affix -en, and the involved 
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participant—the actor is genitive case-marked. When the question asks about location, the 

locative voice affix -an is observed, as illustrated in (88c).  

 

(88)  
a. sino [o ya ni-k-om-an so kanen mo]? 
 who NOM AUX PFV<AV>eat OBL food 2.S.GEN 
 ‘Who ate your food?’                                                              (Rau and Dong 2006: 98) 

 
b. ikong  [o na kala-en ni yama] 
 what NOM 3.S.GEN search- IPFV.PV GEN father 
 ‘What is father looking for?’ 

 
c. do anjin [o ni-zakat-an na ji namet ni mapapo] 
 where NOM PFV-kill-LV 3.S.GEN LOC PN GEN PN 
 ‘Where did Mapapo kill Namet?’                                        (Ho 1990: 84) 

 

 The affixation of the predicate within the nominalized phrase is summarized in Table 

43. Actor voice affix <om> is observed when one asks about who carries out the action; an 

undergoer -en is observed when one asks about the entity that has undergone the effect of the 

action; a locative -an is observed when one asks about the location where the action takes 

place.  

 

Table 43 Affixation of the predicate within nominalized phrase 

Interrogative word Affixation of predicate within nominalized phrase 
sino ‘who’ -om- 
ikong ‘what’ -en 
do anjin ‘where’ -an 

 

 The affixation of -an is observed in clauses with an undergoer subject in earlier 

sections. The main function of affix -an is to signal a locative subject in Yami that has been 

discussed in chapter three. When an interrogative construction queries the location where an 

event has taken place, the predicate in the nominalized phrase is affixed with -an, as shown in 

(89a) and (90a).  

 

The set of roots/stems that can only be affixed with -an to form clauses with an 

undergoer subject also has to be affixed with -an to construct an interrogative construction 
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regarding the participant who has undergone the influence of the action, as illustrated in 

(89b). When this is compared with the other set of roots/stems that has to be affixed with -en 

to construct clauses with an undergoer subject, the affix -en is observed, as in (90b).  

 

(89) 
a. do anjin o na vatek-an ni yama so tatala 
 where NOM 3.S.GEN carve-LV GEN father OBL boat 
 ‘Where does father carve a boat?’ 

 
b. ikong o na vatek-an ni yama 
 what NOM 3.S.GEN carve-PV GEN father 
 ‘What does father carve?’ 

 
(90) 
a. do anjin o na takaw-an ni yama so soli 
 where NOM 3.S.GEN steal-LV GEN father OBL taro 
 ‘Where does father steal a taro?’ 

 
b. ikong o na takaw-en ni Salang do vahay nio 
 what NOM 3.S.GEN steal-PV GEN PN LOC house 2.P.GEN 
 ‘What does Salang steal at/from your house?’ 

 

 The hypothesis that the affix -an serves the same function—as the affix -en to 

construct undergoer subject clauses, is further supported by the affixation of the predicate 

within the nominalized phrase of interrogative construction. The affixation for constructing 

undergoer subject clauses including declarative, imperative, and interrogative, is summarized 

in Table 44.  

 

Table 44 Affixation of UV predicate in different types of clauses 

Subject Role Declarative Imperative Interrogative Interrogative word 
Undergoer -an -i -an ikong ‘what’ 
Undergoer -en -a -en ikong ‘what’ 

 

4.2.4 Evidence from the semantic property of the involved participants 

 Rau and Dong (2006: 112) have suggested that the affixation of the verbal affix -an 

refers to the partial, superficial, or consequential effect of the action on the undergoer 
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participant, whereas the affixation of -en refers to the direct and complete effect of the action 

on the undergoer participant in Yami. 

 

 The roots/stems that can only be affixed with -an are listed in Table 41 (section 4.2.2) 

and these include bakbak ‘hit’, vatek ‘carve’, pasisit ‘stir-fry’, apid ‘carry’, lapoy ‘peel’, 

sadsad ‘kick’, patoktok ‘kick’, and pinan ‘touch’. An -an clause depicts an action carried out 

by a participant (actor) towards the other participant (undergoer)—hit, carve, stir-fry, carry, 

peel, kick, touch, etc. The -an affixed predicate does not imply that the undergoer participant 

undergoes a change of state as the action of hitting, carving, etc. could carry on and on. In 

other words, an end point is not implied.   

 

 For example, the -an verb bakbak-an ‘hit’ involves two participants—the hitter and 

the one that has been hit. Status change of the one who has been hit is not specified or 

implied and the action can carry on—atelic. When it is compared with the -en verb zakat-en 

‘kill’ that also involves two participants—the killer and the one who has been killed, the 

status of the one who has been killed changes from alive to dead is implied once the action is 

done successfully. Once the action of kill is done, the action of killing cannot be carried on—

telic. The -an and -en clauses are listed in (91) for comparison. The -an affixed predicate 

does not imply an end point, whereas -en affixed predicate implies an end point. Hence, an    

-an affixed predicate does not have a ma- resultative counterpart, but an -en affixed predicate 

has a ma- resultative counterpart. (see 4.2.5) The action denoted by an -an affixed predicate 

does not imply an endpoint. This property resembles Vendler’s activity verb.  Similarly, the 

action denoted by an -en affixed predicate implies an end point, and this property resembles 

Vendler’s accomplishment and accomplishment verbs.  

 

(91) 
a. ya na bakbak-an ni ama o anak na 
 AUX 3.S.GEN hit-PV GEN father NOM child 3.S.GEN 
 ‘Father is hitting his child.’                                                    (Ho 1990: 75) 

 
a’. ya na ni-bakbak-an ni mapapo si namet 
 AUX 3.S.GEN PFV-hit-PV GEN PN NOM PN 
 ‘Mapapo has hit Namet.’                                                       (Ho 1990: 70) 
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b. na zakat-en o manok 
 3.S.GEN kill- IPFV.PV NOM chicken 
 ‘He wants to kill the chicken.’                                               (Shih 1996: 43) 

 
b’. ya na ni-zakat o kois no kanakan 
 AUX 3.S.GEN PFV.PV-kill NOM pig GEN child 
 ‘The child has killed the pigs.’                                              (Ho 1990: 65) 

  

 In (91), the degree of affectedness of the undergoer might not be obvious when the 

clauses are imperfective, but it becomes obvious once the clauses are in perfective, as in 

(91a’-b’). The undergoer si namet ‘person’s name’ undergoing a change of state is not 

implied in (91a’), whereas the status of undergoer o kois ‘the pig’ in (91b’) changes from 

alive to dead is implied. The one who has been hit has one of the properties listed in the 

Patient Proto-Role in (92) proposed by Dowty (1991)—causally affected by another 

participant, whereas the one who has been killed has the property of undergoing a change of 

state if the action is done successfully.  

 

 While both properties of causally affected by another participant and undergoing 

change of state are considered as contributing properties for the Patient Proto-Role in Dowty 

(1991), Foley has suggested a ranking for these entailments as some entailments do weight 

more heavily than others in macro-role determination. The ranking of these semantic 

properties has assisted us in describing the subtle meaning of difference between -an and -en 

undergoer clauses. 

 

(92) Contributing properties for the Patient Proto-Role: 
a. undergoes change of state 
b. incremental theme 
c. causally affected by another participant 
d. stationary relative to movement of another participant 
e. (does not exist independently of the event, or not at all) 

        (Dowty 1991: 572) 

 

The one who has been hit and the one who has been killed exhibit properties that are 

listed in Dowty’s contributing properties for the Patient Proto-Role. When their properties are 

examined via the modified version of Foley’s (2005) revised macro-role hierarchy, the one 
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who has been killed exhibits the typical property of undergoer and the one who has been hit 

exhibits the property of being causally affected—a property towards the undergoer end of 

hierarchy.  

 

(93) Semantic properties of -an and -en clause subjects 

Actor:  volitional performer 
  causing an event or change of state 
  sentience  
  movement       A            U 
  stationary 
  causally affected     -an 
Undergoer: undergoing a change in state or being in a state -en 

 

 From the properties that these two affixed predicates imposed on the participants that 

have undergone the influence of the action, the degree of affectedness on the participants has 

some subtle difference. The -en clause subject exhibits the typical property of an undergoer, 

whereas the -an clause subject does not, according to the hierarchy in (93).  

 

 Furthermore, a set of roots/stems that can be affixed with both -an and -en also shows 

a subtle difference in sentence meaning, as illustrated by the pair examples in (94). Both 

clauses have the participant that undergoes the influence of the action of eating, but the 

degree of affectedness differs. The subject of the -en clause has a completed effect—being 

eaten, as in (94a), and the subject of an -an clause has a partial effect—being eaten a little bit, 

as in (94b). The semantic property that -an and -en affixed predicates impose on the involved 

undergoer participant shows a partial and total effect. 

 

(94) 
a. kan-en na ni Salang o wakay 
 eat-IPFV.PV 3.S.GEN GEN PN NOM sweet_potato 
 ‘Salang ate the sweet potato. (lit.) What Salang ate was the sweet potato.’  

                                                                                                (Rau and Dong 2006: 87) 
 
b. ni-akan-an na o mogis  ori ni Salang 
 PFV-eat-PV 3.S.GEN NOM rice  that GEN PN 
 ‘Salang ate some rice from there. (lit.)  What Salang ate a little bit from there was 

rice.’                                                                                        (Rau and Dong 2006: 87) 
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4.2.5 Total vs. partial effect of an undergoer participant—evidence from the ma- 

resultative 

One of the functions of the affix ma- is to show the resultative state of the only 

participant involved in the clause. In the previous section, two sets of roots/stems are 

observed—one can only be affixed with -an and the other one can only be affixed with -en. 

The affixation of resultative ma- is permitted to the set of roots/stems that can only be affixed 

with -en, but not to the set of roots/stems that can only be affixed with -an, as illustrated in 

(95). The affixation of ma- to bakbak ‘hit’ renders the clause ungrammatical, as in (95b), but 

is permitted with zakat ‘kill’ that can only be affixed with -en, as in (95a). Affixation of the 

resultative ma- is permitted with roots/stems that can only be affixed with -en while an end 

point or change of state of the undergoer participant is implied. Affixation of the resultative 

ma- is not permitted with roots/stems that can only be affixed with -an while an end point or 

change of state of the undergoer participant is not implied. Alternation between an -en 

undergoer and a resultative ma- has further supported that the degree of affectedness of the 

undergoer participant in -an and -en clauses differs, and an end point might be implied with 

the set of roots/stems that can only be affixed with -en. 

 

(95) 
a. ya ma-zakat o manok 
 AUX RES-kill NOM chicken 
 ‘The chicken is dead.’ 

 
b. *ya ma-babbak o ino 
 AUX RES-hit NOM dog 
 Intended meaning: ‘The dog is hit.’ 

 

The -an and -en verbs in Yami seem to resemble the English hit and break verbs. 

Both -an and -en verbs involve two participants and express action done by one participant 

toward the other participant, but they encode different degrees of affectedness of the 

undergoer subject and telic/atelic information. These have reflected on both their verbal 

markings and syntactic patterning. The -en clause has a resultative ma- alternation, but the     

-an clause does not have.  
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English hit and break verbs reflect the difference in affectedness of an undergoer 

participant via syntactic patterning, as illustrated in (96) and (97). The undergoer of a hit verb 

does not undergo a change of state as the undergoer of the break verb does. Hence, the break 

verb has inchoative alternation, as in (97a), but the hit verb does not, as in (97b). The 

syntactic patterning shows that the undergoer of these two verbs differs in degree of 

affectedness even though they appear to be similar—expressing action and involving two 

participants.  

 

(96) 
a. The boy broke the window with a ball. 
b. The boy hit the window with a ball.  

                                                 (Levin and Rappaport 2005: 1) 
 

(97) 
a. The window broke. 
b. *The window hit.  

                                                 (Levin and Rappaport 2005: 1) 

 

 Note that the ma- resultative is similar to the English inchoative as it expresses the 

beginning of a state—it expresses the new status of the undergoer who has been acted upon 

by the actor. In (95a), the resultative ma- expresses the beginning of a state—dead, as the 

action of killing is completed and successful, but affixation of a resultative ma- to roots/stems 

that can only be affixed with -an renders the clause ungrammatical as the change of state of 

the undergoer participant is not implied. The correspondence between Yami -an vs. -en 

clauses and hit vs. break verbs seems to suggest that -an and -en resemble English hit and 

break verbs. The -en clause has a ma- resultative variant in a way that resembles the English 

break verb that shows causative-inchoative alternation. The -an clause does not have a ma- 

resultative variant resembling the English hit verb that does not show causative-inchoative 

alternation. The justification for the resultative ma- clause that resembles an English 

inchoative clause will be discussed in the following section (4.3).  

 

4.2.6 Section summary  

 In this section, the -an and -en clauses including declarative, negative, negative 

imperative, and interrogative are discussed and compared. It has been shown that the subject 

of these clauses exhibits properties towards the undergoer end of the modified version of the 
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revised macro-role hierarchy, and these two affixes should be treated as undergoer voice 

affixes.  

 

 Three sets of roots/stems are observed in the available data; one can be affixed with 

both -an and -en, one can only be affixed with -en, and the third set can only be affixed with  

-an. The difference between -an and -en clauses is the degree of affectedness of an undergoer 

subject and telic/atelic of the event. Telicity and change of state of an undergoer participant 

of -an clause are not implied, whereas telicity and change of state of an undergoer participant 

of -en clause are implied. These have further been confirmed by alternation between -en and 

resultative ma-. The -an and -en affixed verbs in a way resemble English hit and break verbs.  

 

 Yami undergoer verbal affixes include ni-, -en, and -an. These three affixes not only 

serve the function to signal an undergoer subject, but also serve other functions. These 

functions are to encode other features—perfective vs. imperfective, total vs. partial effect of 

undergoer, and telic vs. atelic, as summarized in Table 45.  

 

Table 45 Functions of undergoer voice affixes -an, -en, and ni- 

 -an -en ni- 
Perfectiveness   ∨ 
Change of State (Total Effect)  ∨  
Causally Affected (Partial Effect) ∨   
Alternate with ma- Resultative  ∨ ∨ 
Telic  ∨ ∨ 

 

In the next section, the functions of the affix ma- and classification of the ma- clauses 

into four subtypes including activity ma-, stative ma-, resultative ma- and potentive ma- in 

chapter three are discussed and justified.   

 

4.3 Multi-functional ma- 

In chapter three, we have observed that the affix ma- in Yami participates in different 

types of clauses and serves different functions. The number of participants involved in these 

ma- clauses and the thematic role of the clause subject varies and these various usages of the 
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affix ma- including stative ma-, activity ma-, potentive ma-, and resultative ma- are 

summarized in Table 28, and reproduced in Table 46. The aim of this section is to justify our 

classification of these various functions of ma- in Yami via their patterning in negative, 

negative imperative, and interrogative constructions, number of involved participants, and 

role of the clause subject.  

 

Table 46 Different types of ma- clauses 

Clause Type Participant(s) Involved Role of Subject Function(s) 
stative ma- 1 undergoer voice 
activity ma- 1 actor voice 
activity ma- 2 actor voice 
potentive ma- 2 undergoer voice, potentive 
resultative ma- 1 undergoer voice, telic 

 

4.3.1 Stative ma- and activity ma- 

 The stative ma- clauses involve one participant, and the activity ma- clauses might 

either involve one or more than one participant. The negative counterpart of the stative ma- 

clause is constructed by inserting the negator ji in front of the stative verb and the dropping of 

the initial segment of the ma- affixed stative verb, as illustrated in (98). The initial segment 

/m/ is dropped in negative construction after the insertion of the negator ji, as in (98a’-b’). 

 

(98) 
a. ya ma-tava si yama 
 AUX STAT-fat NOM father 
 ‘Father is fat.’ 

 
a’. ya ji a-tava si yama 
 AUX NEG STAT-fat NOM father 
 ‘Father is not fat.’ 

 
b. ya ma-saray si ina 
 AUX STAT-happy NOM mother 
 ‘Mother is happy.’ 

 
b’. ya ji a-saray si ina 
 AUX NEG STAT-happy NOM mother 
 ‘Mother is not happy.’ 
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 While the negative stative ma- verb involves dropping the initial segment of the 

affirmative stative ma- verb, the negative activity ma- verb stays unchanged after the 

insertion of the negator ji, as illustrated in (99). The form of negative activity ma- verbs in 

(99a’-b’) stays unchanged as in its affirmative counterparts in (99a-b). 

 

(99) 
a. ko ma-ganam 
 1.S.NOM AV-dance 
 ‘I dance.’ 

 
a’ ko ji ma-ganam 
 1.S.NOM NEG AV-dance 
 ‘I don’t dance.’                                                                    (Y. Chang 2011: 5) 

 
b. ko ma-layo 
 1.S.NOM AV-run 
 ‘I run.’ 

 
b’. ko ji ma-layo 
 1.S.NOM NEG AV-run 
 ‘I don’t run.’ 

 

 The affixation of activity ma- clauses that involves more than one participant also 

remains unchanged, as illustrated in (100).  

 

(100) 
a. ko ma-pangay so wakay do yala 
 1.S.NOM AV-put OBL sweet_potato LOC basket 
 ‘I put sweet potato into the basket.’ 

 
b. ko ji ma-pangay so wakay do yala 
 1.S.NOM NEG AV-put OBL sweet_potato LOC basket 
 ‘I don’t put sweet potato into the basket.’ 

 

 The affixation of the negative stative ma- and negative activity ma- clauses is 

summarized in Table 47. The number of participants involved does not have any effect on the 

verbal affixation of negative stative ma- and activity ma- clauses, but the thematic role of the 

clause subject does reflect on the negative verbal morphology. The stative ma- clause subject 

is undergoer-like and its negative affixation is a- instead of ma-, whereas the activity ma- 
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clause whose subject is actor-like and its negative affixation remains the same. Hence, stative 

ma- and activity ma- that appear to have the same surface form do serve different functions in 

Yami, and should be distinguished as two different affixes.  

 

Table 47 Stative ma- and activity ma- after negation 

Clause Type Participant 
Involved 

Verbal Affix in 
Affirmative Construction 

Verbal Affix in Negative 
Construction 

stative ma- 1 ma- a- 
activity ma- 1 ma- ma- 
activity ma- 2 ma- ma- 

 

4.3.2 Potentive ma-  

 One of the functions of the affix ma- discussed in the last chapter is to express ability 

or potential of doing the action described by the verb, as illustrated in (101) and (102). The 

same root/stem kan ‘eat’ is affixed with different affixes—ma- and -en, as in (101a) and 

(101b), respectively. The participants involved in both examples are the same—the eater and 

the thing that is to be eaten, and the case marking of these two participants in these two 

examples are also the same. The eater is case marked by the genitive case, and the thing that 

is to be eaten is nominative case-marked. But these two clauses have different meanings. The 

ma- clause in (101a) expresses that the actor will be able or have potential to carry out the 

action, whereas the -en clause in (101b) expresses that the actor is going to carry out the 

action. These two clauses only differ in verbal affixation and the difference in verbal 

affixation results in meaning difference. In the following subsections, the negative 

counterparts of potentive ma- and -en clauses are compared to further confirm the function of 

potentive ma-.  

 

 

(101) 
a. ko ma-kan o among 
 1.S.GEN POT.PV-eat NOM fish 
 ‘I can eat the fish. / I am able to eat the fish.’ 

 
b. ya na kan-en no kanakan o soli 
 AUX 3.S.GEN eat-IPFV.PV GEN child NOM taro 
 ‘The child is eating the taro.’                                               (Ho 1990: 78) 
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(102) 
a. ko ma-kala o kagling 
 1.S.GEN POT.PV-search NOM goat 
 ‘I can find the goat. / I am able to find the goat.’   

 
b. kala-en no kanakan o ino 
 look_for-IPFV.PV GEN child NOM dog 
 ‘The child looked for the dog.’                                            (Rau and Dong 2006: 92) 

 

4.3.2.1 Evidence from sound changes after negator ji 

Stative ma- and activity ma- affixed predicates that behave differently after negator ji 

have been observed in the previous section (4.3.1). Hence, negator ji is a helpful tool in 

identifying different types of clauses in Yami. In this section, the negative counterparts of 

potentive ma- and -en clauses are compared to further support that the potentive ma- is not of 

the same type of clauses as an -en clause even though these two types of clauses involve the 

same number of participants and have the same case marking pattern on the involved 

participants. 

 

 The negative counterparts of potentive ma- and -en clauses both involve two 

participants—a genitive actor and nominative undergoer, as illustrated in (103). The 

affixation changes from ma- to a- for potentive ma-, as in (103a), and for an -en clause, the 

affix -en is deleted and the initial segment of root/stem changes to a nasal segment whose 

place of articulation is the same as the initial segment of the root/stem, as in (103b). The 

place of articulation of the initial segment of the root/stem is a velar stop /k/. Hence, the 

initial segment of a negative -en clause changes to a velar nasal /ng/ (=[ŋ]).  

 

(103) 
a. ko ji a-kala imo 
 1.S.GEN NEG POT.PV-search 2.S.NOM 
 ‘I cannot find you. / I am able to find you.’                         (Y. Chang 2011: 5) 

 
b. ko ji ngala o kagling 
 1.S.GEN NEG PV-search NOM goat 
 ‘I am not searching for goat. / I don’t search for goat.’ 
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 According to Rau and Dong (2006), auxiliary verbs to ‘then, suddently, continuously, 

impossible’ and ji ‘negation or emphatic’ are closely bound to their following main verbs and 

the presence of these two auxiliary verbs causes “obligatory inflection of the main verbs” 

(2005: 99). They have observed that verbs undergo sound changes when the negator ji is 

inserted in front of it. When the initial segment of root/stem is labial consonant /p/, it changes 

to /m/. While the initial segment is /s/, /t/, or /c/, it changes to /n/. When the initial segment is 

a velar consonant /k/ or vowels /i, a, o/, it changes to /ng/(=[ŋ]). Verbs initiating with other 

segments do not undergo sound changes. These sound changes are summarized in Table 48. 

The negative and negative imperative constructions that are discussed in this section involve 

insertion of the negator ji in front of the verb or at the clause-initial position, and the sound 

changes are expected.  

 

Table 48 Sound change after negator ji 

stem beginning with phoneme change to 
[+alveolar] and [+ palatal] /s/, /t/, and /c/ /n/ 
[+labial] /p/ /m/ 
[+velar] /k/ /ng/ = [ŋ] 
[+vocalic] /i/, /a/, and /o/ /ng/ = [ŋ] + vowel 

                 (Rau and Dong 2006: 99) 

  

However, the negator ji that negates the ability of doing the action does not trigger a 

sound change of the initial segment of the root/stem, as the verb kala ‘search’ does not 

undergo a sound change, in (103a). If the presence of the negator ji triggers “obligatory 

inflection of the main verbs” as suggested by Rau and Dong (2006: 99), then both verbs in 

(103) should undergo sound changes.  

 

The sound change pattern is observed only in negative -en clauses but not in negative 

potentive ma- clauses, as more contrasting examples are observed in Yami and listed in 

(104). The verbs in (104a-d) involve a sound change from /s/ to /n/, /t/ to /n/, /c/ to /n/, and /p/ 

to /m/, respectively, whereas the negative potentive ma- clauses in (104a’-d’) do not undergo 

a sound change after insertion of the negator ji.  
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(104) 
a. ko ji nidong-a o kanakan 
 1.S.GEN NEG help-PV NOM child 
 ‘I don’t help the child.’ 

 
a’. ko ji a-sidong o kanakan 
 1.S.GEN NEG POT.PV-help NOM child 
 ‘I cannot help the child. / I am unable to help the child.’ 

 
b. ko ji nakao-a o soli nio 
 1.S.NOM NEG steal-PV NOM taro 2.P.GEN 
 ‘I don’t steal your taro.’ 

 
b’. ko ji a-takao o soli 
 1.S.GEN NEG POT.PV-steal NOM taro 
 ‘I cannot steal the taro. / I am unable to steal the taro.’ 

 
c. ko ji nita o tizibi 
 1.S.GEN NEG see-PV NOM TV 
 ‘I don’t watch the TV.’ 

 
c’. ko ji a-cita o tizivi 
 1.S.GEN NEG POT.PV-see NOM TV 
 ‘I cannot watch the TV. / I am unable to watch the TV.’ 

 
d. ko ji mareng-a o vahay nio 
 1.S.NOM NEG build-PV NOM house 2.P.GEN 
 ‘I don’t build your house.’ 

 
d’. ko ji a-pareng o vahay nio 
 1.S.NOM NEG POT.PV-built NOM house 2.P.GEN 
 ‘I cannot build your house. / I am unable to build your house.’ 

 

The sound change only applies to negative -en clauses and does not apply to negative 

potentive ma- clauses. This has further suggested that -en and ma- clauses are not of the same 

type even if these two affixes attach to the same set of roots/stems, involve the same number 

of participants, and have the same case marking for their participants. The affixes -en and 

ma- behave differently after negator ji. Hence, these two affixes should be put into two 

different categories.   

 

4.3.2.2 Evidence from verbal affixation after negator ji 

 The -en verbs after negator ji not only involve a sound change of the initial segment, 

as discussed in the last section (4.3.2.1), but they also require affixation of -a, as illustrated in 
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(105). The verb root/stem rakep ‘catch’ is not initiated with /s/, /t/, /c/, /p/, /k/, /i/, /a/, or /o/; 

the sound change does not apply, but the affixation of -a is observed, as in (105a). 

Conversely, the affixation of -a in a negative potentive clause renders the clause 

ungrammatical, as in (105b). The negative potentive clause takes an a- prefixation instead of 

an -a suffixation.   

 

 The initial segment of the roots/stems sidong ‘help’, takao ‘steal’, cita ‘see’, and 

pareng ‘build’ in (104) changes to nidong, nakao, nita, and mareng when negative -en 

clauses are constructed. In addition to a sound change, -a suffixation is observed. The 

negative affixation for -en verbs of these four verbs becomes nidong-a, nakao-a, nita (nita-

a), and mareng-a.  

 

(105) 
a. ko ji rakep-a o manok 
 1.S.GEN NEG catch-PV NOM chicken 
 ‘I don’t catch the chicken.’ 

 
a’. ko rakep-en o manok 
 1.S.GEN catch-IPFV.PV NOM chicken 
 ‘I catch the chicken.’ 

 
b. ko ji a-rakep (*a-rakepa) o manok 
 1.S.GEN NEG POT.PV-catch NOM chicken 
 ‘I cannot catch the chicken. / I am unable to catch the chicken.’ 

 
b’. ko ni-ma-rakep o manok do  pantaw no  vahay 
 1.S.GEN PFV-POT.PV-catch NOM chicken LOC outside GEN house 
 ‘I was able to catch the chicken outside the house.’ 

 

 In the previous section (section 4.2), the affixes -an and -en share the same function—

to construct clauses with an undergoer subject, and the formation of negative -an clauses also 

involve a sound change of the initial segment of its roots/stems and suffixation of -i, as 

illustrated in (106b). The initial segment changes from /p/ to /m/ and -i suffixation is 

observed. Examples of the verb of an affirmative -an clause pinan-an changing to minan-i in 

a negative -an clause are illustrated in (106a-b). Note that pinan-i is also permitted in a 

negative -an clause. This seems to suggest that application of a sound change is not necessary 

in constructing negative -an clauses. The verbal affixation of a corresponding negative 
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potentive ma- clause involves the dropping of the initial segment of the ma- affixed verb, and 

in addition to that, the suffixation of -i is observed as in (106c). Note that -i suffixation in 

negative potentive ma- clauses remains controversial, as its absence is expected as an -a 

suffixation is absent in a negative potentive ma- with the set of roots/stems that take -en 

affixation in an affirmative clause.  

 

(106) 
a. ko pinan-an o ai no  kagling 
 1.S.GEN touch-PV NOM foot GEN goat 
 ‘I touch the goat’s foot.’ 

 
b. ko ji minan-i / pinan-i o ino 
 1.S.GEN NEG touch-PV NOM dog 
 ‘I don’t touch the dog.’ 

 
c. ko ji a-pinan-i (*a-pinan) o ino 
 1.S.GEN NEG POT.PV-touch NOM dog 
 ‘I cannot touch the dog. / I am unable to touch the dog.’ 

  

However, some informants have -i suffixation and some have not with different 

roots/stems, as illustrated in (106). The question mark (?) in front of the affixed verb implies 

that some informants have -i suffixation and some do not permit -i suffixation. The data has 

shown that the difference between a negative -an clause and its corresponding negative 

potentive ma- clause is a- prefixation.  

 

(107) 
a. ko ji lapoy-i o wakay 
 1.S.GEN NEG peel-PV NOM sweet_potato 
 ‘I don’t peel the sweet potato.’ 

 
a’. ko ji a-lapoy-i (*a-lapoy) o wakay 
 1.S.GEN NEG POT.PV-peel NOM sweet_potato 
 ‘I cannot peel the sweet potato. / I am unable to peel the sweet potato.’ 

 
b. ko ji bakbak-i o ino 
 1.S.GEN NEG hit-PV NOM dog 
 ‘I don’t hit the dog.’ 

 
b’. ko ji a-bakbak-i (?a-bakbak) o ino 
 1.S.GEN NEG POT.PV-hit NOM dog 
 ‘I cannot hit the dog. / I am unable to hit the dog.’ 
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c. ko ji vatek-i o tatala 
 1.S.GEN NEG carve-PV NOM boat 
 ‘I don’t carve the boat.’ 

 
c’. ko ji a-vatek-i (*a-vatek) o tatala 
 1.S.GEN NEG POT-carve-PV NOM boat 
 ‘I cannot carve the boat. / I am unable to carve the boat.’ 

 

 As shown by the negative -an clause and its corresponding negative potentive ma- 

clause in (106) and (107), their verbal affixations differ after insertion of the negator ji. 

Instead of -a suffixation, the negative -an clause has -i suffixation, and its corresponding 

potentive ma- clause has a- prefixation and sometimes -i suffixation. The verbal affixation of 

affirmative and negative -en, -an, and potentive ma- clauses is summarized in Table 49. Note 

that the capital N in parenthesis refers to the sound changing rules of the initial segment of 

the main verb summarized in Table 48 in the previous section (section 4.3.2.1), and the final i 

segment in the column of ma- potentive vs. -an verb is also in parentheses, as its occurrence 

remains inconsistent among informants.  

 

Table 49 Affixation for negative undergoer and potentive clauses 

 affirmative negative ma- potentive 
-en verb -en (N)- -a a- 
-an verb -an (N)- -i a- -(i) 

 

4.3.2.3 Evidence from negative imperative construction 

 The difference between negative -an/-en and negative potentive ma- clauses could be 

analyzed in an alternative way, as two negators—one negator ji that negates the action 

denoted by the verb, and the other negator jia negates the ability or potential of the action 

denoted by the verb. In this alternation analysis, the sound changing rules that only apply to 

negative -an/-en verbs could be easily accounted for. The negator ji in negative -an/-en 

clauses triggers the sound change, and the negator jia in negative potentive ma- clauses does 

not. However, this analysis is not preferred as it hypothesizes two negators for the grammar.   
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 Furthermore, the sound changing rules are also observed in negative imperative 

constructions when the negator ji is not inserted right in front of the verb, as illustrated in 

(108). The negator ji takes the clause initial position and is followed by the second person 

genitive bound pronoun mo. The verbs that initiate with /s/ and /t/ undergo a sound change to 

/n/, as in (108a-b), /p/ to /m/, as in (108c). The affirmative counterparts of the examples in 

(108a-c) are provided in (108a’-c’) to illustrate the sound change pattern of the initial 

segment.  

 

(108) 
a. ji mo nidong-a o kanakan 
 1.S.GEN NEG help-PV NOM child 
 ‘I don’t help the child.’ 

 
a’. na sidong-en yaken ni mapay 
 3.S.GEN help-IPFV.PV 1.S.NOM GEN PN 
 ‘Mapay helped me.’                                                             (Shih 2013: 102) 

 
b. ji mo nakaw-a o soli namen 
 NEG 2.S.GEN steal-PV NOM taro 1.P.GEN 
 ‘Don’t steal our taro.’ 

 
b’. ni-takew na ni mapapo o nizpi mo 
 PFV.PV-steal 3.S.GEN GEN PN NOM money 2.S.GEN 
 ‘Mapapo stole your money.’                                                 (Ho 1990: 103) 

 
c. ji mo mareng-a o vahay namen 
 NEG 2.S.GEN build-PV NOM house 1.P.GEN 
 ‘Don’t build our house.’ 

 
c’. na pareng-en o vahay ni magaga 
 3.S.GEN build-IPFV.PV NOM house GEN PN 
 ‘Magaga is building the house.’ 

 

 We have observed that insertion of the negator ji, verbal suffixation of either -a or -i, 

and sound change of the initial segment are required in constructing negative and negative 

imperative constructions of -en and -an clauses in Yami. For constructing negative potentive 

ma- clauses, the insertion of negator ji and dropping of the initial segment of m- are observed.  

 

 The potentive ma- plays a part in Yami verbal morphology and is as important as 

other verbal affixes, but it should not be treated only as a voice affix as it also functions to 
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express ability or potential of the action. In the following section, evidence that the potentive 

ma- is not simply a voice affix is sought from interrogative construction. 

 

4.3.2.4 More evidence for potentive mood from interrogative constructions 

 Nowadays, the potentive mood is not common in daily language usage in Yami, as 

informants tend to rephrase the ability or potential of the action using serial verb 

constructions, as illustrated in (109a), instead of potentive ma-, as in (109b). But when the 

ability is interrogated, the ma- potentive verbal form can easily be elicited, as shown in (110). 

 

(109) 
a. ko ji a-teneng-(i) a ya ma-notong so soli 
 1.S.NOM NEG POT.PV-know L AUX AV-cook OBL taro 
 ‘I don’t know how to cook the taro. / I am unable to cook the taro.’ 

 
b. ko ji a-rotong-i o  soli 
 1.S.GEN NEG POT.PV-cook NOM taro 
 ‘I am unable to cook the taro.’ 

 
(110) 
 ikong o ma-takao na ni Magaga? 
 what NOM POT.PV-steal 3.S.GEN GEN PN 
 ‘What can Magaga steal?’ 

 

The sound changing rules that do not apply to potentive affixed predicates have 

already been proven in the earlier section (section 4.3.2.1 - 4.3.2.3). In (110), the unchanged 

initial segment /t/ of the root/stem takao ‘steal’ indicates that the clause is regarding the 

ability or potential of the action, and the translation of the clause also confirms it.  

 

Furthermore, the potentive verbs in Yami have more than one voice form, as 

illustrated in (111). When one is asking who is able to roll a stone, the interrogative word 

sino ‘who’ followed by a nominative case-marked nominalized phrase containing a maka- 

affixed predicate maka-loalolog ‘able to roll’ and an oblique case-marked entity that 

undergoes the influence of the action is observed as in (111a’). More examples of maka- 

affixed predicates are provided in (111b’-e’). Note that the entity that undergoes the influence 

of the action in clauses containing a maka- affixed predicate is oblique case-marked, whereas 

it is nominative case-marked in negative potentive ma- clauses, as illustrated in (111a-e).  
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(111) 
a. ko ji a-loalolog (*a-loalolog-a) o veysen 
 1.S.GEN NEG POT.PV-roll NOM stone 
 ‘I cannot roll the stone. / I am unable to roll the stone.’ 

 
a’. sino maka-loalolog so vato  ya/ito? 
 who POT.AV-roll OBL stone this/that 
 ‘Who is able to roll that/this stone? /Who can roll that/this stone?’ 

 
b. ko ji a-pakas (*a-pakas-a) o asi no kayo 
 1.S.GEN NEG POT.PV-pluck NOM fruit GEN tree 
 ‘I am unable to pluck the fruit of the tree. / I cannot pluck the fruit of the tree.’ 

 
b’. sino maka-pakas so asi no kayo 
 who POT.AV-pluck OBL fruit GEN tree 
 ‘Who is able to pluck fruit of the tree? / Who can pluck fruit of the tree?’ 

 
c. ko ji a-lapoy o wakay 
 1.S.GEN NEG POT.PV-peel NOM sweet_potato 
 ‘I cannot peel the sweet potato. / I am unable to peel the sweet potato.’ 

 
c’. sino maka-lapoy so wakay ya/ito 
 who POT.AV-peel OBL sweet_potato this/that 
 ‘Who can peel sweet potato? / Who is able to peel sweet potato?’ 

 
d. ko ji a-pasisit o voong no wakay 
 1.S.GEN NEG POT.PV-stir_fry NOM leaf GEN sweet_potato 
 ‘I cannot stir-fry the leaves of sweet potato. / I am unable to stir-fry the leaves of 

sweet potato.’ 
 
d’. sino maka-pasisit so voong no wakay 
 who POT.AV-stir_fry OBL leaf GEN sweet_potato 
 ‘Who is able to stir-fry the leaves of sweet potato? / Who can stir-fry the 

leaves of sweet potato?’ 
 
e. ko ji a-bakbak o ino 
 1.S.GEN NEG POT.PV-hit NOM dog 
 ‘I cannot hit the dog. / I am unable to hit the dog.’ 

 
e’. sino maka-bakbak so ino ito? 
 who POT.AV-hit OBL dog that 
 ‘Who can hit a dog? / Who is able to hit a dog?’ 

 

A pair example in (112) illustrates different voices of negative potentive clauses in 

Yami. These two clauses not only differ in verbal morphology, they also differ in their 

syntactic patterning—the entity that undergoes influence of the action in (112a) is nominative 

case-marked and is oblique case-marked in (112b). Note that the one who is unable to carry 
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out the action is nominative case-marked in the negative maka- potentive clause in (112b). 

The ma- potentive clause has an undergoer subject, and the maka- potentive clause has an 

actor subject. Hence, the ma- potentive clauses should be referred to as ma- undergoer 

potentive clauses, and the maka- potentive clauses as maka- actor potentive clauses.  

 

(112) 
a. ko ji a-zakat (*a-zakat-a) o manok 
 1.S.GEN NEG POT.PV-kill NOM chicken 
 ‘I cannot kill the chicken. / I am unable to kill the chicken.’ 

 
b. ko ji maka-zakat so manok 
 1.S.NOM NEG POT.AV-kill OBL chicken 
 ‘I cannot kill the chicken. / I am unable to kill the chicken.’ 

 

Evens and Ross (2008) working on reconstruction of the Proto-Oceanic *ma- have 

hypothesized the existence of an involuntary mood in Philippine-type languages and 

suggested that this involuntary mood has actor and patient focus/voice variants (Evens and 

Ross 2001: 280). The data discussed in this section further supports their hypothesis and has 

suggested that potentive ma- and maka- in Yami not only signal the role of the clause subject 

but also encode other information, in this case, the ability or potentiality of carrying out the 

action denoted by the verb—potentive mood. Hence, the verbal affix system should include 

the potentive affixes, as summarized in Table 50. 

 

Table 50 Yami voice and mood affixes 

 Indicative Potentive 
AV m-, mi-, <om>/om-, activity ma-, man-/mang- maka- 
UV affected -an, affected i-, Ø, <om>/om-, stative ma-, 

resultative ma-, -en, ka- -an 
ma- 

 

 In chapter three, four different types of ma- clauses have been identified—stative ma-, 

activity ma-, potentive ma-, and resultative ma-. The verbal affixation of negative stative ma- 

and activity ma- and the case marking of the involved participants differs; these further 

confirm that these two ma- clauses are not of the same type (examples 98 and 99 in section 

4.3.1).  
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The potentive ma- and -an/-en clauses differ in verbal morphology and clause 

meaning but have the same case marking for the involved participants. Comparison between 

the verbal morphology of -an/-en and potentive ma- negative, negative imperative, and 

interrogative clauses has shown that potentive ma- does not only encode potentive mood, but 

also undergoer voice. In addition to undergoer potentive ma-, the affix maka- is observed, 

whereas the potentive clause is in actor voice.  

 

The fourth type of ma- clause, the resultative ma- clause, only involves one 

participant that is nominative case-marked and is the entity that undergoes influence of the 

action. These properties are the same as the stative ma- clause. The difference between 

stative ma- and resultative ma- is that the resultative ma- alternates with the man-/mang- 

clause but the stative ma- does not. The next section shows this alternation that differentiates 

the stative ma- and resultative ma-.  

 

4.3.3 Resultative ma- and actor man-/mang- alternation 

 The resultative ma- affixed predicate expresses the resultative state of the only 

participant in the clause and alternates with a man-/mang- clause that expresses action done 

by an actor participant to an undergoer participant, as illustrated in (113). While the man-

/mang- clauses describe the process of an action from the actor participant to the undergoer 

participant, as in (113a’-f’), the resultative ma- clauses describe the resultative state of the 

undergoer participant, as in (113a-f).  

 

 Note that the pair examples in (113) share the same roots/stems but differ in verbal 

affixation, number of participant(s) involved, and clause meaning. The resultative ma- clause 

in (113a) describes the result of the action—the end point of the event of zakat ‘kill’, whereas 

the man-/mang- clause in (113a’) describes the process of the action of zakat ‘kill’—the 

nominative case-marked actor kanakan ‘child’ is killing the oblique case-marked undergoer 

kois ‘pig’.  
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(113) 
a. ya ma-zakat o manok 
 AUX RES-kill NOM chicken 
 ‘The chicken is dead.’ 

 
a’. ya ni-man-zakat o kanakan so kois 
 AUX PFV-AV-kill NOM child OBL pig 
 ‘The child has killed a pig/pigs’ 

(The child has the experience of killing a pig/pigs.)            (Ho 1990: 64) 
 
b. ya ni-ma-spi o banay 
 AUX PFV-RES-break NOM bowl 
 ‘The bowl was broken.’ 

 
b’. ya ni-mang-aspi so banay si Macinanao 
 AUX PFV-AV-break OBL bowl NOM PN 
 ‘Macinanao has broken a bowl.’ 

 
c. ya ma-pising o vakong ko 
 AUX RES-tear NOM book 1.S.GEN 
 ‘My book is torn.’ 

 
c’. ya man-pising si Macinanao so vakong 
 AUX AV-tear NOM PN OBL book 
 ‘Macinanao tears off a book.’ 

 
d. ya ni-ma-loalolog o veysen 
 AUX PFV-RES-roll NOM stone 
 ‘The stone has rolled downhill.’ 

 
d’. ya ni-mang-aloalolog so veysen 
 AUX PFV-AV-roll OBL stone 
 ‘I have rolled down a stone.’ 

 
e. ya ni-ma-kas o nizpi ko 
 AUX PFV-RES-drop NOM money 1.S.GEN 
 ‘My money has been dropped.’ 

 
e’. ko ni-mang-akas so asi no kayo 
 1.S.GEN PFV-AV-drop OBL fruit GEN tree 
 ‘I have made fruit drop.’ 

 
f. ya ni-ma-sagit o talili 
 AUX PFV-RES-hook NOM clothing 
 ‘The clothing was hooked.’ 

 
f’. ya man-sagit so sakop si Macinanao 
 AUX AV-hook OBL hat NOM PN 
 ‘Macinanao is hooking a hat.’ 
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Note that there is a common property shared by all the verbs in (113). This shared 

property is that the action denoted by these verbs is highly transitive and not only affects the 

undergoer participant but also implies a change of state or an end point (telicity). Once the 

action is done successfully, the verbs zakat ‘kill’, aspi ‘break’, pising ‘tear’, aloalolog ‘roll’, 

akas ‘drop’, and sagit ‘hook’ imply dead, broken, torn, rolled, dropped, and hooked of the 

participant whom the action acts upon. The existence of resultative ma- clauses is expected 

when the status of the participant that undergoes the influence of the action has changed. 

Furthermore, the property of the influenced participant ranks high towards the undergoer end 

of the modified version of Foley’s (2005) revised macro-role hierarchy as it undergoes a 

change of state.  

 

 Moreover, the roots/stems in (113) can only be affixed with -en to form clauses with 

an undergoer subject, as illustrated in (114). The affixation of -an is not allowed, as shown in 

each example in (114) below.  

 

(114) 
a. na zakat-en o manok 
 3.S.GEN kill-IPFV.PV NOM chicken 
 ‘He wants to kill the chicken.’ (Shih 1996: 43) 
 *na zakat-an o manok. ‘intended meaning: He wants to kill the chicken.’ 

 
b. ko aspi-en o banay mo 
 1.S.GEN break-IPFV.PV NOM bowel 1.S.GEN 
 ‘I want to break your bowl.’ 
 *ko aspi-an o banay mo. ‘intended meaning: I want to break your bowl.’ 

 
c. ko pising-en o vakong mo 
 1.S.GEN tear-IPFV.PV NOM book 2.S.GEN 
 ‘I want to tear your book.’ 
 *ko pising-an o vakong mo. ‘intended meaning: I want to tear your book.’ 

 
d. ko aloalolog-en o vato ito 
 1.S.GEN roll-IPFV.PV NOM stone there 
 ‘I want to roll the stone there.’ 
 *ko aloalolog-an o vato ito. ‘intended meaning: I want to roll the stone there.’ 

 
e. ko sagit-en o sakop mo 
 1.S.GEN hook-IPFV.PV NOM hat 2.S.GEN 
 ‘I want to hook your hat.’ 
 *ko sagit-an o sakop mo. ‘intended meaning: I want to hook your hat.’ 
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The resultative ma- clause in Yami resembles the English inchoative clause in (115b), 

and the man-/mang- or -en clause resembles the English causative clause in (115a). In (115b), 

the resultative state of the only participant is described by the verb, whereas in (115a) the 

process of the action is being described. The undergoer is the only participant involved in the 

English inchoative clause in (115b), and the same pattern is observed with the Yami 

resultative ma- clause in (113a-f). The English causative clause in (115a) involves two 

participants—an actor subject acting upon an undergoer object. Similarly, Yami man-/mang- 

clause also involves two participants—an actor subject and an oblique case-marked 

undergoer, as in (113a’-f’).  

 

(115) 
a. John broke a/the window. 
b. The window broke. 

 

A Yami -en clause also describes the process of the action described by the affixed 

predicate, as illustrated in (116a). In an -en clause, two participants are involved—a genitive 

case-marked actor and a nominative case-marked undergoer. Both man-/mang- and -en 

clauses in Yami are candidates that resemble the English causative clause, as shown in 

(116c). Both clauses describe the process of the action that is the same as the English 

causative clause. The subject role of man-/mang- clauses and English causative clauses are 

the same—actor, but the subject role of -en clauses differs from the English causative 

clause—Yami -en clauses have an undergoer subject and English causative clauses have an 

actor subject. The man-/mang- clauses have an oblique undergoer, whereas English causative 

clauses have an undergoer object. The number of participants involved and case marking of 

involved participants of Yami man-/mang-, -en, and English causative clauses are 

summarized in Table 51. 

 

(116) 
a. ya man-zakat si Mapay so kois 
 AUX AV-kill NOM PN OBL pig 
 ‘Mapay is killing a pig.’ (Shih 1996: 35) 

 
b. na zakat-en o manok 
 3.S.GEN kill-IPFV.PV NOM chicken 
 ‘He wants to kill the chicken.’ (Shih 1996: 43) 
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c. John broke a/the window. 
 
 
 
Table 51 Case marking of participants in English causative, man-/mang-, and -en clauses 

 Number of 
participants involved 

Case marking of 
actor 

Case marking of 
undergoer 

English causative clause 2 (actor, undergoer) Nominative 
(Subject) 

Accusative 
(Object) 

Yami man-/mang- clause 2 (actor, undergoer) Nominative 
(Subject) 

Oblique 

Yami -en clause 2 (actor, undergoer) Genitive Nominative 
(Subject) 

 

 

4.3.4 Section summary 

 Y. Chang (2011) working on the Yami affix ma- has identified four different usages 

of ma- including actor voice ma-, stative ma-, potentive ma-, and passive ma-. She has 

suggested that actor voice ma- and stative ma- are intransitive and non-actor voice—

potentive ma- and passive ma- are transitive. Her summary of different usages of ma- is cited 

in Table 52. Her discussion on the affix ma- involves notions on transitive/intransitive, 

stative, actor/passive voice, and potentive mood. Her study has clearly shown that the affix 

ma- has participated in different paradigms. But she does not discuss interaction of this affix 

with other verbal affixes in Yami as she has focused attention on the potentive usage of ma-. 

 

Table 52 Types of affix ma- 

Different Types of ma- Function or Meaning 
ma1- Actor voice 
ma2- Stative verb, intransitive 
ma3- Potentive mood, transitive 
ma4- Passive voice 

                (Y. Chang 2011: 68) 

 

 In this section, four usages of ma- have been identified and discussed including 

stative ma-, activity ma-, potentive ma-, and resultative ma-. We have not discussed Y. 
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Chang’s (2011) passive ma- as there is not enough data available. Y. Chang (2011) has 

classified our stative ma- and resultative ma- as ma2- (stative verb, intransitive) in her study. 

Her classification seems more economical but has not be able to capture the subtle difference 

between stative ma- and resultative ma- as the latter shows alternation with the affixes man-

/mang- and -en and expresses the result/end point of an action. Instead of transitivity, our 

classification is solely based on the semantic property of the clause subject and the number of 

participants involved. It is found that ma- clauses have an undergoer subject except for 

activity ma- clauses which have an actor subject. The activity ma- clauses might involve one 

or two participants, whereas potentive ma- clauses always involve two participants. 

Moreover, potentive ma- not only signals an undergoer subject, it also indicates potentive 

mood and should be referred to as the undergoer potentive ma- as potentive has an actor 

voice variant in Yami—maka-. The work done on the multi-functional ma- has further 

confirmed that some of the verbal affixes in Yami serve more than one function and one affix 

could have multiple usages. The properties and functions of four different types of ma- are 

summarized in Table 53. 

 

Table 53 Functions of four different types of ma- in Yami 

 stative 
ma- 

activity 
ma- 

potentive 
ma- 

resultative 
ma- 

number of participant involved 1 1 / 2 2 1 
subject role undergoer actor undergoer undergoer 
result of an action  
– change of state / telic 

X X X ∨ 

potential or ability   X ∨ X 
-en alternation X X / ∨ ∨ ∨ 
man-/mang- alternation X --- ∨ ∨ 

 

4.4 Conclusion 

 Both affixes -an and -en are observed to construct clauses with undergoer-like subject 

in chapter three. The affix -an is considered as a locative voice or applicative affix in 

Austronesian literature. From the similarities between -an and -en clauses that are observed 

in chapter three, it is highly probable that the affix -an serves the same function as the affix    

-en in Yami that is to construct undergoer subject clauses. Hence, one of the two goals of this 

chapter is to further support the hypothesis that the affix -an serves the same function as the 
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affix -en via comparing their corresponding verbal morphologies in negative, negative 

imperative, and interrogative constructions.  

 

 The second goal is to justify the four subtypes of ma- clauses that have been classified 

based on the number of participants involved, its case marking, and the semantic property of 

clause subject into stative ma-, activity ma-, potentive ma-, and resultative ma- in chapter 

three.  

 

 The affixes -an and -en have to attach to different sets of roots/stems. There are at 

least three sets of roots/stems that have been observed from the data investigated. One set of 

roots/stems can only be affixed with -an, one set with -en, and the third set with both -an and 

-en. When both -an and -en affixes construct clauses with an undergoer-like subject, the 

subject role of these two types of clauses has some subtle differences—an -an clause subject 

is causally affected and an -en clause subject has undergone a change of state and implies 

telicity. When -an and -en attach to the same root/stem, the clause meaning differs. The -an 

clause denotes a partial effect on clause subject, whereas the -en clause denotes a direct and 

completed effect on the clause subject. The subtle meaning difference reflects on the verbal 

morphology of -an and -en affixation. Furthermore, the roots/stems that can only be affixed 

with -en can also be affixed with resultative ma- to express the resultative state of the 

undergoer participant that also implies telicity of the event, but the roots/stems that can only 

be affixed with -an cannot. This further supports that the degree of affectedness of the 

undergoer participant differs in -an and -en clauses.  

 

 In addition to subject role and clause meaning, -an and -en have their own 

conjugation in negative, negative imperative, and interrogative constructions. Affixation of    

-an changes to -i and -en to -a in negative and negative imperative construction. This 

suggests that these two affixes are not allomorphs, but two distinct affixes. When one is 

interrogating the participant who has undergone the effect of the action, the affix -en and -an 

are both observed. With the set of roots/stems that can only be affixed with -an, the same 

affixation -an is observed while one wants to interrogate the undergoer participant and 

location of the event.  
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 When -an, -en, and potentive ma- are observed to construct clauses that involved the 

same number of participants, with the same case marking for the involved participants—a 

genitive case-marked actor and nominative case-marked undergoer, the subject role and 

clause meaning show some subtle differences with affixation of -an and -en. The subject role 

remains the same but differs in meaning after affixation of potentive ma-. Its affixation 

expresses ability or potential of the action depicted by the affixed predicate. The potentive 

ma- has its own conjugations in negative construction that is distinct from -an and -en 

negative constructions. In addition, that the affix ma- serves the function to express modality 

is further confirmed by its actor voice counterpart maka- whose affixation constructs clauses 

with an actor subject. Hence, potentive ma- is referred to as an undergoer potentive ma-, 

whereas maka- is referred to as actor potentive maka- in the present study. This shows that 

the verbal affixation in Yami not only encodes voice but also modality.  

 

 The resultative ma- and stative ma- both involve only one undergoer participant, and 

only resultative ma- is observed to alternate with actor man-/mang- and undergoer -en. The 

man-/mang- and -en clauses depict the process of the event, whereas the resultative ma- 

clauses depict the resultative state of the undergoer participant or end point of the event. 

Hence, the ma- clauses with one undergoer participant are divided into two sub-types—

stative ma- and resultative ma-.  

 

 The verbal affixes in Yami appear to signal the role of the clause subject in some 

instances. After investigating the clauses containing these affixes, we have observed that 

these affixes might not simply encode information of the subject role but also tense, aspect, 

and mood information. For instance, the affixation of ni- encodes perfectiveness of the event 

and at the same time an undergoer clause subject; the affixation of potentive ma- encodes an 

undergoer clause subject and ability or potential of the action. The various functions of the 

verbal affixes under investigation are summarized in Table 54. 
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Table 54 Voice, tense, aspect, and mood of Yami verbal affixes 

 Voice Tense Aspect Mood 
 Actor Undergoer Perfect Imperfect Telic Atelic Potentive Interrogative Dependent 
Ø  ∨        
m- ∨         
mi ∨         
<om>/om- ∨ ∨      ∨ ∨ 
stative 
ma-  ∨    ∨    
activity 
ma- ∨     ∨    
potentive 
ma-  ∨     ∨   
potentive 
maka- ∨      ∨   
resultative 
ma-  ∨   ∨     
man-
/mang- ∨         
-en  ∨  ∨ ∨     
ni-  ∨ ∨       
-an  ∨    ∨    
ka- -an  ∨        

 

 While verbal affixes encode more information than expected, some of these verbal 

affixes are observed to attach to a certain set of the roots/stems only. For instance, an 

undergoer -en clause cannot attach to the set of roots/stems that can only be affixed by -an in 

constructing clauses with an undergoer subject. Furthermore, the same affix might serve 

various functions in the language that sometimes blur our investigation of the verbal system. 

The verbal morphology of Yami is not as simple as it appears, and the lexical properties of 

roots/stems complicates the investigation of the verbal system because the lexical properties 

of the roots/stems remain unexplored.  
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Chapter 5 Yami Voice Affixes in 

Complex Clauses 
5.1 Introduction 

 This chapter explores Yami voice affixation and its influences on the thematic role of 

clause subjects and case marking of involved participants within more complex clauses 

including three-participant clauses, serial verb construction, relative clauses, and subordinate 

clauses. In the last two chapters, we have shown that the so-called voice affixes have 

participated in different paradigms including voice, tense, mood, aspect, etc. via examination 

of semantic properties of involved participants within simple clauses containing these affixes.  

 

From examination of clauses containing these verbal affixes, it is acknowledged that 

the lexical properties of roots/stems do have some influence on the choice of verbal affixes. 

For instance, a set of roots/stems can only be affixed with the affix -an, and another set of 

roots/stems can only be affixed with -en to construct clauses with an undergoer subject. 

Similarly, cognitive roots/stems, such as topos ‘know, recognize’ can only be affixed with   

ka - -an to construct undergoer-like subject clauses. Furthermore, the choice of verbal affixes 

also does have some influence on the thematic role of clause subjects and clausal meaning. 

The subject role of -an and -en clauses differs in degree of affectedness that makes these two 

types of clauses express subtle meaning differences—partial vs. total effect of the undergoer 

participant, for instance, kan-an ‘eat some’ vs. kan-en ‘eat up’. One of the functions of verbal 

affixes is to signal subject role, as an actor, undergoer, or some other properties in between 

the two ends of the modified version of the revised macro-role hierarchy. The voice affix 

serving the function of signaling the thematic role of the clause subject has been studied for 

decades and has been described and explained via voice analysis. Some other functions of 

these verbal affixes have been studied, such as potentive ma- (Chang, 2011), but application 

of the view of the multi-functional verbal affixes to examine clauses and case marking of 

participants involved has not yet been done on Yami. Hence, this chapter aims to explore the 

usage of Yami verbal affixes within more complex clauses with our hypotheses—the same 

affix attached to different set of roots/stems might serve different functions; verbal affixes are 
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not simply indicating voice or transitivity; verbal affixes are multi-functional and serve other 

functions, such as telicity, perfectiveness, potentiality, and so on.  

 

This chapter discusses verbal affixation and its influence on clause structure via 

examining case marking of involved participants and clausal meaning in different types of 

clauses. These include three-participant clauses in the following section, serial verb 

constructions in section three, relative clauses in section four, and subordinate clauses in 

section five. The last section concludes this chapter with an example of complex predicates 

that consist of a loanword from Japan—saki ‘wine’ and its affixation has further supported 

our hypotheses.   

 

5.2 Three-participant clauses 

 Three-participant clauses are frequently observed with verbs of giving, sending, 

teaching, putting, and so on, that involve an action done towards an entity that makes the 

entity end up at a different location. In addition to that, three-participant clauses are 

sometimes observed while the instrument that is used to carry out an action done towards an 

entity is included. Affixation of the causative affix pa- to verbs that involve two participants 

also generates three-participant clauses in Yami. This section will focus attention on these 

three sub-types of three-participant clauses.   

 

5.2.1 Location (goal/beneficiary) 

Yami has a pair of roots/stems toro ‘give’ and panta ‘give’ that express change of 

possession and are translated as giving or sending. Clauses containing this pair of roots/stems 

are illustrated in (117). Both verbs ipanta ‘give’ and itoro ‘give’ have the same affixation, but 

differ in case marking of the involved participants. The subject role of clauses containing the 

verb i-pants ‘give’ is the location (goal/beneficiary) where the entity has been sent—namet 

‘person’s name’. Different from an i-panta clause, clauses containing the verb i-toro ‘to give’ 

have the entity that undergoes change of possession taking the subject position—undergoer. 

Note that the affix i- is glossed as a beneficiary voice affix (BV), and its presence signals that 

the clause subject is the beneficiary.  
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(117) 
 Location (goal/beneficiary) 
a. i-panta na si namet  ni mapapo so ayob 
 BV-give 3.S.GEN NOM PN GEN PN OBL dress 
 ‘Mapapo will give a dress to Namen.’                                    (Ho 1990: 86) 

 
a’. na ni-panta ni Manidong si macinanao so vakong 
 3.S.GEN PFV.BV-give GEN PN NOM PN OBL book 
 ‘It was the book that Manidong gave to Macinanao.’           (Huang 2007: 77) 

  
 Undergoer (affected entity) 
b. i-toro na o ayob ya ji namet ni mapapo 
 PV-give 3.S.GEN NOM dress this  LOC PN GEN PN 
 ‘Mapapo will present Namet with this dress.’                        (Ho 1990: 86) 

 
b’. na ni-toro ni Manidong o vakong ji Macinanao 
 3.S.GEN PFV.PV-give GEN PN NOM book LOC PN 
 ‘It was the book that Manidong gave to Macinanao.’          (Huang 2007: 77) 

 

 Note that vowel deletion occurs when the perfective affix ni- attaches to the i- affixed 

predicate. The imperfective clauses in (117a-b) show that both verbs share the same 

affixation and express similar meaning, but the case marking of the involved participants 

differs, the thematic role of the clause subject differ. This pair of examples implies that the 

lexical property of a root/stem has some influence on the case marking of the involved 

participants.   

 

When the affix i- signals an undergoer subject in a toro ‘give’ clause, it signals 

location (goal/recipient) in a clause that contains a predicate affixed with i- and pa- in (118). 

The affixation of i- to roots/stems, such as panta ‘give’ and notong ‘cook’ signals a location 

(goal/beneficiary) clause subject.  

 

(118) 
a. i-pa-notong ko so soli si mapapo 
 BV-CAUS-cook 1.S.GEN OBL taro NOM PN 
 ‘I will cook taros for Mapapo.’                                               (Ho 1990: 133) 

 
b. ko ni-pa-notong so soli si  mapapo 
 3.S.GEN PFV.BV-CAUS-cook OBL taro NOM PN 
 ‘I have cooked taros for Mapapo.’                                          (Ho 1990: 130) 
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 When a verb of giving is compared with a verb of stealing that also involves three 

participants—an actor, an affected entity, and a location where the entity ends up, as in (119). 

The subject has to be the place or location where the entity has been stolen from—location 

(source), the predicate is affixed with pa- and -an instead of i-, as in (119a). For the clause 

subject to be the undergoer (affected entity), the predicate has to be affixed with ni-, as in 

(119b). Note that the affix ni- is the perfective counterpart of the affix -en. 

 

(119) 
 Location (source) 
a. na ni-pa-nakaw-an si Macinanao 
 3.S.GEN PFV-CAUS-steal-LV NOM PN 
 so vakong ni Manidong 
 OBL book GEN PN 
 ‘It was Macinanao who Manidong has stolen a book from.’ (Huang 2007: 77) 

 
 Undergoer (affected entity) 
b. na ni-takaw ni Manidong ji Macinanao o vakong 
 3.S.GEN PFV.PV-steal GEN PN LOC PN NOM book 
 ‘It was the book that Manidong has stolen from Macinanao.’ (Huang 2007: 76) 

 

For the clause subject to be the location (goal/recipient), the verb of giving toro has to 

be affixed with -an, as illustrated in (120).  

 

(120) 
 Location (goal/beneficiary) 
a. ko toro-an si Mali so niezpi 
 1.S.GEN give-LV NOM PN OBL money 
 ‘I give Mary money.’                                                             (Chang 1997: 5) 

 
b. ko ni-toro-an si Mali so niezpi 
 1.S.GEN PFV-give-LV NOM PN OBL money 
 ‘I have given Mary money.’                                                   (Chang 1997: 20) 

 

 For the clause subject to be the undergoer that undergoes influence of the action 

depicted by the predicate, the affix i- is observed with toro ‘give’ and the affix -en/ni- is 

observed with takaw ‘steal’. For the clause subject to be the location (goal or source) where 

the undergoer ends up, the affix -an is observed with toro ‘give’ and the affixes pa- and -an 

are observed with takaw ‘steal’.  
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 In this section, comparison on pairs of related verbs and clauses has shown that a 

specific set of roots/stems has to be attached with a particular verbal affix to construct 

specific types of clauses in Yami. These examples have further confirmed that the choice of 

verbal affixes is influenced by the lexical properties of roots/stems, and that the affixation of 

these verbal affixes does signal the thematic role of the clause subject. However, the 

affixation of a particular affix to a certain set of roots/stems might signal an undergoer 

subject as i- with toro ‘give’, but to other set of roots/stems might signal a locative 

(beneficiary) subject, as i- with panta ‘give’ and notong ‘cook’. Note that affixation of the 

causative affix pa- is observed with verbs of stealing takaw and cooking notong in our 

examples above. This might be due to the number of valencies of these two verbs. The 

affixation of pa- increases their valency by one, so that a third participant could be included. 

This will be further discussed in section 5.2.3.  

 

5.2.2 Instrument  

Another type of three participant clauses in Yami involves an actor, an affected entity, 

and an instrument that is used to carry out the action, as illustrated in (121). The predicate is 

affixed with the perfective undergoer affix ni- and the clause subject is the undergoer 

participant while both the actor and instrument are genitive case-marked.  

 

(121) 
 na ni-zakat no ipangan ni manidong o kois 
 3.S.GEN PFV.PV-kill GEN knife GEN PN NOM pig 
 ‘The pig has been killed with the knife by Manidong’           (Huang 2007: 75) 

 

 For the instrument participant to be nominative case-marked functioning as the clause 

subject, the affixation of i- is required, as illustrated in (122). Note that vowel deletion has 

occurred with the affixation of the perfective affix ni- to instrument i- in (122b).   

 

(122) 
a. i-bakbak na o kayo ya jimo ni mapapo 
 IV-hit 3.S.GEN NOM stick this 3.S.LOC GEN PN 
 ‘Mapapo will use this stick to hit you.’                                  (Ho 1990: 121) 
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b. na ni-zakat (ni-i-zakat) so kois ni manidong o ipangan 
 3.S.GEN PFV.IV-kill OBL pig GEN PN NOM knife 
 ‘It was the knife that Manidong has killed a pig with.’ (Huang 2007: 75) 

 

 Affixation of i- becomes obvious with the absence of the perfective affix ni-, as in 

(123). When the instrument that is used to carry out the action of killing is interrogated, the 

predicate within the nominative case-marked nominalized phrase is i- affixed.  

 

(123) 
 ikong o i-zakat na ji namet ni mapapo 
 what NOM IV-kill 3.S.GEN LOC PN GEN PN 
 ‘What is the instrument that Mapapo will kill Namet with’ 

(With what will Mapapo kill Namet?)                                    (Ho 1990: 84) 

 

 In this section, we have observed that the lexical property of roots/stems does have 

some impact on the case marking of involved participants and choice of subject. The same 

verbal affixation on different roots/stems might end up with a subject with a different 

thematic role. When the same affixation appears to have a different clause subject in our 

examples, the data has shown that the same affixation, such as i- or -an, does signal the 

thematic role of the clause subject—undergoer or location, etc., when they attach to a 

particular set of roots/stems. Therefore, the lexical property of roots/stems has to be 

considered in investigating the functions of these verbal affixes. The same affix might serve 

different functions when it attaches to a different set of roots/stems.  

 

5.2.3 Causative pa- construction 

 Affixation of causative affix pa- increases the valency of an affixed predicate by one 

in Yami, as illustrated in (124). The root/stem lavi ‘cry’—a monovalent predicate, can only 

be affixed with the actor voice affix -om- that takes an actor clause subject, as in (124a). 

When the causative affix pa- is attached to the predicate, an additional participant is possible 

as its valency increases by one. The second participant—causer is included as the affixation 

of pa- takes place, as in (124b). Note that the affixation of the undergoer affix -en/ni- to the 

monovalent root/stem lavi ‘cry’ renders the clause ungrammatical, as in (124d). When the 

causative pa- attaches to the predicate, an inclusion of an undergoer is possible, as the 

valency has increased by one, as shown in (124c), and the causative affixation makes the 
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undergoer subject possible. In (124c), the presence of the perfective undergoer affix ni- 

indicates that the clause requires an undergoer subject—o kanakan ‘the child’.  

 

(124) 
a. ya ni-m-lavi (ni-om-lavi) o kanakan 
 AUX PFV-AV-cry NOM child 
 ‘The child has cried.’                                                            (Huang 2007: 67) 

 
b. ya ni-ma-pa-lavi so kanakan si manidong 
 AUX PFV-AV-CAUS-cry OBL child NOM PN 
 ‘Manidong caused a child to cry.’                                        (Huang 2007: 67) 

 
c. na ni-pa-lavi ni manidong  o  kanakan 
 3.S.GEN PFV-CAUS-cry GEN PN NOM child 
 ‘The child has cried because of Manidong.’                        (Huang 2007: 67) 

‘Manidong has caused the child to cry.’ 
 
d. *na ni-lavi / lavi-en ni manidong o kanakan 
 3.S.GEN PFV.PV-cry / cry-IPFV.PV GEN PN NOM Child 
 Intended meaning: ‘Manidong has caused the child to cry.’ 

  

The examples in (124) illustrate the function of the causative pa-. The presence of the 

causative pa- on divalent predicates allows an additional participant to be included in the 

clause, as illustrated in (125). The divalent predicate toktok ‘to kick’ and kan ‘to eat’ are 

affixed with the causative pa- for the third participant—do vahay ‘the house’, ni mapay 

‘person’s name’, ko ‘I’ to be included in the clause, in (125a), (125b), and (125c), 

respectively. Note that the subject role of these clauses is signaled by the verbal affixes -an,   

-en, and i-, in (125a), (125b), and (125c), respectively. The affixes -an and -en are undergoer 

affixes, and their presence signals an undergoer clause subject in (125a) and (125b). The affix 

i- is a beneficiary affix, and its presence signals a beneficiary clause subject in (125c). In the 

examples in (125), the function of the causative pa- is to increase the valency of the predicate 

by one, and the thematic role of the clause subject is signaled by the voice affixation—-an,    

-en, and i-. The presence of the causative pa- does not change or alter the main function of 

the verbal voice affixes that is to signal the thematic role of clause subject.  

(125) 
a. na ni-pa-toktok-an o bozo ni mapay  do  vahay 
 3.S.GEN PFV-CAUS-kick-PV NOM ball GEN PN LOC house 
 ‘Mapay kicked the ball to the house.’                                  (Shih 2013: 153) 
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b. na pa-kan-en si wari na ni mapay 
 3.S.GEN CAUS-eat-PV NOM young_sibling 3.S.GEN GEN PN 
 so wakay      
 OBL sweet_potato      
 ‘Mapay made his brother eat sweet potatoes.’                     (Shih 2013: 154) 

 
 
c. ko i-pa-kan so among o koza 
 1.S.GEN BV-CAUS-eat OBL fish NOM cat 
 ‘I fed the cat fish.’                                                                (Shih 2013: 154) 

 

In this section, affixation of the pa- causative to divalent predicates is discussed. We 

have observed that some roots/stems have to be affixed with the causative pa- for an 

inclusion of a third participant and the subject role is determined by the voice affixes. Note 

that some roots/stems do not require affixation of the causative pa- for an inclusion of the 

third participant, such as panta ‘give’, toro ‘give’, bakbak ‘hit’ and zakat ‘kill’ discussed in 

previous sections. It is highly probable that these roots/stems are trivalent, so that the 

presence of the causative pa- is not necessary. This might further confirm our claim that 

lexical property does have some influence on verbal morphology including choice of voice 

affix.  

 

5.3 Serial verb constructions 

Serial verb construction (SVC) refers to a clause that contains more than one verb 

with a shared participant. In Yami, a sequence of two verbs are permitted and is linked with a 

linker a, as illustrated in (126). In this example, both verbs are affixed with actor voice 

affixes. The first verb is affixed with m- and the second with om- with a shared actor 

participant si mapapo ‘person’s name’.  

 

(126) 
a. ya ni-m-angay si mapapo a om-zakat so kois na 
 AUX PFV-AV-go NOM PN L AV-kill OBL pig 3.S.GEN 
 ‘Mapapo has gone to kill his pigs.’                                        (Ho 1990: 69) 

 

Note that the second verb is always affixed with actor voice affixes, as illustrated in 

(127). In (127a), the affixation of ma- is observed with the second verb, and the shared 

participant is the nominative case-marked subject—mavakes ito ‘that woman’. In (127b), the 
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affix <om> is observed. The shared participant is the nominative case-marked mapapo 

‘person’s name’ who has carried out the action of both going and hitting in (127b). Similarly, 

the nominative case-marked mavakes ‘woman’ is the shared participant who carries out the 

action of running and searching in (127c).  

 

(127) 
a. ya ma-teneng a ma-ganam  o mavakes  ito 
 AUX STAT-intellengent LIN AV-dance NOM woman that 
 ‘That woman is good at dancing.’                                      (Rau and Dong 2006: 104) 

 
b. ya ni-m-angay si mapapo a om-bakbak ji namet 
 AUX PFV-AV-go NOM PN L AV-hit LOC PN 
 ‘Mapapo has gone to hit Namet.’                                         (Ho 1990: 70) 

 
c. ya ma-layo o mavakes  a ya k-om-ala 
 AUX AV-run NOM woman  L AUX <AV>search 
 so anak na 
 OBL child 3.S.GEN 
 ‘The woman runs to look for her child.’  

 
d. ya ni-om-alam a m-angay 
 AUX PFV-AV-walk L AV-go 
 ‘He went by walking.’                                                          (Shih 1996: 49) 

 
e. namen ma-sanib a m-angay do pasalan 
 1.P.EXCL.NOM STAT-often L AV-go LOC beach 
 ‘We often go to the beach.’                                                  (Shih 1996: 60) 

 
f. ya rana ma-ka-tlo a araw a  ni-m-itkeh 
 AUX already AV-KA-three L day L PFV-AV-sleep 
 ‘He has already slept for three days.’                                   (Shih 1996: 89) 

 

In (127d-f), the affix m- is observed and the shared participant is the actor participant 

in all three examples. The actor participant is in nominative case—namen ‘we’ in (127e), but 

is not specified in (127d) and (127f) as Yami lacks a third person singular bound pronoun. 

 

 There is another type of SVC that always initiates with mi/mangay ‘go’, and Rau and 

Dong (2006) have referred it as directional verb construction. The verb mi ‘go’ is the short 

form of mangay ‘go’ in fast speech, and might sometimes be spelled out as mey. The SVC 

initiating with the verb of go is provided in (128). Note that the second verb is not affixed 
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with an actor voice affix. Instead, it is affixed with i- and causative pa-. The shared 

participant is ko ‘first person pronoun’ who carries out the action and is in genitive case, and 

the clause subject, the entity that is to be shown, is not specified in the clause. 

 

(128) 
 mi ko i-pa-cita do kararay ko 
 go 1.S.GEN IV-CAUS-see LOC companion 1.S.GEN 
 ‘I will show it to my companion.’                                       (Rau and Dong 2006: 104) 

 

Note that the linker a is not observed in SVC that initiates with mi or mangay, as 

illustrated in (128) and (129). Furthermore, the second verb in this sub-type of SVC can also 

be affixed with an actor voice as in (129a-b). The shared participant in (129a-b) is the actor 

participant—ko ‘first person pronoun’ that is in nominative case functioning as the clause 

subject. In (129c), the second verb is affixed with pa- and -en, and the shared participant is 

still the actor participant, but is in genitive case. The nominative case-marked participant is 

the undergoer participant because the second verb is affixed with -en that signals an 

undergoer subject. 

 

(129) 
a. mi ko ma-notong so kanen 
 go 1.S.NOM AV-cook OBL meal 
 ‘I am going to cook meal.’  

 
b. mangay ko mi-akan so viniay 
 AV-go 1.S.NOM AV-eat OBL pork 
 ‘I am going to eat pork.’ 

 
c. mi ko pa-kas-en si Zivo do minado 
 go 1.S.GEN CAUS-put-PV NOM PN LOC harbor 
 ‘I will leave Zivo at the harbor.’ 

 

 In this section, two sub-types of SVC are discussed. The linker a is not necessary for 

SVC that initiates with a verb of go—mi or mangay, whereas it is necessary for SVC that is 

not initiated with a verb of go. There is always a shared participant involved and clause 

subject is always signaled by the voice affixation of the second verb. Examples of SVC in 

this section have shown that the thematic role of a clause subject is signaled by the voice 

affix. 
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5.4 Relative clauses 

 The relative clause and its head noun in Yami is connected by the link a, as illustrated 

in (130). Instead of case marking, the head noun takes the clause final position and is 

preceded by the linker a. The head noun is understood to be the clause subject and its role is 

signaled by the verbal affixation. The affix ni- in (130a) signals an undergoer subject—wakay 

‘sweet potato’ that has been put into a pot; the affix i- in (130b) also signals an undergoer 

subject—kanen mo ‘your food’ when it attaches to the verb of giving toro.  

 

(130) 
a. ko ni-pangay do vanga a  wakay 
 1.S.GEN PFV.PV-put LOC pot L sweet_potato 
 ‘The sweet potato that I put in the pot.’                               (Rau and Dong 2006: 125) 

 
b. i-toro ko jimo a kanen mo 
 PV-give 1.S.GEN 2.S.LOC L food 2.S.GEN 
 ‘The food that I give you.’                                                  (Rau and Dong 2006: 104) 

 

In (131a), the clause initial predicate is affixed with the stative ma- that describes the 

status of the head noun, and a nominalized phrase headed by the nominative case marker o 

follows the stative predicate. Note that both the stative ma- affixed predicate and the -an 

affixed predicate in the nominalized phrase signal an undergoer subject participant—kadai 

‘millet’, the head noun. Similarly, the example in (131b) initiated with a negative potentive 

clause is followed by a nominalized phrase describing the situation. The negative undergoer 

potentive affix a- is observed when the stative ma- is attached to the predicate within the 

nominalized phrase. Both affixes signal an undergoer participant as the clause subject—

lilisnan ‘chair’, in this case, the head noun of this relative clause. 

 

(131) 
a. ya ni-ma-pseng o ko ni-rotong-an a kadai 
 AUX PFV-STAT-scorch NOM 1.S.GEN PFV-cook-PV L millet 
 ‘The millet that I have cooked was scorched.’ 

 
b. ko ji a-toto o ya ma-karang a lilisnan 
 1.S.GEN NEG POT.PV-jump NOM AUX STAT-high L chair 
 ‘I am unable to jump over the chair that is high.’ 
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The head noun can take the clause initial position followed by the link a to connect 

with the relative clause, as illustrated in (132). The predicate is affixed with the stative ma- 

describing the state of the head noun. Note that the head noun and the oblique case-marked 

NP, panid ‘fin’, are in part-whole relation.  

 

(132) 
 alibangbang a ma-vaheng  so panid 
 flying_fish L STAT-black OBL wing 
 ‘Flying fish with black fins.’                                              (Rau and Dong 2006: 125) 

 

It is not necessary for the head noun to take a clause initial or final position, as 

illustrated in (133). The head noun tazokok ‘bird’s name’ is preceded by a stative predicate 

aro ‘many’ and followed by a verb of movement oli ‘go home’ affixed with an actor voice 

affix om-. Note that the linker a has to be present before and after the head to connect it with 

the clause initial stative predicate and clause final relative clause.  

 

(133) 
 aro a tazokok a om-oli do  ili 
 Ø-many  L bird_name L AV-go_home LOC village 
 ‘(There are) many tazokok birds that went back to the village.’  

                                                                                              (Rau and Dong 2006: 124) 

 

 In this section, we have discussed the position of head noun and the linker a that is 

necessary to connect it with the relative clause describing it. From the examples discussed, it 

is observed that the verbal affixation of the predicate within the relative clause always signals 

the thematic role of the head noun—the major function of verbal voice affixes in Yami. The 

presence of ni-, i-, or stative ma- signals an undergoer head noun; the presence of om- signals 

an actor head noun.   

 

5.5 Subordinate clauses 

When a sequence of actions is completed, the roots/stems after the first action are 

always ka- affixed, as illustrated in (134). The clause initial predicate k-om-an ‘to eat’ is 

affixed with the actor voice affix <om>, and the second predicate ka-ngay ‘go’ is affixed 
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with ka-. Rau and Dong (2006) have referred to this type of construction as sequential 

construction (SC). The nominative case actor participant—ko ‘I’ takes the position right after 

the clause initial predicate, and the other involved participant after it is in its genitive case 

form—nio ‘you’—the actor participant of the second predicate ka-ngay ‘go’. 

 

(134) 
 k-om-an ko pa, ka-ngay nio rana 
 <AV>eat 1.S.NOM first KA-go 2.P.GEN already 
 ‘I eat first before you go.’                                                       (Chang 2000: 56) 

  

Other types of subordinate clauses that are frequently observed in Yami always have a 

particle or conjunction linking two clauses, as illustrated in (135). The particle am ‘but’ links 

the two clauses in (135a); ori ‘so’ in (135b); ta ‘because’ in (135c).  

 

(135) 
a. ko bakbak-an o ino am ya na to ma-layo 
 1.S.GEN hit-PV NOM dog PAR AUX already then AV-run 
 ‘I am going to hit the dog, but it runs away already.’ 

 
b. ko ni-zakat o manok ori na ni-ka-zakat rana 
 1.S.GEN PFV.PV-kill NOM chicken PAR 3.S.GEN PFV-KA-kill already 
 ‘I have killed the chicken, so it is dead.’ 

 
c. ko ji ni-maka-itkeh noka mahep ta 
 1.S.NOM NEG PFV-POT.AV-sleep past night because 
 ya ma-nilo o kadanked  ko 
 AUX STAT-noise NOM neighbor 1.S.GEN 
 ‘I was unable to sleep, because my neighbor is noisy.’ 

 

Unlike the SV construction discussed earlier in this section, the predicate in the 

second clause does not need to be affixed with ka-, in (135a), and the involved participant 

could be understood from the context to be the nominative case-marked undergoer subject in 

the first clause—ino ‘dog’.  

 

While the affix ka- is not observed in (135a), it shows up in (135b), as this clause 

describes a cause and result relation. The only participant involved in the clause containing 

ka- affix predicate is in its genitive form and is co-referential with the nominative undergoer 
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subject in the first clause—manok ‘chicken’. In (135c), the second clause describes the cause 

or reason for the first clause and is connected with the subordinator ta ‘because’.  

 

 In this section, verbal affixation, thematic role of the clause subject, and case marking 

of involved participants within subordinate clauses are discussed. When a sequence of actions 

is being described, the verbal affixation for the second action is always ka- affixed and the 

involved participant is always in its genitive form, as in (134) and (135b). In addition to that, 

a connector or particle is not always required to connect the clauses, as it is absent in (134) 

and is present in (135b). For the other types of subordinate clauses, a connector or particle is 

always observed. These connectors or particles include am ‘but’, ori ‘so’, and ta ‘because’, 

and the predicate of the second clause is observed to be either affixed with an actor voice 

affix ma- or with the stative ma-. The participant involved in the second clause is either 

understood from the context or specified with an overt noun phrase. Within subordinate 

clauses, more than one predicate is observed. The voice affixation of the predicates still 

serves the function of signaling the thematic role of the clause subject. Hence, one of the 

functions of these verbal affixes investigated in the present study is to signal the thematic role 

of the clause subject is further confirmed.  

 

5.6 Conclusion  

 In this chapter, verbal affixation and its relation with a clause subject within complex 

clauses are examined to further support our hypothesis that one of the functions of Yami 

verbal affixes is to serve the function of signaling the thematic role of a clause subject. The 

same affixation to different roots/stems – toro ‘give’ and panta ‘give’ results in different case 

marking on the involved participants. This has suggested that the lexical properties of 

roots/stems also have some influence on the choice of verbal affixation and the case marking 

of involved participants.  

 

 The affixation of the causative pa- involves valency increasing, and the thematic role 

of a clause subject is consistently signaled by the verbal voice affix. Similarly, the verbal 

affixation within SVC also signals a clause subject role. The second verb of SVC is observed 

to affix with an actor voice affix and is always co-indexed with the subject of the first 
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clause—the actor participant in our examples. The verbal affixation of the second verb in the 

other type of SVC that initiates with mi/mangay ‘go’ is not limited to an actor voice affix, as 

the undergoer voice affix -en is observed. When the undergoer -en appearing in SVC initiates 

with mi/mangay ‘go’, an undergoer clause subject is observed. Again, the verbal affixation 

consistently signals the thematic role of a clause subject in complex sentence. This patterning 

has further confirmed that one of the functions of the verbal affixes is to signal a subject role.  

 

 Similar patterning has been observed with relative clauses and subordinate clauses. 

The thematic role of a head noun of relative clauses is signaled by the verbal affixation. In 

SC, the second verb is always affixed with ka-, and the nominative case marking participant 

is not observed in the second clause that contains the ka- affixed predicate and the nominative 

case-marked participant can only be observed in the first clause. The other types of 

subordinate clauses always involve a connector or subordinator, such as am ‘but’, ori ‘so’, ta 

‘because’, etc. to connect clauses. It has been observed that the verbal affix has consistently 

signaled the thematic role of a clause subject within different types of subordinate clauses.  

 

 In this chapter, we have observed that the verbal affixes do signal the thematic role of 

clause subject even in complex clauses. However, the lexical properties of the roots/stems 

they are attached to also have some impact that make the relation between the verbal 

affixation and the thematic role of clause subject appears to be shaky. The properties of 

roots/stems remain unexplored, but we are able to identify different sets of roots/stems that 

tend to be affixed with a particular verbal affix in clause formation.  

 

Last but not least, the example in (136) contains a loanword from Japanese saki 

‘wine’. This word is the head noun of the relative clause, and a predicate affixed with an 

actor voice affix man-/mang- in the last clause. When it functions as the head noun of a 

relative clause, its form remains unchanged. When it functions as the predicate of the third 

clause, its form changes from saki to naki ‘wine’ because it is affixed with the actor voice 

affix that ends with a nasal segment. This nasal segment always induces a phonological 

change of the roots/stems it attaches to. The initial segment /s/ of the root/stem changes to /n/ 

after affixation of man-/mang-. Note that the actor voice affix on the predicate has signaled 

an actor participant that could be traced back to the head noun of the first clause—the wine 
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that makes people drunk. The verbal affixes—ni- ‘perfective undergoer voice affx’, -en 

‘imperfective undergoer voice affix’, and man-/mang- ‘actor voice affix, all point to the head 

noun of the first clause—the entity that has been brought, the entity that has been drank, and 

the entity that makes people drunk. This example has shown that the usage of verbal 

affixation to signal the thematic role of a clause subject is still productive in Yami as the 

patterning can be observed with a loanword.  

 

(136) 
 na ni-ai ni Macinanao a saki am, ya 
 3.S.GEN PFV.P-come GEN PN L wine PAR AUX 
 yop-en nam, ya ji ma-naki so tao 
 drink-PV PRT AUX NEG AV-wine OBL people 
 ‘The wine that Macinanao brought won’t make people drunk.’ 
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Chapter 6 Conclusion 
Austronesian verbal affixes and their relation with subject roles have been widely 

discussed for decades. The term focus has been used to describe this relation until voice 

analysis started to win recognition among researchers working on Austronesian linguistics. 

As mismatches between voice affix and subject role have been observed, the adequacy of 

voice analysis has come into question. Hence, researchers have proposed a transitivity 

analysis to account for the mismatch problem that voice analysis has encountered. 

Transitivity analysis might be able to account for the defects of voice analysis, such as co-

occurrence of two voice affixes on one predicate, valency change, and meaning change. 

However, transitivity analysis has neglected the partial correspondence between verbal affix 

and subject role that voice analysis had originally accounted for. Both analyses have 

attempted to provide a generalization for the relation between a verbal affix and clause 

subject via different perspectives—voice or transitivity. Nevertheless, the function or 

functions of the verbal affixes are not as simple as one has expected and could not be 

accounted for using a general cover term. Hence, the present study starts up with a re-

examination of simple clauses that contain Yami verbal affixes to explore other possible 

functions that these verbal affixes exhibited for a better understanding of the verbal system. 

 

In chapter three, examination of the clauses containing the so-called voice affixes via 

the modified version of Foley’s (2005) revised macro-role hierarchy has shown that the same 

affix, such as -an, signals a different subject role—undergoer-like or location; different 

affixes, such as ma-, <om>, mi-, or man-/mang-, etc. signal the same subject role—actor-

like. The subject role of both -an and -en clauses exhibits properties towards the undergoer 

end of the modified version of Foley’s revise macro-role hierarchy with some subtle meaning 

differences. The subject of -an clauses exhibits the property of being causally affected while 

the subject of -en clauses exhibits the property of a change of state. The subject properties of 

clauses containing these verbal affixes are summarized in Figure 15.  
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Figure 15 Semantic property of Yami clause subject 

Actor:  volitional performer   m-, mi-, <om>,  

activity ma-, man-/mang- 
  causing an event or change of state   activity ma-, man-/mang- 
  sentience     
  movement    m-        A       U 
  stationary    m-  
  causally affected   affected -an, affected i- 
Undergoer: undergoing a change in state    Ø, <om>/om-,      

or being in a state    stative ma- 
resultative ma- 
potentive ma- 
-en/ni- 
ka- -an 
 

Note that the affix ma- is observed in clauses with an actor and undergoer subject in 

Yami. The difference between ma- affixed predicates have been differentiated by examining 

the property of the clause subject via the modified version of Foley’s (2005) revised macro-

role hierarchy, the number of participant(s) involved, the case marking of the involved 

participants, and sentence meaning. Chapter three has identified four different usages of the 

affix ma- based on these criteria. The identified usages include stative ma-, resultative ma-, 

potentive ma-, and activity ma-.  

 

When the function of potentive ma- is identified to both indicate an undergoer subject 

and show potentiality, other verbal affixes are observed to serve other functions in addition to 

signaling the thematic role of the clause subject, and their functions are summarized in Table 

54 in chapter four, reduplicated in Table 55. The affix ni- simultaneously signals 

perfectiveness and undergoer subject, whereas the affix -en signals imperfectiveness and 

undergoer subject. The affix <om> could form a stative or activity predicate that involve 

only one or at least two participants, respectively. This affix is frequently observed in 

interrogatives and dependent clauses—mood. Its full function or functions still remain 

unclear in the present study. But one of its functions—to signal a subject role—is certain.  
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Table 55 Voice, tense, aspect, and mood of Yami verbal affixes 

 Voice Tense Aspect Mood 
 Actor Undergoer Perfect Imperfect Telic Atelic Potentive Interrogative Dependent 
Ø  ∨        
m- ∨         
mi ∨         
<om>/om- ∨ ∨      ∨ ∨ 
stative 
ma-  ∨    ∨    
activity 
ma- ∨     ∨    
potentive 
ma-  ∨     ∨   
potentive 
maka- ∨      ∨   
resultative 
ma-  ∨   ∨     
man-
/mang- ∨     ∨    
-en  ∨  ∨ ∨     
ni-  ∨ ∨       
-an  ∨    ∨    
ka- -an  ∨        

 

Besides the affix <om>, in chapter four the function or functions of the affixes -an,     

-en, and ma- have been further confirmed by comparing their conjugations and meanings in 

different types of clauses including declarative, negative, negative imperative, and 

interrogative, its compatibility with different sets of roots/stems, and its alternation with other 

verbal affixes.  

 

At least three sets of roots/stems have been observed to interact with the affixes -an 

and -en in constructing clauses with anundergoer subject; one set can only be affixed with      

-an, one with -en, and the third set can be affixed with both -an and -en. This has further 

supported that lexical property has some impact on the choice of verbal affixes in Yami.  

 

When negative counterparts of -an and -en clauses are constructed, the affixes -an and 

-en change to -i and -a, respectively. The property of -an and -en clause subjects, in both 

affirmation and negative clauses, remain the same—undergoer-like and undergoer. The affix 

-an is not simply a locative or applicative affix, but also an undergoer affix.  
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From the present study, we have observed that Yami verbal affixes do serve the 

function to signal the thematic role of the clause subject. In addition to that, they serve other 

functions—perfectiveness vs. imperfectiveness, potentiality, etc. Furthermore, different sets 

of roots/stems have to be affixed with different verbal affixes in constructing clauses with an 

undergoer subject, and the same affix ma- serves various functions in the language. All of 

these have made the verbal system in Yami appear to be messy and unpredictable. Meaning 

changes can be explained via multi-functionality of these verbal affixes. For instance, 

affixation of potentive ma- and maka- could certainly change the meaning of the predicate, as 

they also express potentiality or ability. As for violation of the one-voice-per-clause 

constraint, it could also be explained. The affix ni- is an undergoer voice affix that also 

signals perfectiveness. When it co-occurs with other voice affixes, its sole function is to 

signal perfectiveness. This does not violate the one-voice-per-clause constraint and co-

occurrence of the affix ni- and other voice affixes can be widely observed in the language 

data. Hence, one has to take both lexical properties of roots/stems and multi-functionality of 

these affixes into consideration before one can get a better understanding of the verbal 

system. 

 

The present study has suggested that the lexical property of roots/stems does have 

some influence on the verbal morphology including choice of voice affixes and 

absence/presence of causative affix pa- in constructing three-participant clauses. However, 

the lexical properties of roots/stems of Yami remain mysterious and unexplored as the 

function of its affixation—voice or transitivity—remains debatable. Once the view of multi-

functionality has been applied to consider the verbal affixes, one can work on searching for 

different sets of roots/stems via their compatibility with different verbal affixes for their 

lexical properties. Once the lexical property of roots/stems has been clarified, the verbal 

system—the choice of voice affixes and the thematic role of clause subject—could become 

clear.   
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Appendix I 
ya maloalolok o veysen.  
‘The stone rolls down.’ 
 
ya mang-aloalolok so vato si Magaga.  
‘Magaga rolls down a stone.’ 
 
ko ji a-aloalolok o veysen. 
‘I am unable to roll down the stone.’ (incapability) 
 
ji ka mang-aloalolok so veysen. 
‘Don’t roll down a stone.’ 
 
ji mo aloalolok-a o veysen. 
‘Don’t roll down the stone.’ 
 
ko ji loalolok-a o veysen. 
‘I don’t roll down the stone.’ 
 
sino maka-loalolok so vato? 
‘Who can roll down a stone?’ (capability) 
 
sino ya mang-aloalolok so veysen? 
‘Who is rolling down a stone?’ 
 
ya ji a-aloalolok o veysen. 
‘The stone cannot be rolled down.’ (incapability) 
 
ko ji bakbak-i si Magaga. 
‘I do not hit Magaga.’ 
 
ko ji man-bakbak so ino. 
‘I do not hit a dog.’ 
 
ji mo bakbaki o ino. 
‘Don’t hit the dog.’ 
 
ko ji a-bakbak o ino  
‘I cannot/am unable to hit the dog.’ (incapability) 
 
sino maka-bakbak so ino? 
‘Who can/is able to hit a dog?’ (capability) 
 
ko k-om-alat so kayo. 
‘I am climbing a tree.’ 
 
ko kalat-en o kayo. 
‘I am climbing the tree.’ 
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ko ji ngalat do kayo. 
‘I do not climb the tree.’ 
 
ko ma-kalat do/o kayo. 
‘I am able to climb the tree.’ (capability) 
 
ko ji kalat-a do kayo. 
‘I don’t climb the tree.’ 
 
ko ji a-kalat do kayo. 
‘I am unable to climb the tree.’ (incapability) 
 
ya ji maka-kalat si wari so kayo. 
‘Younger brother/sister cannot climb a tree.’ (incapability) 
 
ko ni-kali o wakay. 
‘I have dug the sweet potato.’ 
 
ko ji ma-ngali so wakay. 
‘I do not dig sweet potatoes.’ 
 
ko ji ngali-a o wakay. 
‘I do not dig the sweet potato.’ 
 
ko ji a-kali o wakay. 
‘I am unable to dig the sweet potato.’ (incapability) 
 
ko i-pan-ngali so wakay o kayo. 
‘I use the stick to dig sweet potatoes.’ 
 
ko ma-lapoy so wakay. 
‘I peel sweet potatoes.’ 
 
ko ji man-lapoy so soli. 
‘I don’t peel taros.’ 
 
ko lapoy-an o wakay. 
‘I peel the sweet potato.’ 
 
ko ji lapoy-i o wakay. 
‘I do not peel the sweet potato.’ 
 
ko ji a-lapoy(-i) o wakay. 
‘I am unable to peel the sweet potato.’ (incapability) 
 
sino maka-lapoy so wakay? 
‘Who is able to peel sweet potatoes?’ (capability) 
 
ikong o na i-pan-lapoy ni ina so soli? 
‘What is the tool that mother uses to peel taros?’ 
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ji ka mang-ananao so kanakan 
‘Don’t teach children.’ 
 
ji mo nanao-a o kanakan. 
‘Don’t teach the children.’ 
 
sino o maka-nanao so kanakan? 
‘Who can teach children?’ (capability)  
 
na nanao-en ni ina si wari a ma-notong so kanen 
‘Mother teaches the young sister/brother to cook food.’ 
 
ko ma-pangay so wakay do yala. 
‘I put sweet potatoes in basket.’ 
 
ko ji ma-pangay so wakay do yala. 
‘I do not put sweet potatoes in basket.’ 
 
ko pangay-in o wakay do yala. 
‘I put the sweet potato in basket.’ 
 
ko ji pangay-a o wakay do yala. 
‘I do not put the sweet potato into the basket.’ 
 
ko ji a-pangay o kayo do yala. 
‘I am unable to put the woods into basket.’ (incapability) 
 
sino o maka-pangay so kayo do yala? 
‘Who can put woods into the basket?’ (capability) 
 
ikong o ma-pangay na ni Magaga do yala? 
‘What can Magaga put into the basket?’ (capability) 
 
ji mo pangay-a o vakong do lilisnan. 
‘Don’t put the book on the chair.’ 
 
ko ji ma-maring so vahay nio. 
‘I don’t want to build your house.’ 
 
ko parengen o vahay nio. 
‘I build your house.’ 
 
ko ji mareng-a o vahay nio. 
‘I don’t build your house.’ 
 
ko ni-pareng o vahay nio. 
‘I have built your house.’ 
 
ko ma-pareng o vahay nio. 
‘I can build your house.’ (capability) 
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sino o maka-pareng so vahay nio? 
‘Who can build your house?’ (capability) 
 
ji mo pasisij-i o voong no wakay. 
‘Don’t stir-fry the leaves of sweet potato.’ 
 
ji ka ma-pasisit so voong no wakay. 
‘Don’t stir-fry the leaves of sweet potato.’ 
 
ikong o na pasisit-an ni ina? 
‘What does mother stir-fry?’ 
 
ji mo rakep-a o ino. 
‘Don’t grab the dog.’ 
 
ji ka man-rekep so ino. 
‘Don’t grab a dog.’ 
 
ko ji a-rekep o manok. 
‘I am unable to grab the chicken.’ (incapability) 
 
ko ji rakep-a o manok. 
‘I don’t grab the chicken.’ 
 
ko ji man-rekep so manok. 
‘I don’t grab the chicken.’ 
 
ikong o na i-rekep so manok ni yama? 
‘What is the tool that father uses to grab/catch a chicken?’ 
 
ji mo rotong-i o kanen namen. 
‘Don’t cook our food.’ 
 
ji ka ma-notong so kanen namen. 
‘Don’t cook our food.’ 
 
ko i-pa-notong o kayo so wakay. 
‘I use woods to cook sweet potatoes.’ 
 
ko rotong-an o kanen namen. 
‘I cook our food.’ 
 
ya ji ma-notong si ina so wakay do vahay namen. 
‘Mother does not want to cook sweet potatoes outside of our house.’ 
 
na ji rotong-i ni ina o wakay do vahay namen. 
‘Mother does not cook the sweet potatoes outside of our house.’ 
 
maka-rotong so kanen o apoy. 
‘Fire can make food cooked. /Fire can cook food.’ (capability)  
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ji ka man-nadsad so ino. 
‘Don’t kick a dog.’ 
 
ji sadsaj-i o ino. 
‘Don’t kick the dog.’ 
 
ko man-nadsad so ino. 
‘I kick a dog.’ 
 
ko sadsad-an o ino. 
‘I kick the dog. / I want to kick the dog.’ 
 
ko ji man-nadsad so ino. 
‘I do not kick a dog.’ 
 
ko ji sadsaj-i o ino. 
‘I do not kick the dog.’ 
 
ko ji a-sadsaj-i o ino. 
‘I am unable to kick the dog.’ (incapability) 
 
ko ma-sadsad o ino. 
‘I am able to kick the dog.’ (capability) 
 
na sazab-an o alibangbang ni ina. 
‘Mother barbecues the flying fish.’ 
 
ya ma-nazab so alibangbang si ina. 
‘Mother barbecues a flying fish.’ 
 
ji mo sazab-i (nazab-i) o alibangbang. 
‘Don’t barbecue the flying fish.’ 
 
ji ka ma-nazab so alibangbang. 
‘Don’t barbecue a flying fish.’ 
 
sino maka-sazab so alibangbang? 
‘Who can barbecue a flying fish?’ (capability) 
 
ko ji a-sazab-i o alibangbang, ta ya likey o apoy. 
‘I am unable to barbecue the flying fish, because the fire is little.’ (incapability) 
 
ya maka-sazab so alibangbang si ina. 
‘Mother can barbecue a flying fish.’ (capability) 
 
ko ji ma-nakao so soli nio. 
‘I don’t steal your taro.’ 
 
ko ji nakao-a o soli nio. 
‘I don’t steal your taro.’ 
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ko ji a-takao o soli. 
‘I am unable to steal the taro.’ (incapability) 
 
ko ji mi-vatek so tatala. 
‘I do not carve a boat.’ 
 
ko ji vatek-i o tatala. 
‘I do not carve the boat.’ 
 
ko ji a-vatek-(i) o tatala. 
‘I am unable/cannot carve the boat.’ (incapability) 
 
na i-pan-vatek ni yama o ipangan so tatala. 
‘Father uses the knife to carve a boat.’ 
 
ya na ma-wakwak o tao. 
‘The people was dead.’ 
 
ya ni-man-wakwak so manok si Magaga. 
‘Magaga has killed a chicken.’ 
 
ya ni-ma-wakwak o manok. 
‘The chicken was dead.’ 
 
na ni-wakwak ni Macinanao o manok 
‘That chicken has killed by Macinanao.’ 
 
ji ka man-wakwak so manok. 
‘Don’t kill a chicken.’ 
 
ji mo wakwak-a o manok. 
‘Don’t kill the chicken.’ 
 
ikong o ma-wakwak na ni Magaga? 
‘What can Magaga kill?’ (capability) 
 
ikong o maka-wakwak so manok? 
‘Who can kill a chicken?’ 
 
do anjin o na wakwak-an ni yama so kois? 
‘Where is the place that your father kills a pig?’ 
 
ya ni-mazakat o manok. 
‘The chicken died.’ 
 
Ya ji a-zakat o manok. 
‘The chicken won’t die.’ 
 
ka ji ni-man-zakat so manok? 
‘Haven’t you kill a chicken.’ 
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ko ji ni-man-zakat so manok. 
‘I have not killed a chicken.’ 
 
ko ji ni-man-zakat so manok. 
‘I don’t kill a chicken.’ 
 
ko ji zakat-a si Magaga  
‘I do not kill Magaga.’ 
 
ji mo zakat-a o manok. 
‘Don’t kill the chicken.’ 
 
ji ka man-zakat so manok an! 
‘Don’t kill a chicken!’ 
 
ya maka-zakat so tao o kosozi. 
‘Medication can kill people.’ (capability) 
 
do anjin o na zakat-an/pan-zakat-an ni yama so kois? 
‘Where is the place that your father kills a pig?’ 
 
ko ji a-zakat o manok. 
‘I cannot / am unable to kill the chicken.’ (incapability) 
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Appendix II 
A Narrative by mid-aged female speaker on the story book Frog, Where are you? (by Mercer 
Mayer) 
 

1. do jiya mangkeypong am, yamiyan so asa kanakan, ya mapalololo so ino , 
‘To you all, there is a child who always brings a dog with him.’ 
 

2. ai, nanipangey do valanga o tozatoza, a dok mansang am mahep, da citahen kano ino 
akmasang a tozatoza, 
‘He puts a frog in a bottle at night, and he and his dog friend are watching the frog.’ 
 

3. money rana am, makaa sira, ya mitkeh rana o kanakan mitkeh o kanakan am, tongzeng 
jinaliliw o tozatoza nikozongna do tago a nimalailaiyo,  
‘Later on, they feel sleepy, and the child falls asleep and starts to snore. He does not realize 
that the frog has ran away.’ 
 

4. tateng am, mayokey rana sira do ika doa naro am, macita da o tozatoza abo rana, 
‘When they wake up on the second day, they see that the frog is gone.’ 
 

5. maniring o kanakan do ino am, kayokey rana ta wajing ta pala o tozatoza yabo rana,  
‘The child said to the dog: wake up, the frog is gone.’ 
 

6. wa, nanimalailayo mokoymo, to na neynita no ino to namey ciakozong o ino do niyanan na 
no tozatoz am, 
‘Wa, he has run away, the dog went to see and jumped into the bottle to look for the frog.’ 
 

7. ji nakala, to na meypaboboka no kanakan o tokatokap na, 
‘Cannot find it, then the child pulls out his shoes. ‘ 
 

8. kalan na so tozatoza nam, jinakala,maniring do ino am, jiya na mokoymo, ta makobot ta, 
‘to find the frog, still cannot find the frog, the child said to the dog: you come, we go out.’  
 

9. me(y) ta kalahen pa do pantow o tozatoza an, noon koan na no ino,  
‘We go outside to search for the frog. The dog said: ok.’ 
 

10. mangay rana sira apo jida ngalan 
‘They search everywhere.’  
 

11. ai jidakala o tozatoza,  
‘Still cannot find the frog’ 
 

12. a tateng am, to nana rakpa no kanakan o ino na,  
‘Later on, the child carries the dog.’ 
 

13. ai ji yabo mokoymo o tozatoza, 
‘Cannot find the frog.’ 
 

14. ta apiari makalatari, to da ngala am,  
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‘What do we do, we keep searching.’ 
 

15. jida kala,  
‘Cannot find the frog.’ 
 

16. tateng am, mey ta pala do kowang an koan na,  
‘Later on, they go to other places to search for frog.’ 
 

17. noon, mangey sira do kowang amlololos ana mo tozatoza ka mian do dang?  
‘Ok, we go. They yell loud: Where are you, the frog?’ 
 

18. ai mai ka na, ta namen jiya kala imo, 
‘You come back, because we cannot find you.’ 
 

19. jina nirsirngen sira no tozatoza ta abo do danga, 
‘The frog does not respond, because he is not there.’ 
 

20. akmansang a tozatoza,  
‘The frog!’ 
 

21. tateng am, to sira nangey akmansang a mangonon sira to dan pangi do kaasan do kayo o rako 
a vahey no tapipi,  
‘Later on, they went. That’s it! They see a bee hive hanging on a big tree.’ 
 

22. maniring o ino, jiam ana cita paleyto(=pala ito), ta yakmey mian so vahey no tapipi koan na o 
kanakan,  
‘The dog said to the child: you look that, it seems to have a bee hive there.’ 
 

23. maniring o kanakan ciya a citahen ko pa o vavahey pala ta ikongo dang yamiyan ang koan 
na. 
‘The child said: I will take a look of the hole, because we don’t know what’s in there.’ 
 

24. citahen na no kanakan o vavahey na no iko am to makobot o karam o ikaogto na do dang o 
karam,  
‘When the child looks into the hole, a mouse suddenly jumps out of it and scares the child.’ 
 

25. nga, ai ya meyngen o momodan ko o nanisongit koan na, 
‘Wow, its painful, my nose has been bitten, he said.’  
 

26. tateng am, maniring o ino jia am ai tapala ko nigoyogoyon o vahey no tapipi ito ai sira 
makakbot ito, ai sira malailaiyo rana o tapipi  
‘Later on, the dog said to him: You watch me shake the bee hive. They (bees) run out.’ 
 

27. ai maniring o kanakan am, apiyari ta ji deysongit ta imo no tapipi yamipalailaiyo, koan na  
‘The child said: What do we do? The bees are coming out and will bite you.’ 
 

28. maniring o ino am, ciya a ta komalat ko do kayo koan na, tateng am, money ranam, mey ko 
pala do rako a kayo ito an,  
‘The dog said: it’s ok. I climb up the tree. Later on, I go onto to the huge tree.’ 
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29. ta yamyian dang o nisomdep dan o tozatoza koan na toranangey dang o kanakan do kayo  
‘He said: The frog might enter the tree. He goes up to the tree.’  
 

30. tateng am, citahen na do kayo o tozatoza am, abo macita na  
‘Later on, he looks for the frog on the tree, but does not see it.’ 
 

31. tateng am, macita na do dang am, to makobot do tonga no kayo o rako a totoo 
‘Later on, when he looks for the frog on the big tree, a big Lanyu scops-owl comes out from 
the big tree.’ 
 

32. o kanakan am, nikaogto nam, toda vazakwang rana do teyrahem  
‘The child was frightened, and fell off. ‘ 
 

33. ai tateng am, citahen na no totoo,  
‘Later on, the Lanyu scops-owl sees him.’ 
 

34. o asyo o kanakan ya ni ogto yaken na a nimakapotey toan, 
‘A child was frightened by me and he has fallen off.’ 
 

35. Ji makasiri ji neyapen no totoo o kanakan ta ji nanat, 
‘Pity, the Lanyu scops-owl does not help the child, because he cannot hold him.’  
 

36. tateng am, to na malailaiyo o ino mangey mivangon so kanakan,  
‘Later on, the dog runs over to help him up.’  
 

37. pivangon ranam, ka nimakongo?  
‘What happened? Get up!’ 
 

38. napwa toktoken yaken no totoo to koan na no kanakan,  
‘The child said: The Lanyu scops-owl pecks me.’ 
 

39. Malailaiyo rana sira o kanakan na kano ino,  
‘The child and the dog run away.’ 
 

40. mangey pa komalat so tozatoza  
‘Go to look for the frog.’ 
 

41. tateng am, macita na sira no tozatoza am,  
‘Later on, the frog sees them.’ 
 

42. somalap rana o totoo macehzacehza katona maciloloen do angayan da, 
‘The Lanyu scops-owl flies away! They go together, to the place they want to go.’  
 

43. to na ngalat o kanakan do rako a veysen na to matomawag do tozatoza, 
‘The child climbs up a huge rock and calls out for the frog.’ 
 

44. mo tozatoza anjin mo niangayan simango am maika namen jiyapakala imo koan na,  
‘You, frog, where are you? When are you coming back? We cannot find you.’ 
 

45. a tateng am, no kanona am, mamizing no macitarek so ozong  
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‘Later on, at that time, they see a horn’ 
 

46. ya dowa bosbosan, macita o kanakan am, to na raneyvava o kanakan ta teymazikna rana o 
kanakan,  
‘There are two deers. The deers see the child. He carries the child, because the child is tired.’ 
 

47. imo rana mokeypongam macivavaka jyakenan, 
‘You, my dear baby, let me carry you.’ 
 

48. ta yangey ko iniyo do niyo angayan nan?  
‘Because I will send you to the place you want to go.’ 
 

49. Noon, ka na no kanakan   
‘Ok, the child agrees.’ 
 

50. ka pacivavana do ozong na no bosbosan no kanakan,  
‘He (the child) stays above the deer’s horn.’ 
 

51. malailaiyo rana sira kano ino na meykala so tozatoza da, 
‘The child and the dog go to look for their frog.’ 
 

52. tateng am, mangonong sira do ikwa, 
‘Later on, they walk there.’ 
 

53. ikongo do marahem angayan da am. 
‘They go to a deep place.’ 
 

54. am okso o bosbosan am, ori nikakakbot no kanakan  
‘The child falls down.’ 
 

55. “awalaysiyakes a ya yai, ya meyngen o kataotao ko, mo todey pakakbot ta yaken mo 
bosbosan” koan na no kanakan, 
‘Oh, my body hurts. Why do you put me down, said the child.’ 
 

56. ai yakokey yam a marakep koymo do ka na nimakakboteyto, 
‘Sorry, I am unable to grab you, because you have already fallen down.’ 
 

57. jyaa ayameyngen o ni makakbot o ino nam nimakakbot da ang marahem a malahet o rarahan, 
‘It’s okay, my body hurts, it hurts when I fell. His dog has also fallen down. The road 
condition is bad and deep.’  
 

58. ai apya sira o koniraraya yamakabot ji sira meyzazari koan na no bosbosan,  
‘What do we do? They have fallen, and might be hurt, said the deer’ 
 

59. tateng am, makaranes ranam sira do teyrahem marahem nikakakboten da  
‘Later on, they reach the deep ground.’ 
 

60. meyvangon rana sira vonavonasen da rana o kataotao da,  
‘They get up, and shake off dirt from their bodies.’ 
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61. tateng am, mangey sira do asa ka angayan dam amian so rako a ranom a pangonongan da,  
‘Later on, they go to a place, there is a big river.’ 
 

62. to na niten sira no bosbosan ta apyori rako a ranomri marahan niyo ori koan na sira, 
‘The deer saw them, what do we do? The river is wide, how do we cross over, they said.’ 
 

63. a tateng am, jyaa ta namen mateng a miyawawat koan na,  
‘It’s okay. We are good at swimming.’ 
 

64. makakbot rana sira do rako a ranom ori am,  
‘We jump into the water.’ 
 

65. mamogow dang akmansang a ino no kanakan nam,  
‘The child’s dog is frightened.’ 
 

66. macivava ko pa jimo an, koan na no ino, 
‘The dog said: can you carry me?’ 
 

67. noon jiya na ta pangey koimo do oo ko, 
‘Ok, you come. I put you upon my head.’ 
 

68. pangain na o ino do oo no kanakan,  
‘He puts the dog upon his head.’ 
 

69. ka pangonong na rana nia  
‘He takes him.’  
 

70. yangey na do katovangan na, 
‘He brings him to his opposite side.’ 
 

71. Makaranes rana sira do katovangan na nonangam   
‘They reach their opposite side.’ 
 

72. miwalamrana sira do kayo  
‘They rest on the tree.’ 
 

73. tateng am, maniring do ino nam,  
‘Later on, he said to the dog,’ 
 

74. key makeykaika ta miwalam tapa jiya ta ta maziknan? koan na. 
‘You hurry up, we take a rest there becuse we are tired, said the child.’ 
 

75. mazikna o kanakan ta nicivavana o ino do ranom ta ji naraham no ino o mibebneng a ranom, 
‘The child is tired, becuase he carries the dog to cross the water, because the dog cannot cross 
over.’ 
 

76. tateng am, miwalam rana o kanakan do katangked do nimaikwan na a kayo, 
‘Later on, the child takes a rest beside the tree.’ 
 

77. tateng am, yatenranam ciata ta na nimiwalam an,mangey tanan? 
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‘Later on, it’s okay, we had a rest, then we go.’ 
 

78. ta meytanakalahen rana o tozatoza an?  
‘We go look for the frog first.’ 
 

79. Nohon, meyeza rana sira meykomala so tozatoza kalaen dapa, 
‘Ok, we look for the frog together.’ 
 

80. tateng am, meywalam sira do tonga na no kayo am,  
‘Later on, when they take a rest beside the tree.’ 
 

81. toda cita o adoa ka o tozatoza makobot rana, 
‘They see two frogs coming out.’ 
 

82. no ka nonang, o ana mo koymo o ito o tozatoza a ya adoa koan na, 
‘At that time, you, there, two frogs are there, he said.’ 
 

83. si nana kani yama na, tateng am, tosira meytotowaw o ananak nadodang am,  
‘His father and mother, later on, their children come out.’  
 

84. aro ananak na do dang am, 
‘There are many frog’s children there.’ 
 

85. o yaro o anak na no tozatoza,  
‘Many little frogs.’ 
 

86. o macita da aro rana o anak na no tozatoza am masarey sira kano ino na, 
‘They see many frogs, the child and the dog are happy.’ 
 

87. makacita so tozatoza, 
‘(They) can see frog’ 
 

88. tateng am, pacigamogamoen da sira  
‘later on, they play together’ 
 

89. rakpen da sira a apen da rana sira  
‘They grab them and hold them.’ 
 

90. piyalalamen da sira kano ino am 
‘They, the child and the dog play with them’ 
 

91. nimakala da rana aro a tozatoza  
‘They have found many frogs.’ 
 

92. macita na akman so sang am a kanakan neyito am kano ino ito am no tozatoza am, 
‘When the frog sees the child and the dog.’ 
 

93. masarey sira o tozatoza am (mianoanood) rana sira,  
‘They are happy and start singing.’ 
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94. tozatoza gekgekgek koan da rana no tozatoza, 
‘Frog said to them: gekgekgek.’ 
 

95. tateng am, mamizing da no kanakan nam,  
‘Later on, when the child hears them.’ 
 

96. masarey sira, o asiyo ya mianoanood o tozatoza ori ang,  
‘They, the child and the dog are very happy. Why are they singing?’ 
 

97. toza toza tozatoza gekgek tozatoza gege ~ ori o ciriciring da no tozatoza, ori rana ko ipaci! 
‘Toza toza toza toza gekgek tozatoza gege~ ---that’s frog’s language, that’s the end of my 
storytelling.’ 
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